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Abstract

This thesis focuses on improving the workflow of semantic segmentation through

a combination of reducing model complexity, improving segmentation accuracy,

and making semantic segmentation results more reliable and robust. Semantic

segmentation refers to pixel-level classification, the objective of which is to clas-

sify each pixel of the input image into different categories. The process typically

consists of three steps: model construction, training, and application. Thus, in

this thesis, fuzzy-based techniques are utilized in the aforementioned three steps

to improve semantic segmentation workflow .

The widely-used semantic segmentation models normally extract and aggre-

gate spatial information and channel-wise features simultaneously. In order

to achieve promising segmentation performance, it is required to involve nu-

merous learnable parameters, which increase the model’s complexity. Thus,

decoupling the information fusion tasks is an important approach in the explo-

ration of semantic segmentation models. Fuzzy integrals are effective for fusing

information, and some special fuzzy integral operators (OWA) are free of pa-

rameters and easy to implement in deep-learning models. Therefore, a novel

fuzzy integral module that includes an additional convolutional layer for feature

map dimensionality reduction and an OWA layer for information fusion across

feature channels is designed. The proposed fuzzy integral module can be flexi-

bly integrated into existing semantic segmentation models, and then help reduce

parameters and save memory.

Following the exploration of semantic segmentation models, the collected data

is used to train the model. Note that the precise delineation of object boundaries

is a key aspect of semantic segmentation. In order to make the segmentation

model pay more attention to the boundary, a special boundary-wise loss func-

tion is desirable in the segmentation model training phase. Fuzzy rough sets are

normally utilized to measure the relationship between two sets. Thus, in this

thesis, to improve the boundary accuracy, fuzzy rough sets are leveraged to cal-

culate a boundary-wise loss, which is the difference between the boundary sets
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of the predicted image and the ground truth image.

After completing the training process with the proposed novel loss, the next

step for semantic segmentation is to apply the pre-trained segmentation model

to segment new images. One challenge is that there are no ground truth images

to quantify the segmentation quality in the real-world application of semantic

segmentation models. Therefore, it is crucial to design a quality quantification

algorithm to infer image-level segmentation performance and improve the cred-

ibility of semantic segmentation models. In this thesis, a novel quality quan-

tification algorithm based on fuzzy uncertainty is proposed as part of the model

inference process without accessing ground truth images.

Moreover, to further explore the practical application of the proposed qual-

ity quantification algorithm in clinical settings, this thesis goes beyond public

datasets and delves into a real-world case study involving cardiac MRI segmen-

tation. Additionally, as clinicians also provide the level of uncertainty to mea-

sure their confidence when annotating to generate ground truth images (human-

based uncertainty), the correlation between human-based uncertainty and AI-

based uncertainty (calculated by the proposed quality quantification algorithm)

is deeply investigated.

Comprehensive experiments are conducted in this thesis to demonstrate that the

integration of fuzzy-based technologies can enhance the efficiency, accuracy,

and reliability of semantic segmentation models compared to those without such

methods.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Background and Motivation

Image segmentation is the process of dividing a digital image into various image

objects, the goal of which is to reduce the complexity of the image and improve

the efficiency of image analysis. As the digital image is represented in the form

of pixels, image segmentation is equivalent to grouping pixels. The classical

segmentation methods consist of thresholding [7], region growing [8], edge de-

tection [9], and machine learning methods using handcrafted features [10]. With

the development of hardware equipment and the increasing number of images,

end-to-end convolutional neural networks (CNNs)–based semantic image seg-

mentation techniques have become state-of-the-art methods. Semantic segmen-

tation essentially refers to pixel-level classification, the objective of which is to

classify each pixel of the input image into different categories and then segment

the given image into various useful and meaningful regions based on the pixel

classification results. In some areas (e.g., skin lesion segmentation[11], lung

tumor segmentation[12]), the performance of semantic segmentation can be on

par with that of human experts.
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Fundamentally, the semantic segmentation process consists of three key steps:

1) construct a semantic segmentation model using deep convolutional neural

networks; 2) leverage raw images and related ground truth masks to train the

segmentation model and learn corresponding weights; 3) use the pre-trained seg-

mentation model to segment new images. In order to improve the segmentation

quality, researchers have proposed numerous models e.g. FCN [13], UNet [1],

SegNet [2], and DeepLab series [14, 15, 16, 17]. These semantic segmentation

models have a general framework, including two parts: (1) the encoding stage is

utilized to extract spatial and channel information; (2) the decoding stage is ap-

plied to resize the output prediction to the same size as the corresponding ground

truth mask. In these models, the spatial information and channel information of

one given image are extracted simultaneously. As we know, when a model deals

with multiple tasks at the same time, its performance for each individual task is

potentially degraded. Thus, Hu et al. [18] designed a module named squeeze-

and-excitation (SE) to handle channel information specifically, which won first

place in several semantic segmentation competitions. However, one limitation

of SE is that the process for the combination of channel information is a black

box. Whether an interpretable fusion method can be used to aggregate channel

information is still an open question. To investigate this, one of the state-of-art

information fusion technologies called fuzzy integrals is introduced in Chapter

3.

After the semantic segmentation model is determined, the next step is to learn

the model parameters using the collected training data. First, the raw images

are sent into the pre-defined model to obtain the predicted segmentation images.

Then the difference between the predicted images and the ground truth masks

is calculated based on the selected loss function to update the model parame-

ters until the model converges. Hence, the loss function plays a significant role

during the model training process. Many past and current studies pay attention
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to region-wise or pixel-wise losses [19, 20, 21, 22, 23]. Pixel-wise losses con-

centrate on local details, while region-wise losses focus on global information.

However, in some specific application scenarios e.g. tumor segmentation, it is

more important to precisely delineate objects’ boundaries than to segment ac-

curate pixels or regions. It indicates that a balance between local and global

is necessary. Thus, a boundary-wise loss measuring the difference between the

predicted image’s and the ground truth mask’s boundaries is proposed. To sim-

plify the computational process, the corresponding boundaries are regarded as

two sets. Considering that fuzzy rough sets with the fuzzy equivalence relation

are a useful and widely-used approach to measuring the difference between two

sets [24], the lower approximation of fuzzy rough sets is introduced to calcu-

late the boundary-wise loss. More investigations on boundary-wise losses are

discussed in Chapter 4.

When the training process with the chosen loss function is finished, the pre-

trained segmentation model is used to segment new images. It has been demon-

strated that pre-trained semantic segmentation models have achieved outstand-

ing performance in multiple public datasets [25]. However, the applications of

semantic segmentation models in the real world are still limited due to the fact

that no reliable indication of the segmentation quality can be provided. Current

semantic segmentation models have no ability to indicate the success/failure or

the level of trustworthiness of the segmentation result. Instead, these models

only provide a segmentation result without segmentation quality information,

which limits the widespread application of image segmentation models espe-

cially in clinical settings. Note that the pixel-wise confidence scores provided

by the segmentation models are different from the uncertainty or trustworthi-

ness of the segmentation results. Therefore, it would be of great importance to

design a quality quantification algorithm for the image segmentation models.

The quality quantification algorithm should be capable of indicating whether
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the segmentation result has poor or good quality without knowing the ground

truth masks. As a high uncertainty value generally indicates an incorrect predic-

tion, the segmentation quality has a negative relationship with the segmentation

uncertainty [26]. It is a natural idea to leverage uncertainty to infer segmenta-

tion quality. Fuzzy sets, proposed by Zadeh in 1965 [27], can efficiently handle

ambiguity and vagueness in many fields [28, 29, 30]. Thus, whether the fuzzy

sets can be applied to quantify the segmentation uncertainty and then indicate

the segmentation quality is still an open question. Chapter 5 provides a detailed

investigation and discussion.

Throughout the thesis, different fuzzy methods have been adopted to deal with

semantic segmentation issues: 1) fuzzy integrals are used to aggregate channel-

wise information in semantic segmentation models thereby reducing the com-

plexity of semantic segmentation models; 2) fuzzy rough sets are applied to cal-

culate the boundary-wise loss, therefore to improve the boundary accuracy of se-

mantic segmentation; 3) fuzzy uncertainty is utilized to design quality quantifi-

cation algorithm and then infers the semantic segmentation performance. Fur-

thermore, in order to explore the practical application of the proposed quality

quantification method in clinical settings, Chapter 6 goes beyond public datasets

and delves into a real-world case study involving cardiac MRI segmentation.

Quantitative analysis and qualitative analysis are conducted to investigate how

to use the proposed quality quantification method in the clinical setting and

what the difference between AI-based uncertainty (calculated using the quality

quantification algorithm) and human-based uncertainty (clinicians’ confidence

in annotating to generate ground truth images) is. The quantitative analysis is

to obtain some experimental results based on the dataset, while the qualitative

analysis is designed for clinicians to obtain feedback and comments regarding

the application of uncertainty in real-world settings and how they annotate the

uncertainty.
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1.2 Aims and Objectives

The aim of this thesis is to improve the workflow of semantic segmentation

through a combination of reducing model complexity, improving segmentation

accuracy, and making semantic segmentation results more reliable and robust.

The corresponding objectives to obtain the aim are described as follows in detail.

• Create a modeling framework in which the number of parameters is suit-

ably low

The widely-used semantic segmentation models normally extract and ag-

gregate spatial information and channel-wise features simultaneously. In

order to achieve promising segmentation performance, it is required to in-

volve numerous learnable parameters, which increases the model’s com-

plexity. Thus, one objective of this thesis is to create a modeling frame-

work in which the number of parameters is suitably low. Note that fuzzy

integrals are effective for fusing information, and some special fuzzy inte-

gral operators are free of parameters. Applying the fuzzy integral to fuse

the channel information is a logical move that can decouple the informa-

tion fusion tasks in semantic segmentation models while also simplifying

the models.

• Improve overall segmentation accuracy with particular emphasis on bound-

aries

One of the key points of semantic segmentation is to precisely delineate

objects’ boundaries. To make the segmentation model pay more atten-

tion to the boundary, a special boundary-wise loss function should be im-

plemented during the segmentation model training phase. Thus, one ob-

jective of this research is to improve the boundary accuracy of semantic

segmentation by designing a novel boundary-wise loss. Note that fuzzy
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rough sets are normally utilized to measure the relationship between two

sets using fuzzy equivalence relation. Moreover, the boundary-wise loss

function is to calculate the difference between the boundary sets of the

predicted image and the ground truth image. Therefore, using fuzzy rough

sets to design the novel boundary-wise loss is a possible direction.

• Enhance interpretability of semantic segmentation results

Without interpretability, the semantic segmentation results are inconvin-

cible and not accepted by users, especially clinicians, which limits the

application of semantic segmentation. Hence, in order to make seman-

tic segmentation results more reliable and robust, one of the objectives

is to enhance the interpretability of semantic segmentation results by de-

signing a novel quality quantification algorithm. The proposed quality

quantification algorithm can help interpret the semantic segmentation re-

sults by segmentation uncertainty. Uncertainty has a negative relationship

with segmentation quality, and fuzzy sets are an efficient and useful tech-

nique to handle and quantify uncertainty. It is a promising idea to leverage

fuzzy sets to calculate the segmentation uncertainty and, therefore to in-

dicate the quality of semantic segmentation results.

• Evaluating the framework through real-world experimental studies

After completing the algorithms or models design in the lab, the next step

is to utilize the proposed algorithms and models to handle practical issues.

Hence, another objective is to evaluate the framework through real-world

experimental studies by conducting quantitative analysis and qualitative

analysis with clinicians.
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1.3 Thesis Structure

This chapter provides an overview of this thesis. Firstly, background informa-

tion regarding research gaps and the corresponding motivations is given. Then

aims and objectives of this work are summarized. The following section in-

cludes a list of publications that have resulted from this thesis.

The structure of the remainder of this thesis is as follows:

• Chapter 2 outlines an overview of some background information and a lit-

erature survey for this thesis, including semantic segmentation and fuzzy

techniques.

• Chapter 3 proposes a new fuzzy integral module that can be flexibly in-

serted into semantic segmentation models. This fuzzy integral module

consists of a dimensionality reduction operator and ordered weight av-

eraging (OWA) fusion operators, which are capable of reducing model

complexity.

• Chapter 4 presents a novel boundary-wise semantic segmentation loss

based on the lower approximation of fuzzy rough sets. This new loss

pays more attention to the boundaries in comparison to other segmenta-

tion losses.

• Chapter 5 introduces a novel fuzzy-uncertainty-based quality quantifi-

cation algorithm for semantic segmentation. This algorithm offers en-

hanced capabilities in assessing segmentation quality and classifying the

good/poor segmentation images.

• Chapter 6 conducts quantitative analysis and qualitative analysis simulta-

neously on a real-world cardiac MRI dataset to investigate how to use the
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proposed quality quantification method in the clinical setting and what the

difference between AI-based uncertainty and human-based uncertainty is.

• Chapter 7 concludes the work in this thesis while also discussing the lim-

itations of the current work and making suggestions for further research.

1.4 Publications Arising from the Thesis

Three conference papers and three journal papers have been published or sub-

mitted after completing the research in this thesis. These publications are as

follows:

[1] Q. Lin, X. Chen, C. Chen and J.M. Garibaldi, “Quality Quantification in

Deep Convolutional Neural Networks for Skin Lesion Segmentation us-

ing Fuzzy Uncertainty Measurement, ” in Proceedings IEEE International

Conference on Fuzzy Systems, 2022, pp. 1-8.

[2] Q. Lin, X. Chen, C. Chen and J.M. Garibaldi, “FuzzyDCNN: Incorpo-

rating Fuzzy Integral Layers to Deep Convolutional Neural Networks for

Image Segmentation” in Proceedings IEEE International Conference on

Fuzzy Systems, 2021, pp. 1-7.

[3] Q. Lin, X. Chen, C. Chen and J.M. Garibaldi,“Quality control algorithm

for medical image segmentation based on fuzzy uncertainty”, IEEE Trans-

actions on Fuzzy Systems, vol. 31, no. 8, pp. 2532-2544, 2023.

[4] Q. Lin, X. Chen, C. Chen and J.M. Garibaldi, “Fuzzy Uncertainty-based

Out-of-Distribution Detection Algorithm for Semantic Segmentation” in

Proceedings IEEE International Conference on Fuzzy Systems, 2023, pp.

1-6.
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[5] Q. Lin, X. Chen, C. Chen and J.M. Garibaldi, “Boundary-wise Loss for

Medical Image Segmentation Based on Fuzzy Rough Sets”, Information

Sciences (Under Review)

[6] Q. Lin, X. Chen, C. Chen, N. Jathanna, S. Jamil-Copley and J.M. Garibaldi,

“Study of Uncertainty of AI and Human in Cardiac MRI Segmentation”,

Journal of Cardiovascular Magnetic Resonance (Under Review)
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Chapter 2

Background

2.1 Introduction

This thesis aims to improve the workflow of semantic segmentation from the fol-

lowing perspectives: 1) design a novel layer to reduce the complexity of seman-

tic segmentation models; 2) design a boundary-wise loss function to improve the

boundary accuracy of semantic segmentation; 3) design a novel quality quantifi-

cation algorithm to make the semantic segmentation results more reliable and

robust. Thus, Section 2.2 first introduces the background of semantic segmenta-

tion and a brief review of widely-used semantic segmentation models, semantic

segmentation loss functions, and quality quantification algorithms for semantic

segmentation.

Then, a number of fuzzy techniques are utilized to achieve the above aims.

Fuzzy sets are applied to quantify the uncertainty, thereby indicating the seg-

mentation quality (quality quantification algorithm). Section 2.3 focuses on the

definition of various fuzzy sets: type-1 fuzzy sets and general type-2 fuzzy sets.

Besides, the conditions of fuzzy union, fuzzy intersection, and fuzzy equiva-
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lence relations are depicted in Section 2.3.3 to provide theoretical support for

fuzzy rough sets in Section 2.4.

As fuzzy rough sets are the key point to designing the boundary-wise loss func-

tion, Section 2.4 gives a detailed description of fuzzy rough sets based on fuzzy

sets, rough sets, and fuzzy equivalence relations. Section 2.5 provides the defi-

nition of fuzzy integrals and a review of commonly used fuzzy integral operators

(OWA), which are utilized in semantic segmentation models to help reduce the

model’s complexity. Figure. 2.1 shows navigation to link each topic presented

in this chapter to the aims and objectives.

Figure 2.1: Link each topic to the aims and objectives

2.2 Semantic Segmentation

Image segmentation is the most important part of image comprehension in com-

puter vision. It aims to divide the given image into several disjoint areas based

on such extracted features as shape, grayscale value, spatial texture, and colour

so that all the features share a high level of similarity in the same area. In

recent years, with the rapid progress of image segmentation technology, some

image-segmentation-related scenarios including object segmentation [31], hu-

man foreground segmentation [32], face parsing [33], three-dimensional recon-

struction [34] have been widely used in self-driving cars, augmented reality,
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security monitoring and healthcare industries.

Classical image segmentation technologies are primarily unsupervised learning

methods: edge detection [9], threshold [7], region growing [8], and clustering

[35]. These methods are not robust and have low-quality segmentation results

when the boundary of the original image is complicated and overlapped. To

mitigate this problem, end-to-end convolutional neural networks (CNNs)-based

semantic segmentation techniques have gradually become the mainstream im-

age segmentation algorithms and achieved outstanding performance in numer-

ous computer vision tasks.

Semantic segmentation can be defined as pixel-level classification. Every indi-

vidual pixel in the input image is assigned into different categories with respect

to corresponding ground truth images and semantic segmentation models. Fig-

ure 2.2 shows the process of semantic segmentation. Given a raw image X , the

objective of semantic segmentation is to label each pixel xi in X with a corre-

sponding category.

Figure 2.2: The Process of Semantic Segmentation
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2.2.1 Semantic Segmentation Models

Big data and parallel computing promote the rapid development of semantic

segmentation technologies. Every year there are numerous novel semantic seg-

mentation models proposed to settle various segmentation issues. Next, some

typical and widely-used semantic segmentation models is introduced.

In 2015, Long et al. [13] innovatively designed a pixel-to-pixel, end-to-end

image segmentation model, Fully Convolutional Networks (FCN), based on

de-convolutional operators. This model was insensitive to the details and did

not take the relationship between pixels into consideration, but it was ground

breaking in the semantic segmentation field. After that, many other semantic

segmentation model designs and frameworks were inspired by it for instance

SegNet [2], and Deconvnet [36]. In the same year, another representative se-

mantic segmentation model, UNet, was proposed to deal with medical images

[1]. To transmit learned features from the encoder to decoder directly, skip con-

nection was applied between encoding and decoding layers in UNet. To settle

3D medical image (CT, MRI) segmentation problems, Wang et al. [37] uti-

lized 3D convolutional kernels to substitute for 2D convolutional kernels and

named the new model as 3DUNet. Furthermore, the emergence of Dilated/A-

trous Convolution [15] in 2017 contributed to the production of a series of novel

semantic segmentation models: DeepLab V1 [14], V2 [15], V3 [16], V3+ [17].

The most significant part of the deeplab series is that V1 used the combination

of dilated convolution and Conditional Random Field (CRF), V2 added atrous

special pyramid module on the basis of V1, V3 utilized the multi-grid strat-

egy and batch normalization, and V3+ reorganised the structure of deeplab into

encode-decode pattern.

Figure 2.3 and Figure 2.4 show the architectures of UNet and Segnet. Both of

them have the encode-decode structure.
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Figure 2.3: The structure of UNet model [1]

Figure 2.4: The structure of SegNet model [2]

For all the aforementioned semantic segmentation models, one of the most im-

portant components is the convolutional layer. In each convolutional layer, a

convolutional kernel performs as a fusion operator, which aims to merge the

spatial information and the channel information (also known as feature maps) si-

multaneously with respect to the corresponding learnable weights. As we know,

when a model deals with multiple tasks at the same time, its performance for

each individual task is potentially degraded. Thus, Hu et al. [18] demonstrated

that fusing channel information separately is beneficial for the improvement

of segmentation performance. In this thesis, one special fuzzy integral fusion

method–OWA (Section 2.5) is leveraged to decouple the information fusion

14
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tasks.

2.2.2 Semantic Segmentation Loss Functions

The above mentioned CNN models aim to estimate a set of intrinsic model pa-

rameters by minimizing a loss function that measures the difference between

the currently predicted segmentation and the ground truth segmentation. This

minimization process is performed iteratively by error back propagation using

gradient descent algorithm. As the loss function guides the learning process

of the semantic segmentation models, the selection of loss function is of great

importance. The loss functions for semantic segmentation is divided into three

categories: pixel-wise loss, region-wise loss and boundary-wise loss [38]. The

pixel-wise losses include Cross Entropy Loss [19], Weighted Cross Entropy

Loss [39], Balanced Cross Entropy Loss [21], and Focal Loss [22]. Cross En-

tropy Loss is the widely used pixel-wise loss. The others are the cross entropy

variation losses, which is proposed to deal with unbalanced data issues. The

Cross Entropy Loss (CELoss) is defined as:

LCE =
1
N

N

∑
i=1

K

∑
t=1
−yit log(ŷit), (2.1)

where yit is the ith label pixel value in the tth class and ŷit is the ith predicted

pixel value in the tth class, K is the number of classes, N is the number of pixels.

The region-wise losses contain Dice Loss [20], Sensitivity-Specificity Loss [40],

Tversky Loss [41], Focal Tversky Loss [42], Log-Cosh Dice Loss [38]. Among

them, Dice Loss is the most representative and commonly used region-wise loss.

DiceLoss (DLoss) is represented as:

LD =
1
K

K

∑
t=1

(
1−

2∑
N
i=1 yit ŷit

∑
N
i=1 y2

it +∑
N
i=1 ŷ2

it

)
, (2.2)
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where yit , ŷit , K, N have the same meaning as LCE .

All the aforementioned losses are pixel-wise and region-wise losses. In seman-

tic segmentation tasks, uncertainty and misclassification normally happen at the

boundaries [26]. Therefore, if a loss function is designed to concentrate on the

boundary, the image segmentation performance can be potentially improved.

However, the research about boundary-wise loss is limited. There are two popu-

lar boundary-wise losses namely Hausdorff loss (HDLoss) [43] and Dual Haus-

dorffLoss (DHDLoss) [43] proposed to focus on the segmentation boundary.

HDLoss is yielded from Hausdorff distance d (X ,Y ) = maxx∈X miny∈Y∥x−y∥2,

where x and y are the elements of X and Y respectively. Since the formula of

Hausdorff distance is non-convex, it cannot be directly applied to calculate the

image segmentation loss. The variation of Hausdorff distance has the ability to

make the HDLoss tractable, which is represented as:

LHD =
1
|Ω |∑

Ω

(
(p−q)2⊗

(
Dα

p
))

, (2.3)

where p and q are the predicted binary image and the ground truth image re-

spectively, Dp refers to the distance map of p, α is equal to 2, ⊗ represents

the pixel-wise multiplication operator, Ω is the whole area of the given image.

Since Dp and Dq are not equal, a dual direction Hausdorff loss (DHDLoss) is

proposed:

LDHD =
1
|Ω |∑

Ω

(
(p−q)2⊗

(
Dα

p +Dα
q
))

, (2.4)

From the equation of HDLoss and DHDLoss, the distance value in the distance

map has a large range which may cause instability in the training process of

semantic segmentation models and lead the segmentation model to fail to con-

verge to the optimal value. In this thesis, to manage the limitations of existing

boundary-wise losses and capture the more accurate segmentation boundary, a

novel boundary-wise loss function based on fuzzy rough sets (Section 2.4) is
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proposed.

2.2.3 Quality Quantification for Semantic Segmentation

After being trained using the aforementioned loss function, the segmentation

model can be applied to segment new images. However, in a real-world appli-

cation, it is difficult to assess the semantic segmentation performance directly

due to the fact that there is no ground truth image. The pre-trained semantic

segmentation model can only give the predicted segmentation image and has no

ability to inform the patient or clinician of the segmentation quality. Therefore,

it is crucial to design a quality quantification algorithm to evaluate the segmenta-

tion performance and improve the segmentation model credibility on new data,

especially in clinical settings, which is the process of quality control.

In the literature, the approaches to designing a quality quantification algorithm

can be classified into three categories. The first category is registration-based

quality quantification algorithms. This category generally selects some refer-

ence database with ground truth images and applies image registration between

the test image and the reference images to evaluate the segmentation perfor-

mance of the given test image. Valindria et al. [26] designed a reverse classifier

to implement the image registration and used reverse classification accuracy to

predict the segmentation performance. It is noted that registration-based quality

quantification methods are time-consuming due to the fact that the image reg-

istration is implemented multiple times with numerous reference images. The

second category is learning-based quality quantification algorithms. This cat-

egory treats quality quantification as a regression task and utilizes various ma-

chine learning models to predict the segmentation performance. Timo et al. [44]

adopted a SVM regression model based on hand-crafted features and Robinson

et al. [45] applied a DCNN regression model based on the predicted image and
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raw image to directly predict the Dice (a commonly-used segmentation quality

metric). Instead of predicting the Dice, Shou et al. [46] proposed a generative

adversarial network (GAN) model to generate the ground truth image. Then the

overlap between the predicted image generated from the pre-trained segmenta-

tion model and the ground truth image generated from the GAN model was used

to assess the segmentation performance.

The third category is uncertainty-based quality quantification algorithms. Un-

like the previous quality quantification methods, this category leverages seg-

mentation uncertainty to devise the quality quantification algorithm since inac-

curate segmentation areas generally have high levels of uncertainty [26]. For one

given test image X, these uncertainty-based methods firstly capture the data un-

certainty or model uncertainty by generating N predicted images {y1,y2,y3, · · · ,yN}.

Then different uncertainty measures have been proposed to quantify the uncer-

tainty, the value of which is used to evaluate the segmentation performance.

Hoebel et al. [47] and Roy et al. [48] calculated the segmentation uncertainty

based on the overlap between pairwise predicted images (Dpw) and the inter-

section over overlap of all predicted images (IoU) respectively. These two meth-

ods Dpw and IoU were very sensitive to poor-quality predicted images, which

might lead to an inaccurate evaluation of segmentation performance. Roy et

al.[49] proposed a region-wise variation coefficient (VC) to measure the uncer-

tainty. The VC was equal to pixels standard variance over pixels mean, where

pixels belonged to the segmentation region of all predicted images. This method

treated all the pixels in the segmentation region equally and ignored the fact that

mis-segmentation commonly happened at the boundary area. Instead of directly

calculating the region-wise uncertainty, Mehrtash et al. [26] and DeVries et al.

[50] proposed to generate an uncertainty map firstly, in which each value re-

ferred to each pixel’s uncertainty. Then Mehrtash et al. [26] computed the mean

uncertainty of segmentation region (Ulabelled) and DeVries et al. [50] trained
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a DCNN regression model with a raw image, predicted image and uncertainty

map (CNNurp) to measure the uncertainty. These two methods Ulabelled and

CNNurp did not take the influence of neighbouring pixels into consideration.

Moreover, CNNurp was time-consuming and had over-fitting issues due to the

fact that numerous extra parameters in the DCNN model needed to be trained

compared with other uncertainty-based quality quantification methods.

Based on the above discussion, it can be concluded that uncertainty based meth-

ods have many favorable properties (e.g., computational efficiency, no learning

process required, and easy to implement) compared to registration-based and

learning-based methods. In this thesis, as fuzzy sets (Section 2.3) can efficiently

handle ambiguity and vagueness in many fields [28, 29, 30], they are applied to

quantify the segmentation uncertainty.

Next, the aforementioned fuzzy techniques (fuzzy sets, fuzzy rough sets, and

fuzzy integrals) are described and discussed in detail.

2.3 Fuzzy Sets

As described in Section 2.2.3, uncertainty-based quality quantification meth-

ods are superior to registration-based and learning-based methods. Given their

proven efficiency in managing ambiguity and vagueness, fuzzy sets are utilized

to quantify the segmentation uncertainty. Thus, in this section, the background

information for type-1 fuzzy sets, general type-2 fuzzy sets, and fuzzy set oper-

ations are given in detail.
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2.3.1 Type-1 Fuzzy Sets

In 1965, Zadeh [27] first proposed the type-1 fuzzy sets to depict the ambiguity

and uncertainty. Type-1 fuzzy sets are the generalizations of crisp sets. The

definition of type-1 fuzzy sets is given in the following.

Definition 2.1 Given a universe U, a type-1 (T1) fuzzy set A is a set function on

U into [0,1], that is

A = {(x,µA (x)) |x ∈U } (2.5)

where x is a variable in the U, µ (x) is a membership function and 0≤ µA (x)≤

1. The value of membership function refers to the degree of x belonging to A.

When the universe U is discrete, the type-1 fuzzy set A is normally expressed as

A =
N

∑
i=1

µA (xi)

xi
(2.6)

where N is the number of discrete points in the U and xi is the ith discrete value.

Note that the ∑ means the set of all discrete points xi with its corresponding

membership value µA (xi) instead of the summation operator.

When the universe U is continuous, the type-1 fuzzy set A is commonly repre-

sented by

A =
∫

x∈U

µA (x)
x

(2.7)

where the
∫

refers to the set of all x ∈ U with its corresponding membership

value µA (x) instead of the integral operation.

Figure 2.5 shows the examples for two type-1 fuzzy sets.
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Figure 2.5: Example of type-1 fuzzy sets [3]

2.3.2 Type-2 Fuzzy Sets

Type-2 fuzzy sets are the generalization of type-1 fuzzy sets in order to handle

more uncertainty. Although type-1 fuzzy sets have been applied to represent

numerous complicated real-world problems [51, 52], criticism were made by

many researchers [53] about the fact that the type-1 fuzzy sets do not include

the uncertainty of their membership grade. To overcome the limitation of type-1

fuzzy sets, Zadeh [54] first proposed the concept of type-2 fuzzy sets to incorpo-

rate uncertainty about the membership grade. Then Mendel and John promoted

the development of type-2 fuzzy sets by the introduction of footprint of uncer-

tainty (FOU). FOU makes type-2 fuzzy sets visual and straightforward to under-

stand. Currently, type-2 fuzzy sets are widely-used in various areas: Business

and Management [55], Environmental Sciences [56], Computer Science [57],

Engineering [58] etc. The definition of type-2 fuzzy sets is expressed as:
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Definition 2.2 Given a universe U, a type-2 (T2) fuzzy set Ã can be treated as

the extension of a type-1 fuzzy set and is represented by

Ã = {((x,u) ,µÃ (x,u)) |x ∈U,u ∈ Jx ⊆ [0,1]} . (2.8)

where x is the primary variable and u is the secondary variable. µÃ (x,u) is

the secondary membership function and the value of µÃ (x,u) is the secondary

membership grade. Jx denotes the primary membership.

In the type-2 fuzzy set Ã, given a variable x, the related membership grade of

x in Ã is a function µÃ (x,u) instead of a single value. This function includes

the uncertainty of the membership grade, which is the key point of type-2 fuzzy

sets.

When the universe U is discrete, the type-2 fuzzy set Ã is normally expressed as

Ã = ∑
x∈U

∑
u∈Jx

µÃ (x,u)
(x,u)

Jx ∈ [0,1] (2.9)

where ∑ means the collection of all discrete points x with its corresponding

membership function µÃ (x,u) instead of the summation operator.

When the universe U is continuous, the type-2 fuzzy set Ã is commonly repre-

sented by

Ã =
∫

x∈U

∫
u∈Jx

µÃ (x,u)
(x,u)

Jx ∈ [0,1] (2.10)

where the
∫

denotes the collection of all x ∈ U with its corresponding mem-

bership function µÃ (x,u) instead of the integral operation. Figure 2.6 shows an

example for general type-2 fuzzy sets.

Despite the fact that general type-2 fuzzy sets have been successfully used in

many industries, it has a significant computational cost for handling uncertainty.

To improve the computational efficiency, in practical application, a special case
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Figure 2.6: Example of type-2 fuzzy sets [4]

of type-2 fuzzy sets namely interval fuzzy sets are commonly used since the

interval fuzzy sets use the interval to depict the uncertainty of the membership

grade and straightforward to understand.

Definition 2.3 When the secondary membership grades µÃ (x,u) = 1, the gen-

eral type-2 fuzzy sets are simplified to interval fuzzy sets and be expressed as:

Ã =
∫

x∈U

∫
u∈Jx

1
(x,u)

Jx ∈ [0,1] (2.11)

where the universe U is continuous, and

Ã = ∑
x∈U

∑
u∈Jx

1
(x,u)

Jx ∈ [0,1] (2.12)

where the universe U is discrete.

Figure 2.7 visualizes the interval fuzzy sets. From Figure 2.7, the interval fuzzy

sets can be represented by upper membership function (UMF) µ̄Ã (x) and lower
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Figure 2.7: Example of interval fuzzy sets [5]. The solid line is the upper bound-
ary of FOU and refers to the upper membership function (UMF). The dotted line
is the lower boundary of FOU and represents the lower membership function
(LMF). The shaded area is the FOU.

membership function (LMF) µ
Ã
(x), that is

Ã =
{(

x,
[
µ

Ã
(x) , µ̄Ã (x)

])
|x ∈U

}
(2.13)

where µ
Ã
(x) = {x,min(Jx)} and µ̄Ã (x) = {x,max(Jx)}, Jx is the primary mem-

bership grade(s) of Ã at x.

2.3.3 Fuzzy Set Operations

As the same with conventional set theory, the fuzzy sets also have union, in-

tersection, and complement operators. However, the fuzzy sets operators are

not restricted strictly in one definite form. Provided an operator satisfies some

essential conditions, it can be reasonably applied in fuzzy sets.

Fuzzy union is defined as s-norm, that is S [µA (x) ,µB (x)] = µA∪B (x), where

S : [0,1]× [0,1]→ [0,1] and have the following attributes:

• S (1,1) = 1,S (0,a) = S (a,0) = a (boundary condition);
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• S (a,b) = S (b,a) (commutativity);

• if a≤ a′ and b≤ b′, S (a,b)≤ S (a′,b′) (monotonicity);

• S (S (a,b) ,c) = S (a,S (b,c)) (associativity).

Fuzzy intersection is given as t-norm T [µA (x) ,µB (x)] = µA∩B (x), which also

satisfies the commutativity, monotonicity, and associativity like s-norm:

• T (a,1) = a,T (1,a) = a (boundary condition);

• T (a,b) = T (b,a) (commutativity);

• if a≤ a′ and b≤ b′, T (a,b)≤ T (a′,b′) (monotonicity);

• T (T (a,b) ,c) = T (a,T (b,c)) (associativity).

Fuzzy complement N is a decreasing map N (µA (x)) = 1− µA (x) where N :

[0,1]→ [1,0].

A fuzzy equivalence relation is a function D : X2→ [0,1] and satisfy the follow-

ing conditions:

• D(x,x) = 1 (reflexivity);

• D(x,y) = D(y,x) (symmetry);

• min(D(x,y) ,D(y,z))≤ D(x,z) (min-max-transitivity)

It is noted that ‘min’ is the special case of t-norm. Thus, when the operator

‘min’ is replaced by t-norm, that is T (D(x,y) ,D(y,z)) ≤ D(x,z), D is called a

fuzzy T -equivalence relation.

Table 2.1 and Table 2.2 show the widely used s-norm and t-norm operators

satisfying the corresponding conditions.
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Table 2.1: Examples for s-norm operators

s-norm
SM (a,b) = max(a,b)
SP (a,b) = a+b−ab

SL (a,b) = min(a+b,1)

Scos (a,b) = min
(

a+b−ab+
√

2a−a2
√

2b−b2,1
)

Table 2.2: Examples for t-norm operators

t-norm
TM (a,b) = min(a,b)

TP (a,b) = a×b
TL (a,b) = max(a+b−1,0)

Tcos (a,b) = max
(

ab−
√

1−a2
√

1−b2,0
)

2.4 Fuzzy Rough Sets

As described in Section 2.2.2, the application of the boundary-wise loss func-

tion in semantic segmentation models benefits the improvement of the bound-

ary accuracy of semantic segmentation. Fuzzy rough sets are normally utilized

to measure the relationship between two sets using fuzzy equivalence relation.

Thus, using fuzzy rough sets to calculate the difference between the boundary

sets of the predicted image and the ground truth image is a significant direction

of the investigation. In this section, the definition of fuzzy rough sets and their

corresponding generalization are presented in detail.

2.4.1 Rough Sets

Rough sets [59] are particularly useful in dealing with ambiguity, vagueness

and general uncertainty problems. Let IS = ⟨U,C⟩ be an information system,

where U is a nonempty and finite set of objects, C is a nonempty and finite set
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of attributes. Given an equivalence relation R, the universe U is divided into a

family of disjoint subsets, named equivalence class [x]R. For ∀x,y,z ∈ U , the

equivalence relation R is satisfied the following rules: R(x,x) = 1, R(x,y) =

R(y,x), R(x,y) = 1,R(y,z) = 1 =⇒ R(x,z) = 1.

According to [59], given a subset of objects X ⊆U and an equivalence relation

R, the lower and upper approximations of X are defined as:

 RX = {[x]R |[x]R ⊆ X }

RX = {[x]R |[x]R∩X ̸=⊘}
(2.14)

When RX ̸= RX , X is a rough set in the approximation space. Obviously, the

subset X is approximated by two unions of equivalent classes. The lower ap-

proximation of X is represented by the union of equivalence classes [x]R which

are totally contained by X . The upper approximation of X is evaluated by the

union of equivalence classes which has a non-empty intersection with X . The

difference between RX and RX is the boundary region.

2.4.2 Fuzzy Rough Sets

Although the classical rough sets have been applied in many fields and also

have obtained outstanding performance, there is a restriction that could not be

ignored. The classical rough sets are considerably effective only when the data

is symbolic-valued [60]. To address the above restriction and broaden the ap-

plication range of rough sets, Dubois et al. [24] imposed a novel theory named

fuzzy rough sets which was integrated with fuzzy sets and rough sets. The key

idea of the fuzzy rough sets is to supersede the equivalence relation of rough

sets by a fuzzy equivalence relation.
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Definition 2.4 Given a universe U, R is a fuzzy equivalence relation on U. For

∀x,y ∈U, the fuzzy rough sets are defined as [24]


RmaxX (x) = in f

y∈U
max(1−R(x,y) ,X (y))

RminX (x) = sup
y∈U

min(R(x,y) ,X (y))
(2.15)

where X is a subset of U.

Based on [61][62], if the R is a fuzzy T -equivalence relation on U , the more

general fuzzy operator t-norm, s-norm defined above can be applied to substitute

‘max’ and ‘min’, that is


RsX (x) = in f

y∈U
s(N (R(x,y)) ,X (y))

RtX (x) = sup
y∈U

t (R(x,y) ,X (y))
(2.16)

where X is the subset of U and N is the fuzzy complement. RmaxX (x) and

RsX (x) are the lower approximation and mean the degrees the x certainly be-

longs to the set X. RminX (x) and RtX (x) are the upper approximation and denote

the degrees the x possibly belongs to set X.

2.5 Fuzzy Integral

As mentioned in Section 2.2.1, fusing channel information separately is ben-

eficial for the improvement of segmentation performance. Fuzzy integrals are

an effective method for fusing information, and some special fuzzy integral op-

erators (OWA) are free of parameters and easy to implement in deep-learning

models. Thus the special fuzzy integral fusion method—OWA is leveraged to

decouple the information fusion tasks. In this section, the definition of fuzzy

integrals and the detailed process of OWA operators are presented.
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Fuzzy integrals are a set of non-linear aggregation operators calculated by the

associated fuzzy measures. The fuzzy measure is a monotonic increasing set

function ρ : 2X → R+( where X = {x1,x2, ...,xn} refers to an infinite set) and

has the following attributes: (1) boundary condition: ρ (φ) = 0,ρ (X) = 1; (2)

monotonicity: if A ⊆ B and A,B ⊆ X ,ρ (A) ≤ ρ (B). As fuzzy integrals have

the ability to model interaction between different information sources, they are

superior to other fusion algorithms. Choquet integrals [63] are the widely used

fuzzy integrals and defined as:

∫
h◦ρ =Cρ (θ) =

N

∑
i=1

[
θ
(
xσ(i)

)
−θ

(
xσ(i+1)

)]
ρ(Ai), (2.17)

where θ is a vector and has a value for each attribute in X (xσ(i) ∈ X), Ai =

xσ(1),xσ(2), · · · ,xσ(i), σ is the permutation θ
(
xσ(1)

)
≥ θ

(
xσ(2)

)
≥ ·· ·≥ θ

(
xσ(N)

)
,

ρ is fuzzy measures.

It is noted that the Choquet integral is a kind of flexible aggregation algorithm

and different types of fuzzy measures enable the Choquet integral to generate

some specific fusion methods. Yager [64] investigated the connection between

Choquet integral with ordered weighted averaging (OWA) and concluded that

when the fuzzy measure belonged to the cardinality-based measure, Choquet

integral could be regarded as OWA operator. In the next subsection, the special

case of Choquet integral—OWA is described in detail.

2.5.1 OWA Operators

Ordered weight averaging (OWA) operators were innovatively introduced for

information fusion by Yager [64]. An OWA operator has the ability of mapping

n-dimension inputs to 1-dimension output: Rn→R. The details about OWA are

given below.
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Definition 2.5 Given a set of values σ1,σ2, ...,σn, weights vector ω = [ω1,ω2, ...,ωn]
T ,

where ∀ωi ∈ [0,1] , i = 1,2, ...,n and ∑
n
i=1 ωi = 1, the OWA operator can be de-

fined as:

fOWA (σ1,σ2, ...,σn) =
n

∑
i=1

ωiσ(i). (2.18)

where σ(i) is the ith largest element of the n-dimensional inputs σ1,σ2, ...,σn..

According to the definition of OWA, three steps are required to calculate the

final aggregating value:

• Step1: sort the feature maps σ1,σ2, ...,σn in descending order;

• Step2: design an appropriate algorithm to obtain the optimal OWA weights

vector ω = [ω1,ω2, ...,ωn]
T ;

• Step3: aggregate the reorder feature maps with OWA weights by equation

(??).

Obviously, how to calculate the weights vector plays a key role in the OWA

operator. Herein, some existing methods with respect to OWA weights are suc-

cinctly reviewed.

Firstly, linguistic quantifier Q [65] was applied to search for OWA weights:

ωi = Q
(

i
n

)
−Q

(
i−1

n

)
, i = 1,2, ...,n. (2.19)

If linguistic quantifier Q means ‘For all’, the OWA weights can be found by

Q(k) =


0, f or k < 1

1, f or k = 1

ωi =


0, i < n

1, i = n

(2.20)
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If linguistic quantifier Q represents ‘Identity’, the OWA weights are evaluated

via
Q(k) = k

ωi =
1
n
, i = 1,2, ...,n

(2.21)

Then, O’Hagan [66] designed a novel algorithm, which maximizes the disper-

sion measure [64] and predefines the orness measure value [64], to capture the

OWA weights:

Max
n

∑
i=1

ωi lnωi

sub ject to
1

n−1

n

∑
i=1

(n− i)ωi = ε,

n

∑
i=1

ωi = 1

(2.22)

where 0 ⩽ ε ⩽ 1 is the orness value and i = 1,2, ...,n. Furthermore, Yager and

Filev [67] investigated some widely-used families of OWA weights.

(1)

ωi =


1
n (1−υ)+υ , i = 1

1
n (1−υ) , i = 2, ...,n

(2.23)

where 0 ⩽ υ ⩽ 1

(2)

ωi =
β τ

i

∑
n
i=1 β τ

i
(2.24)

where −∞ ⩽ τ ⩽ +∞, βi is the i largest element of the n-dimension inputs

of the aggregation operator.

(3)

ω1 = υ ,ω2 = υ (1−υ) ,ω3 = υ (1−υ)2 ,

...,ωn−1 = υ (1−υ)n−2 ,ωn = (1−υ)n−1 (2.25)
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(4)

ω1 = υ
n−1,ω2 = (1−υ)υ

n−2,ω3 = (1−υ)υ
n−3,

...,ωn−1 = (1−υ)υ ,ωn = (1−υ) (2.26)

Lastly, normal distribution was introduced to generate OWA weights [68]:

ωi =
1√

2πσn
e
−
[
(i−µn)2

2σ2n

]
(2.27)

where µn =
1+n

2 ,σn =
√

1
n ∑

n
i=1 (i−µn)

2.

2.6 Summary

This chapter provides detailed background material and an overview of the lit-

erature this thesis uses and refers to.

As shown in Figure 2.1, the first aspect is to incorporate fuzzy integral to the

semantic segmentation model, which creates a modeling framework in which

the number of parameters is impressively low (objective 1). The architectures

and characteristics of the past and current semantic segmentation models are

reviewed. To overcome one of these models’ limitations which extracts and

aggregates spatial information and channel-wise features simultaneously, the

fuzzy integral is utilized to fuse the channel information separately. The defini-

tions and formulas of different fuzzy integral operators are discussed in detail.

The second aspect is to calculate the boundary-wise semantic segmentation loss

using fuzzy rough sets, which improves overall segmentation accuracy with par-

ticular emphasis on boundaries (objective 2). A brief review of semantic seg-

mentation loss functions and their corresponding challenges are provided. The
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boundary-wise loss function is to calculate the difference between the bound-

ary sets of the predicted image and the ground truth image. It indicates that

the boundary-wise loss pays more attention to the boundary compared to other

losses. Fuzzy rough sets are normally utilized to measure the relationship be-

tween two sets using fuzzy equivalence relation and can be utilized to design the

novel boundary-wise loss. Some basic theoretical knowledge and definitions of

fuzzy rough sets are introduced, which constructs a solid mathematical support

for the derivation procedure of the boundary-wise loss function.

The third aspect is to leverage fuzzy sets to evaluate the semantic segmentation

quality namely quality quantification algorithms, which makes semantic seg-

mentation results more reliable and robust (objective 3). The literature about

designing various quality quantification algorithms is reviewed and the advan-

tages and disadvantages of different kinds of quality quantification algorithms

are also highlighted. Uncertainty-based quality quantification methods are su-

perior to registration-based and learning-based methods. Given their proven

efficiency in managing ambiguity and vagueness, fuzzy sets are utilized to quan-

tify the segmentation uncertainty. The definition and representation methods of

fuzzy sets are described in detail since they play a significant role in the pro-

posed new fuzzy-based quality quantification algorithm.

With the background information, in the next chapter, a novel fuzzy integral

layer based on some special fuzzy integral operators–OWA is proposed, which

can be inserted into many semantic segmentation models and help reduce the

number of parameters.
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Chapter 3

A Novel Fuzzy Integral Module in

Semantic Segmentation Models

The most crucial and fundamental component of semantic segmentation is seg-

mentation models. As mentioned in Section 2.2.1, the widely-used semantic

segmentation models like FCN, SegNet, UNet, DeepLab, etc. are constituted

by convolutional neural networks (CNNs). CNNs normally extract and aggre-

gate spatial information and channel-wise features simultaneously. In order to

achieve promising segmentation performance, it is required to involve numerous

learnable parameters, which increase the model’s complexity. Moreover, when

a model deals with multiple tasks at the same time, its performance for each

individual task is potentially degraded. Thus, it is a natural idea to decouple the

spatial and channel information fusion tasks in semantic segmentation models.

Most studies have concentrated on spatial information by modifying convolu-

tional kernel size, while channel information has received less attention. Note

that fuzzy integrals are an effective method for fusing information, and some

special fuzzy integral operators are free of parameters. Applying the fuzzy in-

tegral to fuse the channel information can address objective 1 in Section 1.2.
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Therefore, in this chapter, as presented in our study [69], a novel fuzzy inte-

gral module is introduced to the CNNs for fusing the information across feature

channels.

Section 3.1 introduces the motivation and the importance of channel-wise fea-

tures in semantic segmentation. In detail, the framework of the proposed fuzzy

integral module and the corresponding fusion operators are described in Sec-

tion 3.2. In Section 3.3, two experiments are conducted: one is to compare

with other fuzzy-integral-based semantic segmentation models, and the other

is to apply the proposed fuzzy integral module in a widely-used semantic seg-

mentation model to verify its generalizability. Section 3.4 further discusses the

benefits and restrictions of our suggested methodology. The contributions and

conclusion of this chapter are summarized in Section 3.5.

3.1 Background and Motivation

Convolutional neural networks (CNNs), as one of the most successful deep

learning (DL) architectures, have been commonly used in semantic segmen-

tation tasks. One of the most important components in CNNs is convolutional

layer. In each convolutional layer, a convolutional kernel performs as a fusion

operator, which aims to merge the spatial information and the channel informa-

tion (also known as feature maps) with respect to the corresponding learnable

weights. Spatial information refers to the location relationship of different pix-

els in the same image or the feature map extracted from the previous CNN layer.

In CNNs, the convolutional filter sizes contribute to capturing the spatial infor-

mation in different resolutions. Therefore, the selection of appropriate filters

plays an important role in model performance and it has drawn increasing re-

search attention. Szegedy et al. [70] designed an inception module including
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two different convolutional kernels 3× 3 and 5× 5 which enabled multi-scale

spatial information to be captured, leading to improved performance. Newell et

al. [71] built on their work for human pose estimation by utilizing stacked hour-

glass networks. This network module allows the extraction of local features

in multiple scales (e.g. face and hands), followed by an integration of these

features to derive the full-body pose.

Channel information represents different feature values at the same image loca-

tion. The conventional CNN model simply adds the feature values of all chan-

nels to form the feature maps of the consecutive layer. By adding squeeze-and-

excitation (SE) blocks, Hu et al. [18] trained a neural network that is able to

capture the relationships between feature maps. By combining the proposed SE

blocks and CNNs, this framework won first place at ILSVRC 2017. However,

it is well-known that CNN can be considered as a black box. Although it can

be used to achieve high performance in many applications, the black box char-

acteristic makes it difficult to explore the best feature map fusion approach and

the related studies are very few.

On the other hand, as described in Section 2.5, fuzzy integrals originally in-

troduced by Sugeno [72] are effective information fusion technologies. The

most commonly used fuzzy integrals are Choquet integral [63] and Sugeno in-

tegral [72], which are both calculated with respect to relevant fuzzy measures.

Fuzzy integrals are a family of flexible and interpretable aggregation operators

and have been widely applied in artificial intelligence. Single Choquet integral

classifier and cross-oriented Choquet integral classifier were designed to han-

dle classification tasks in pattern recognition [73]. Hadjadji and Chibani [74]

devised a novel writer identification system by combining three texture descrip-

tors: run length (RL), oriented Basic Image Feature (oBIF) and Local phase

quantization(LPQ) based Choquet integral. However, the application of fuzzy

integrals in deep learning is still limited. Most of the published literature [75, 76]
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has focused on the fusion of different CNN models by fuzzy integrals, which

normally consists of choosing more than one model for the same dataset and

utilizing fuzzy integrals to fuse the outputs of different models. Although the

fusion of CNN models by fuzzy integrals has achieved outstanding performance

in many CV tasks, very few studies have explored the use of fuzzy integrals to

aggregate at the feature level, meaning that fuzzy integrals are introduced in the

hidden layers of deep learning models rather than the output layer.

To the best of our knowledge, only Price et al. [6] have explored feature fusion

by fuzzy integrals in deep learning models. In their method, the feature maps

were first sorted in descending order according to their image entropy values

and then the top five feature maps were selected to be fused via fuzzy integrals.

It was the first study that fuzzy integrals had been introduced to aggregate deep

features. This idea is novel and attractive but some drawbacks have been iden-

tified as follows. One drawback is that most model weights remain unchanged

since only retaining the top five and discarding the other feature maps have a

negative effect on the loss propagation process. The other drawback is that the

entropy-based sorting algorithm is pixel-wise and extremely time-consuming,

hence not suitable for practical applications. To address these limitations, a

new fuzzy module that includes an additional convolutional layer for feature

map dimensionality reduction and a Choquet integral module for information

fusion across feature channels is proposed. The proposed fuzzy integral mod-

ule addresses objective 1 in this thesis, and the next section provides a detailed

explanation of how it works.
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Figure 3.1: The structure of the fuzzy integral module

3.2 Fuzzy Integral Module

In this section, a new fuzzy module is proposed to combine channel information

of CNNs which includes a dimensionality reduction layer and Choquet integral

fusion operators.

Figure 3.1 represents the details of the proposed fuzzy module consisting of a

dimensionality reduction layer and a fuzzy fusion layer. The dimensionality re-

duction layer is a convolutional operator, which helps reduce the number of fea-

ture maps. This operator guarantees the success of loss back propagation as well

as keeping all weights updated regularly. The fuzzy fusion layer comprises Cho-

quet integral fusion operators that are executed to generate new feature maps,

where each fusion operator derives one feature map. As mentioned in Section

2.5, when the fuzzy measure belonged to the cardinality-based measure, the

Choquet integral could be regarded as OWA operator which has a straightfor-

ward computation process. Thus, in this chapter, the special cases of Choquet

integral —OWA operators are chosen to integrate the input feature maps. An

OWA operator has the ability to map n-dimensional inputs to 1-dimensional

output and the definition is given as follows.

Definition 3.1 Given a set of values σ1,σ2, ...,σn, weights vector ω = [ω1,ω2, ...,ωn]
T ,

where ∀ωi ∈ [0,1] , i = 1,2, ...,n and ∑
n
i=1 ωi = 1, the OWA operator can be de-
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fined as:

fOWA (σ1,σ2, ...,σn) =
n

∑
i=1

ωiσ(i). (3.1)

where σ(i) is the ith largest element of the n-dimensional inputs σ1,σ2, ...,σn.

According to the definition of OWA, three steps are followed to calculate the

final aggregated value:

• Step1: sort the feature maps σ1,σ2, ...,σn in descending order according

to a predefined evaluation metric.

• Step2: design an appropriate algorithm to obtain the optimal OWA weights

vector ω = [ω1,ω2, ...,ωn]
T . Each ω is associated with one feature map.

• Step3: aggregate the reordered feature maps with OWA weights by equa-

tion (3.1).

For step 1, as each feature map refers to a single channel image, image quality

evaluation indices, e.g. the Laplacian gradient function, and Entropy function

[77] can be applied to sort the feature maps. For step 2, Section 2.5.1 describes

the most frequently used OWA weight vectors.

One OWA aggregation operator refers to one kind of relationship between fea-

ture maps and the application of multiple fusion operators can contribute to

enhancing the utilization of feature maps. N f OWA operators generate N f new

feature maps being the inputs of the subsequent CNN layers. The conventional

convolutional layer aggregates the feature maps in the spatial dimension by the

corresponding weights learned from training data, while the OWA operators

fuse feature maps in the channel dimension by predefined weights based on the

image quality of each feature map. Therefore, adding the proposed fuzzy mod-

ule into the baseline deep CNN model is beneficial for achieving feature fusion

along both spatial and channel dimensions. Furthermore, the fuzzy module is
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flexible and can be inserted after convolutional layers, max-pooling layers, de-

convolutional layers, or activation function layers. The fuzzy integral fusion

operators also have numerous options.

3.3 Evaluation and Results

As mentioned in Section 3.1, only Price et al. [6] have utilized fuzzy integrals

to fuse feature maps in the intermediate layers of CNN models. Therefore, in

this section, the first experiment is to compare the proposed method with Price’s

method [6]. Then, to investigate the performance of the proposed fuzzy integrals

module in widely-used semantic segmentation models, the second experiment is

to apply the fuzzy integral module to UNet [1]. Three public datasets for image

segmentation have been used in both experiments.

• ISIC-2018: a dataset of dermoscopic lesion images which aims to au-

tomatically segment skin lesions and extract corresponding boundaries.

It has 2594 dermoscopic images with corresponding masks annotated by

experts.

• The second dataset comes from the Kaggle Carvana Image Masking Chal-

lenge Task (https://www.kag-gle.com/c/carvana-image-masking-challenge),

the goal of which is to segment cars from a given image. It includes 5088

images with corresponding binary label images.

• The third dataset is derived from the 2018 Data Science Bowl which aims

to detect the nuclei edges in divergent images to boost medical discovery

(https://www.kaggle.com/c/data-science-bowl-2018-/data). It consists of

670 images generated from various conditions: their imaging modality,

magnification and cell types also differ from one another. The correspond-
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ing binary mask for each image is also available.

Implementation detail and experimental results are given as follows.

3.3.1 Implementation Details

Firstly, the three public datasets were divided into training datasets and testing

datasets by the ratio of 8:2. Then the training datasets were applied to train

the baseline model, and the testing datasets were utilized to evaluate the per-

formance. After that, the proposed fuzzy module represented in Figure 3.1 was

implemented to enhance the segmentation performance. For the proposed fuzzy

module, a convolutional layer with five filters was applied as the dimensionality

reduction operator. It should be emphasized that the filter quantity can be ad-

justed according to the complexity of the application scenarios. We used five for

the purpose of a fair comparison with Price’s method, as they retained 5 feature

maps and discarded others.

Six mostly commonly used OWA operators were utilized for fuzzy fusion and

their corresponding weights were: a) ω = (1,0, ...,0), b) ω = (0, ...,0,1), c)

ω = (1
n , ...,

1
n , ...,

1
n), d) ω =

(
0, ...,0, 1

2 ,
1
2 ,0, ...,0

)
, e) ω1 = υ ,ω2 = υ (1−υ) ,ω3

= υ (1−υ)2 , ...,ωn−1 = υ (1−υ)n−2 ,ωn = (1−υ)n−1, f) ω1 = υn−1,ω2 =

(1−υ)υn−2,ω3 = (1−υ)υn−3, ...,ωn−1 = (1−υ)υ ,ωn = (1−υ), where n =

5,υ = 0.5. On the basis of OWA definition, before aggregating the feature maps,

Laplacian gradient function was applied to sort them in descending order. Com-

pared to the entropy-based image quality evaluation index in [6], the Laplacian

method is more efficient since it calculates using a 3×3 sliding window rather

than pixel-wise. Then the reordered feature maps with OWA weights were ag-

gregated by equation (3.1). Six OWA operators represented six different combi-

nations for feature maps, which enhanced the utilization of information.
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All of the experiments were conducted on a computer with the following speci-

fication: i7-3820 CPU and NVIDIA GeForce GTX1080Ti. The networks were

implemented using Pytorch and were trained 100 epochs with a learning rate of

10−4 using Adam optimization method.

3.3.2 Comparison with Other Fuzzy-integral-based Semantic

Segmentation Model

In order to make a fair comparison with Price’s fuzzy model [6], the same model

architecture is selected as our baseline model in this experiment (shown in Fig-

ure 3.2 (a)). It comprises two parts: down-sampling process and up-sampling

process. Four convolutional layers with 5× 5 kernels (white arrows) and two

maxpooling layers (black arrows) constitute the down-sampling strategy. The

up-sampling procedure consists of two deconvolutional layers with 6× 6 ker-

nels (blue arrows). The activation function is relu function which is expressed

as f (x) = max(0,x).

Then the proposed fuzzy modules shown in Figure 3.2 (b)) are inserted into var-

ious positions of the baseline model. In Figure 3.2 (a)), when the fuzzy modules

are in the location of (1)-(3), the segmentation model is called ‘Down fuzzy’

model; when the fuzzy modules are in the location of (4)-(5), the segmentation

model is called ‘Up fuzzy’ model; when the fuzzy modules are in the location

of (1)-(5), the segmentation model is called ‘All fuzzy’ model.

For Price’s method [6], the basic model architecture was exactly the same. The

key difference was the fuzzy module. In their method, feature maps were sorted

in descending order by the entropy algorithm and then the top five feature maps

were selected to be aggregated via six OWA operators. Their models are also

named as ‘Down fuzzy’ model, ‘Up fuzzy’ model and ‘All fuzzy’ model during
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Figure 3.2: (a) The architecture of the CNN model: grey blocks and white
arrows mean the down-sampling process, blue blocks and arrows represent up-
sampling process, red arrows stand for the concrete location of fuzzy module.
When there is no fuzzy module, the CNN model is called baseline model; (b)
This part is the details of fuzzy module including dimensionality reduction lay-
ers and fuzzy fusion layers. Nr means the number of feature maps after applying
the dimensionality reduction operator. N f represents the number of fuzzy inte-
gral operators. Each fuzzy fusion operator generates a new feature map. Black
arrows mean the maxpooling operator for the baseline model and the number of
output feature maps is 64. Black dashed arrows mean the maxpooling operator
for fuzzy models and the number of output feature maps is N f .
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the experiments.

Table 3.1 presents the results of the two comparison experiments: comparing

the proposed models with the baseline model and the corresponding models in

Price’s method [6].

DICE is dice coefficient which is widely used to evaluate the performance of

image segmentation. The formula is

DICE =
2 |A∩B|
|A|+ |B|

(3.2)

where A and B refer to the foreground regions of the predicted image and the

ground truth image respectively. Column ‘Parameters’ in Table 3.1 implies the

number of model parameters to be learned, which reflect the model complexity.

By comparing our method with the baseline method, it is seen in Table 3.1

that the ‘Up fuzzy’ model consistently achieved better segmentation accuracy

than the baseline model with statistical significance (measured by Wilcoxon sign

rank test with p < 0.05) and a reduction of the model parameter by 4.9%. When

using our ‘All fuzzy’ model, it was statistically better than the baseline model

for the skin dataset and produced better but not statistically significant results

than the baseline model for the other two datasets. Remarkably, the ‘All-fuzzy’

model only used less than 43% parameters of the baseline model.

By comparing the segmentation results of the proposed fuzzy models with those

of Price’s fuzzy models, the proposed fuzzy modules is considerably better than

the Price’s methods with statistical significance. Although it shows that the

proposed fuzzy modules require more parameters (10%–15%), the segmenta-

tion performance ‘Down fuzzy’ ‘Up fuzzy’ and ‘All fuzzy’ models were all

improved significantly using our fuzzy modules (7.52% increase, 4.42% in-

crease and 27.29% increase for Skin dataset, 4.98% increase, 3.13% increase
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3.3. EVALUATION AND RESULTS

and 17.22% increase for Nuclei dataset, 9.54% increase, 0.39% increase and

6.92% increase for Cars dataset compared with the Price’s fuzzy models).

Figure 3.3 shows some segmentation results for the three datasets. Figure 3.3

(a)(b) are the original image and the corresponding ground truth annotation,

respectively; Figure 3.3(c) is the predicted image segmentation of the base-

line model; Figure 3.3(d)(f)(h) are the predicted image segmentation based on

Price’s method [6]; Figure 3.3(e)(g)(i) are the predicted image segmentation

based on the proposed method. By comparing Figure 3.3(d)(f)(h) and Figure

3.3(e)(g)(i), the proposed method produced more accurate segmentation bound-

ary than Price’s method [6] which are more similar to the ground truth annota-

tion qualitatively.

3.3.3 Application of Fuzzy Integral Module in UNet

In order to verify the generalizability of the proposed fuzzy integral module,

a commonly-used semantic image segmentation model—UNet [1] is chosen.

UNet used skip connection module to connect the outputs of convolutional lay-

ers and de-convolutional layers, which is beneficial for directly transmitting

features learning from convolutional layers to de-convolutional layers. Figure

3.4 shows the UNet architecture. It consists of two parts: encode and decode.

Double-conv1-5 belong to the encoding process which is designed to extract

features. The decoding process including Doule-conv6-9 is devised to enable

precise localization and restore image size by transposed convolutions. Herein,

as the Double-conv layer is constituted by two convolutional operators, the pro-

posed fuzzy integral module is inserted between these two convolutional op-

erators. Table 3.2 presents the results of the fuzzy module in the encoding

and decoding process. ‘UNet’ refers to original UNet without fuzzy module;

‘Up fuzzy’ means only Double-conv6-9 layers include fuzzy integral module;
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Figure 3.3: Segmentation results: (a) original image; (b) benchmark image; (c)
predicted image segmentation of baseline model; (d) predicted image segmen-
tation of ‘Down fuzzy’ model based on Price’s method [6]; (e) predicted image
segmentation of ‘Down fuzzy’ model based on the proposed method; (f) pre-
dicted image segmentation of ‘Up fuzzy’ model based on Price’s method [6];
(g) predicted image segmentation of ‘Up fuzzy’ model based on the proposed
method; (h) predicted image segmentation of ‘All fuzzy’ model based on Price’s
method [6]; (i) predicted image segmentation of ‘All fuzzy’ model based on the
proposed method.
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Figure 3.4: The pipeline of UNet

Table 3.2: Experimental results for the widely-used segmentation model UNet
with the proposed fuzzy integral module.

Datasets Model DICE(%) Parameters

Skin

UNet 87.21±0.11 31.04M
Up fuzzy 87.04±0.19 21.77M

Down fuzzy 86.45±0.45 12.35M
All fuzzy 85.65±0.24 3.084M

Nuclei

UNet 91.17±0.19 31.04M
Up fuzzy 90.97±0.12 21.77M

Down fuzzy 90.17±0.51 12.35M
All fuzzy 89.47±0.45 3.084M

Cars

UNet 98.88±0.01 31.04M
Up fuzzy 98.77±0.03 21.77M

Down fuzzy 98.59±0.10 12.35M
All fuzzy 98.36±0.01 3.084M
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‘Down fuzzy’ represents the fuzzy integral module is added in Double-conv1-

5 layers; ‘All fuzzy’ refers to that all Double-conv layers consist of the fuzzy

integral module. DICE is the performance index for image segmentation. Pa-

rameters imply the number of parameters for the proposed model, which is given

to measure the model complexity.

Note that the target of the proposed fuzzy integral module is to integrate the

learned features in varied ways rather than extract features from given data. Ta-

ble 3.2 shows that applying the fuzzy module during the encoding phase results

in performance degradation while that during the decoding process causes per-

formance improvement or equal performance by comparing with the baseline

model. Therefore, it is more appropriate and reasonable to arrange the fuzzy

module in the decoding stage, the function of which is to restore image resolu-

tion. However, in this experiment, a fixed fuzzy module with five filters in the

dimension reduction layer and six OWA operators in the fuzzy fusion layer is

applied. With the increasing amount of filters and fusion operators, informa-

tion loss will be mitigated to some extent which probably leads to performance

enhancement in the stage of encoding.

Furthermore, the last column of Table 3.2 shows that fuzzy modules are capa-

ble of reducing 29.86% parameters in the decoding stage, 60.21% parameters

in the encoding process, and 90.06% parameters in the whole U-net model, re-

spectively. Moreover, the performance of ‘Down fuzzy’ and ‘All fuzzy’ models

did not fall dramatically (0.87% drop and 1.78% drop for skin dataset, 1.09%

drop and 1.86% drop for nuclei dataset, 0.29% drop and 0.52% drop for cars

dataset compared with the baseline model), while the number of model param-

eters saw a significant decrease. It suggests that numerous parameters in the

original UNet are redundant and the proposed fuzzy integral module is capable

of reducing redundancy.
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3.4 Discussion

Table 3.1 and 3.2 show that the proposed fuzzy module has the ability to reduce

the model complexity. The reason is explained using Figure 3.2. In Figure

3.2(a), one convolutional operator in the baseline model requires 64×5×5×64

(Bias parameters are neglected in this calculation for simplicity) weights during

the encoding stage, while after adding the proposed fuzzy module, the number

of weights is reduced to 64× 5× 5× (Nr +N f ). When the sum of (Nr +N f )

is smaller than 64, fewer parameters are required by adding the fuzzy module.

Therefore, the proposed fuzzy module can be treated as a viable solution if a

real-world application requires light-weight models.

Table 3.1 also shows that our fuzzy module is superior to the Price’s fuzzy

method [6] for ‘Down fuzzy’, ‘Up fuzzy’, ‘All fuzzy’ models. The reason is

that Price’s method, choosing the top 5 feature maps and discarding other fea-

ture maps, undermines the loss propagation process, while the proposed model

has the ability to eliminate this drawback. Examples of the weight updating

process for the proposed model and Price’s model are given in Figure 3.5. It

is noted that for simplicity, only 36 weights in one kernel are chosen to be vi-

sualized. Other kernels share the same situation. Figure 3.5(a) shows that all

of the chosen weights in the proposed new model are updated regularly. Figure

3.5(b) shows that the updating process of the given weights in Price’s model is

not successively updated: from epoch 1-3, they are updated, and after epoch 3

they remain unchanged. Since when one feature map is discarded, the loss can-

not be back propagated successfully that results in the corresponding connected

weights remaining the same value. The crucial and valuable characteristic of

deep CNN models is that they are capable of learning weights automatically.

If a new module that is introduced in the deep CNN models has a negative ef-

fect on the weights learning process, the performance will be heavily impacted.
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(a) The weight updating process in proposed model

(b) The weight updating process in original model [6]

Figure 3.5: The weights updating process of one filter for the proposed model
and the Price’s model [6] (a) means that all of the chosen weights in the pro-
posed new model are updated regularly, (b) shows that the chosen weights in
the Price’s model [6] are not successively updated.
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This explains why Price’s method performs worse in comparison with the base-

line model (shown in Table 3.1). Our new fuzzy module not only helps reduce

the quantities of feature maps but also keeps all the weights updated regularly.

For the second experiment, a fixed fuzzy module with five filters and six OWA

operators is inserted into the commonly-used segmentation model–UNet. Bet-

ter segmentation performance may be obtained using other deeper architectures

or more filters and OWA operators. However, the main focus of the second

experiment is to demonstrate whether the proposed fuzzy module still works

in the commonly-used segmentation model. Hence, the fuzzy module remains

consistent with the first experiment.

Moreover, in the proposed fuzzy integral module, a special case of fuzzy in-

tegrals namely ordered weight averaging (OWA) to merge information at the

feature level. The first step is to sort the feature maps and then use pre-trained

weights to fuse the feature maps. In order to avoid the influence of subjective

factors, it is worth further investigating whether the pre-trained weights can be

learnable.

For example, given two feature maps x1 and x2 and two weights ω1 and ω2, the

OWA operator is

YOWA =

 ω1x1 +ω2x2,x1 ⩾ x2

ω1x2 +ω2x1,x1 < x2

(3.3)

Due to ω1 and ω2 are predetermined, the YOWA is shown in Figure 3.6 (a). If the

ω1 and ω2 are learnable, the YOWA in Figure 3.6(a) possibly turns into a plane

shown in Figure 3.6 (b), in which the nonlinear characteristic would be disap-

peared. Moreover, as there is no prior information for the learnable weights,

the OWA fusion operator will be uninterpretable. However, the predetermined

weights potentially result in decreased accuracy when targeting complicated vi-

sion tasks. Herein, only binary class datasets are considered, more complicated
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Figure 3.6: The visualization of the fusion process of two elements
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datasets will be applied to verify the efficiency of the proposed fuzzy module in

future work.

3.5 Summary

In this chapter, a new fuzzy integral module that can be integrated into seman-

tic segmentation models is proposed to address objective 1. The fuzzy inte-

gral module consists of a dimensionality reduction operator and OWA opera-

tors. The dimensionality reduction operator is a convolutional layer, which can

help reduce the number of feature maps without affecting the process of loss

back-propagation. OWA operators are executed to generate new feature maps

by fusing along the feature channel dimension. Compared to another fuzzy-

integral-based semantic segmentation model (Price’s method) [6], the proposed

module is more efficient and achieves better segmentation performance. Note

that in order to make a fair comparison with Price’s method [6], the same se-

mantic segmentation model was adopted in our first experiment. However, this

semantic segmentation model used in Price’s method [6] is a toy model and not

a widely-used image segmentation model. Thus, our second experiment applied

the proposed fuzzy integral module to the UNet model to verify its generalizabil-

ity. From the experimental results, the UNet model complexity is considerably

reduced especially when fuzzy integral modules are inserted in the encoding

process, while the segmentation performance remains similar.

After the exploration of semantic segmentation models, the collected data will

be utilized to train the model. During training time, the loss function plays a

significant role in weight updating. Thus, in the next chapter, the fuzzy-based

loss function for semantic segmentation is investigated.
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Chapter 4

Boundary-wise Loss for Semantic

Segmentation Based on Fuzzy

Rough Sets

In semantic segmentation, the loss function plays an important role as it de-

termines the segmentation model convergence behavior and performance. Ac-

cording to the literature in Section 2.2.2, many past and current methods uti-

lize pixel-wise (e.g. cross-entropy) and region-wise (e.g. dice) losses while

boundary-wise loss is underexplored. It is known that one of the key aims of

semantic segmentation is to precisely delineate objects’ boundaries. Hence, it

is essential to design a loss function that measures the errors around objects’

boundaries. Fuzzy rough sets are constituted by the fuzzy equivalence relation,

which is commonly used to measure the difference between two sets. Thus,

in this chapter, by addressing objective 2, fuzzy rough sets are proposed to con-

struct the boundary-wise loss in semantic segmentation models for the first time,

as presented in our study [78].

Section 4.1 introduces the motivation and the importance of the boundary-wise
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loss compared to other loss functions. The mathematical derivation of boundary-

wise loss based on the lower approximation of fuzzy rough sets in semantic

segmentation models is given in Section 4.2. In Section 4.3, experiments with

various segmentation models and datasets are conducted, which aims to com-

pare the performance of the proposed fuzzy-rough-sets-based boundary-wise

loss function with the other four loss functions. Section 4.4 further investigates

the reason why the proposed loss function performs better than other boundary-

wise loss functions by the comparison of the loss variation curves in the training

process and testing process. The contributions and conclusion of this chapter

are summarized in Section 4.5.

4.1 Background and Motivation

As mentioned in Section 2.2.2, the loss function (also called the cost function

or error function) is a function that measures the difference between the pre-

dicted values and the actual values. For deep learning optimization problems,

the segmentation network parameters are estimated by minimizing the given loss

function iteratively in a training process. The loss function plays a considerably

important role in the training process of semantic segmentation networks as it

guides the convergence process and affects the performance of neural networks.

Researchers have designed various types of loss functions to address semantic

segmentation problems. Cross entropy loss [19] and dice coefficient loss [20]

are the commonly used image segmentation losses. Cross entropy loss is a type

of pixel-wise loss, which is calculated by the negative average of the log of

corrected predicted probabilities. This loss focuses on the predicted value of

each pixel and performs less robustly for unbalanced data. Thus many cross-

entropy variation losses are proposed to handle unbalanced data issues, includ-
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ing balanced cross-entropy loss [21], focal loss [22]. Dice coefficient loss is a

region-wise loss that quantifies the intersection regions of the predicted segmen-

tation and the ground truth segmentation. This loss performs well on unbalanced

datasets but its training error curve is unstable and gives no information for the

convergence procedure. To take advantage of both dice and cross-entropy loss,

Taghanaki et al. [23] introduced a hybrid loss that combines the dice loss and

cross-entropy loss.

All the aforementioned losses are pixel-wise and region-wise losses. In image

segmentation tasks, uncertainty and misclassification normally happen at the

boundaries [26]. Therefore, if a loss function is designed to concentrate on the

boundary, the image segmentation performance can be potentially improved.

The research conducted by Karimi et al. [43] discussed the boundary differ-

ence between the predicted segmentation and the ground truth segmentation. In

their study, distance transforms and morphological operations were applied to

construct the semantic segmentation boundary-wise loss, which calculated the

Hausdorff distance between the predicted image boundary and the ground truth

image boundary. However, Karimi et al. [43] only studied the performance

of a combined loss based on region-wise and boundary-wise losses without an

in-depth investigation of the boundary-wise loss itself.

On the other hand, as mentioned in Section 2.4.2, in 1990, Dubois et al. [24]

introduced a novel theory named fuzzy rough sets which combined fuzzy sets

with rough sets. The key idea of the fuzzy rough sets is to supersede the equiv-

alence relation of rough sets by a fuzzy equivalence relation [79]. Thus, the

fuzzy rough sets have the ability to manage data with fuzziness and vagueness

based on the similarity of different attributes. As the generalizations of classical

rough sets, fuzzy rough sets are commonly used in image segmentation [80, 81],

dimensionality reduction [82], feature selection [83, 84], etc. Although fuzzy

rough sets are applied widely in a multitude of AI tasks, no research proposed
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the use of fuzzy rough sets as the loss function in machine learning models.

In this chapter, as the lower approximation of fuzzy rough sets has the ability

to evaluate the difference between two sets, a novel boundary-wise loss is pro-

posed to address the limitations of other methods mentioned above based on

the lower approximation of fuzzy rough sets. The proposed novel loss function

addresses objective 2 in this thesis and the following is a detailed presentation

of the function.

4.2 A New Boundary-wise Loss Function for Se-

mantic Segmentation

In this section, a new boundary-wise loss for semantic segmentation is proposed.

Based on the theory of fuzzy rough sets in Section 2.4.2, the lower approxima-

tion RsDi (x) of fuzzy rough sets means the degrees the x certainly belongs to

the set Di. Therefore, the sum
(
∑x∈X RsDi (x)

)
can be applied to evaluate the

similarity between two sets X and Di. The key point of the boundary-wise loss

is to calculate the difference between the set of predicted image boundary pixels

and the set of ground truth image boundary pixels. It is a natural idea to use the

lower approximation of fuzzy rough sets to calculate the boundary-wise loss.

The detailed mathematical derivation is as follows.

4.2.1 Lower Approximation of Fuzzy Rough Sets

Given a finite and nonempty set of samples U , and decision D which parti-

tions the samples into subsets {D1,D2, · · · ,DM}. For ∀x ∈ U , if x /∈ Di (x)

, Di (x) = 0, otherwise Di (x) = 1. Based on the definition of fuzzy rough

sets in Section 2.4.2, the membership degree of x certainty belonging to the
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given class Di is calculated by the lower approximation of fuzzy rough sets

RsDi (x) = in f
y∈U

s(1−R(x,y) ,Di (y)), where s refers to the s-norm and R(x,y) is

the fuzzy equivalence relation between samples.

To further simplify the equation RsDi (x) = in f
y∈U

s(1−R(x,y) ,Di (y)), s-norms in

Table 2.1 are used:

• when s-norm operator is sM (a,b) = max(a,b), the lower approximation

is calculated by

RsDi (x) = in f
y∈U

sM (1−R(x,y) ,Di (y))

= in f
y∈U

max(1−R(x,y) ,Di (y))

= in f
y∈U

 1,y ∈ Di

1−R(x,y) ,y /∈ Di

(4.1)

= in f
y/∈Di

(1−R(x,y))

• when s-norm operator is sP (a,b) = a+ b− ab, the lower approximation

is calculated by

RsDi (x) = in f
y∈U

sP (1−R(x,y) ,Di (y))

= in f
y∈U

(1−R(x,y)+Di (y)− (1−R(x,y))×Di (y))

= in f
y∈U

 1,y ∈ Di

1−R(x,y) ,y /∈ Di

(4.2)

= in f
y/∈Di

(1−R(x,y))

• when s-norm operator is sL (a,b) = min(a+b,1), the lower approxima-
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tion is calculated by

RsDi (x) = in f
y∈U

sL (1−R(x,y) ,Di (y))

= in f
y∈U

min(1−R(x,y)+Di (y) ,1)

= in f
y∈U

 1,y ∈ Di

1−R(x,y) ,y /∈ Di

(4.3)

= in f
y/∈Di

(1−R(x,y))

• when s-norm operator is scos (a,b)=min
(

a+b−ab+
√

2a−a2
√

2b−b2,1
)

,

the lower approximation is calculated by

RsDi (x) = in f
y∈U

scos (1−R(x,y) ,Di (y))

= in f
y∈U

min(1−R(x,y)+Di(y)− (1−R(x,y)

×Di (y)+
√

1−R2 (x,y)
√

2Di (y)−D2
i (y),1) (4.4)

= in f
y∈U

 1,y ∈ Di

1−R(x,y) ,y /∈ Di

= in f
y/∈Di

(1−R(x,y))

From the equation 4.1—4.4, the lower approximation of fuzzy rough sets has the

consistent representation RsDi (x) = in f
y/∈Di

(1−R(x,y)) regardless of the s-norm

operator. RsDi (x) means that the degree of x certainty belonging to Di relies

on the closest sample of another category. Consider a special situation in which

there are only two classes D1 and D2. The formula RsD1 (x) = in f
y∈D2

(1−R(x,y))

denotes the likelihood of sample x belonging to class D1 increases with the

distance between x and class D2. It indicates if x is far apart from class D2, then

it is more likely to belong to class D1.
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4.2.2 Fuzzy Rough Sets Loss

Figure 4.1: The left part refers to the predicted image and the right part is the
ground truth image. Black circle is the predicted image boundary pixel set;
orange circle is the ground truth image boundary pixel set and belongs to the
class D1; the rest parts of the ground truth image pixels belong to the class D2;
grey part is the area of segmentation object.

For a semantic segmentation model, the training process is that given the input

image array X ∈ℜh×w×c ( h, w and c refer to the height, weight and channel of

X), the output predicted image is obtained by

Ŷ = f (W ⊗X) , (4.5)

where Ŷ ∈ℜh′×w′×P (h′ and w′ are the height and weight of Ŷ , P is the number

of pixel categories), W represents the model parameters, and f means the soft-

max function. Then the loss value is back-propagated to update the parameters.

The abstract loss function is written as loss = F
(
Ŷ ,Y

)
where Ŷ and Y are the

predicted image and the corresponding ground truth image, and F means the

selected loss function. The loss value increases with the distance between Ŷ and

Y .

Figure 4.1 shows the predicted image and the corresponding ground truth image.

For the ground truth image, the boundary pixel sets belong to class D1, while

the rest parts of the pixels are assigned to class D2. In the predicted image,

the boundary pixel sets are {xi : xi ∈ X}. For the binary categories semantic

segmentation, the ground truth image only has two categories D1 and D2 (D1∩
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D2 =⊘, D1∪D2 = ℧, where ℧ refers to the whole ground truth image) so that

the similarity between X and D2 can be applied to assess the distance of X and

D1. The greater the similarity value of X and D2 is, the farther X is from D1,

which means the loss difference between X and D1 is greater. Therefore, the

boundary loss is represented as

lossP = L
(
ŶX ,YD2

)
. (4.6)

where L is the similarity of X and D2.

From Section 4.2.1, the lower approximation RsDi (x) = in f
y/∈Di

(1−R(x,y)) of

fuzzy rough sets means the degrees the x certainly belongs to the set Di. There-

fore, given the {xi : xi ∈ X} and Di = D2, the similarity of X and D2 is assessed

by the average of the lower approximations for all x: 1
m

(
∑x∈X RsD2 (x)

)
where

m is the number of X . The boundary loss is evaluated by

lossP =
1
m

(
m

∑
i=1

RsD2 (xi)

)

=
1
m

m

∑
i=1


in f

j ∈ {1,2, ...,k}

y j /∈ D2

(
1−R

(
xi,y j

))


(4.7)

where xi ∈ X , y j /∈D2, R is the fuzzy equivalence relation of xi, y j. Furthermore,

based on Figure 4.1, the ground truth image only has two categories D1, D2

and D1 ∩D2 = ⊘ , so y j /∈ D2 ⇔ y j ∈ D1. It means that the boundary loss

can be calculated by the boundary sets of the predicted image and the ground

truth image. The widely used Gaussian kernel R(x,y) = exp
(
−∥x−y∥2

σ

)
[60]

is applied to calculate the fuzzy equivalence relation. The final boundary-wise
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loss formula is obtained by

lossP =
1
m

m

∑
i=1


in f

j ∈ {1,2, ...,k}

y j ∈ D1

(
1−R

(
xi,y j

))


=
1
m

m

∑
i=1


in f

j ∈ {1,2, ...,k}

yi ∈ D1

(
1− exp

(
−
∥xi− y j∥2

σ

))


(4.8)

and named as Fuzzy Rough Sets Loss (FRSLoss).

To make the proposed loss more robust and satisfy the symmetric condition, the

predicted image is separated into two categories D̂1, D̂2 and the boundary pixels

sets of the ground truth image are the samples to be classified. Then the average

of the lower approximation for all boundary pixels of the ground truth is adopted

to calculate the boundary-wise loss:

lossG =
1
k

(
k

∑
j=1

RsD̂2
(
y j
))

=
1
k

k

∑
j=1


in f

i ∈ {1,2, ...,m}

xi ∈ D̂1

(
1−R

(
y j,xi

))


(4.9)

It is noted that LossP ̸=LossG. Therefore, the Dual Fuzzy Sets Loss (DFRSLoss)

is introduced as LossD = (LossP +LossG).
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The aforementioned loss is only suitable for binary classification: one category

is the object pixels and the other is the background pixels. Nevertheless, nu-

merous practical segmentation tasks are required to address multi-class issues.

Therefore, to expand the application scope of the proposed loss, the binary for-

mula is extended to calculate the multi-class segmentation loss. Given the num-

ber of the categories is P, the multi-class segmentation can be divided into P

binary-class segmentation tasks. Thus, the multi-class FRSLoss is:

LossM =
1
P

P

∑
ρ=1

1
m

(
m

∑
i=1

RsD
ρ

2
(
xρ

i
))

=
1
P

P

∑
ρ=1

1
m


m

∑
i=1


in f

j ∈ {1,2, · · · ,k}

y j ∈ Dρ

1

(
1−R

(
xρ

i ,y
ρ

j

))



(4.10)

4.2.3 Distance Transform Algorithm

Based on equation (4.8), the FRSloss is one non-convex function. In order to

make the loss applicable in the segmentation model, the distance transform al-

gorithm is utilized to calculate the FRSLoss in practical applications.

Given a binary image B, the aim of the distance transform algorithm is to

obtain the closest distance from pixels in the segmented object to the object

boundary. After using the distance transform algorithm on B, a distance map

D f = fDT (B) is generated, where D f and B have the same size and the algo-

rithm fDT used to calculate the pixel value in D f consists of three steps:

1. Divide the pixels in the binary image B into two sets: the foreground

or segmentation object Θ = {(x,y) |B(x,y) = 1} , and the background
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Θ c = {(x,y) |B(x,y) = 0}. (x,y) represents the position of pixels.

2. For the foreground, calculate the pixel value D f (x,y) where (x,y) ∈ Θ

based on the minimal Euclidean distance from this pixel to Θ c according

to equation (4.11).

D f (x,y)

= min
{√

(x− xα)
2 +(y− yα)

2 |(xα ,yα) ∈Θ
c
}

(4.11)

3. For the background, fill 0 for all pixels belonging to {(x,y)|(x,y) ∈Θ c}

in the distance map D f .

As the segmentation boundary consists of the closest background pixels around

the segmented object, the distance map D f represents the smallest distance from

foreground pixels to the segmentation boundary. Moreover, in order to calculate

the smallest distance from the background pixels to the segmentation boundary,

the distance transform algorithm is also applied to the complementary map C=

1−B to obtain the corresponding new distance map Db. Thus, the final distance

map is calculated by D=D f +Db, which specifies the distance from each pixel

to the nearest boundary pixel. Note that for simplicity we ignore the difference

of the segmentation boundary during the calculation process of D f and Db. Due

to the practicability and effectiveness of distance transform in computer vision

[85] [86] [87] [88], many researchers devote themselves to finding the optimal

algorithm to calculate the distance map. In this chapter, a linear-time algorithm

based on min-convolutions and squared Euclidean distance [89] is adopted to

calculate the D f and Db.
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Figure 4.2: The blue line is the object boundary of the ground truth image; the
red line is the object boundary of the predicted segmentation image; the grey
region is the overlap of the ground truth image and the predicted segmentation
image; the yellow region is disjoint parts of the ground truth image and the
predicted segmentation image.

4.2.4 Computational Details of Fuzzy Rough Sets Loss

In Figure 4.2, the blue line D1 is the object boundary of the ground truth image

Y ; the red line X is the object boundary of the predicted segmentation image Ŷ ;

the grey region is the overlap of Y and Ŷ ; the yellow region is disjoint parts of Y
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and Ŷ . From equation (4.8), it can be rewritten as:

lossP =
1
m

m

∑
i=1


in f

j ∈ {1,2, ...,k}

yi ∈ D1

(
1− exp

(
−
∥xi− y j∥2

σ

))


=


1− 1

m

m

∑
i=1

exp


−

in f

j ∈ {1,2, · · · ,k}

yi ∈ D1

∥xi− y j∥2

σ




(4.12)

where xi ∈ X , yi ∈ D1, m is the number of boundary pixels in predicted image.

Thus, the coordinates of all points in X and D1 should be collected, the process

of which is extremely time-consuming, especially in a 256× 256 image. In

practical application, in order to improve computational efficiency, the closest

distance between each pixel xi in X and D1:

in f

j ∈ {1,2, · · · ,k}

yi ∈ D1

∥xi− y j∥ (4.13)

can be alternatively calculated by the matrix operation

|Ŷ −Y |⊗D (4.14)

where |Ŷ −Y | is the yellow region in Figure 4.2 representing disjoint parts of

Ŷ and Y , D is the distance map of the ground truth image and refers to the

closest distance from each pixel to the nearest segmentation boundary,⊗means
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pixel-wise multiplication. Equation (4.14) is more efficient than equation (4.13)

due to the fact that equation (4.14) does not have to find the predicted image

boundary point sets and matrix operation is more applicable and run faster in

deep learning models compared to the single-point operation which normally

requires numerous loops. Note that the key point of semantic segmentation is to

minimize the yellow region in Figure 4.2 and get the red line close to the blue

line shown in Figure 4.2. Equation 4.14 represents the closest distance from the

pixels in the yellow region to the object boundary. Equation 4.13 refers to the

closest distance from the pixels in the red line to the object boundary. Therefore,

it is reasonable to replace Equation 4.13 using Equation 4.14.

Furthermore, the loss function should be differentiable. Thus, the distance map

D is calculated previously and treated as a constant matrix. The absolute value

|Ŷ −Y | is substituted by
(
Ŷ −Y

)2, and the final loss function formula is written

by

lossP =

1− 1
M ∑exp

−
((

Ŷ −Y
)2⊗D

)2

σ


 , (4.15)

where M is the number of pixels in the yellow region shown in Figure 4.2.

Based on the FRSLoss formula (4.15), the computational procedure of the pro-

posed FRSLoss is described in Algorithm 4.1.

In this way, the non-convex issue of the FRSLoss is handled successfully. Next

section, several experiments are conducted to evaluate the effectiveness of FRSLoss.

4.3 Evaluation and Results

In this section, two public datasets with various object shapes and sizes and three

widely-used semantic segmentation models including UNet, FCN, and SegNet
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Algorithm 4.1 Fuzzy Rough Sets Loss
Input: semantic segmentation model M, raw input image I, corresponding

ground truth image Y , the sizes for I and Y are N×N
Output: the loss value FRSLoss
1: input image I into the model M and generate the predicted image P
2: obtain the predicted binary image Ŷ using the binarization operator Ŷ ={

1, p≥ 0.5
0, p < 0.5

, where p is the pixel value of P

3: calculate the difference map F = |Ŷ −Y |
4: obtain the complementary map Y of the ground truth image Y by using

equation Y = 1−Y
5: apply the distance transform algorithm on Y and Y to get the final distance

map D
6: calculate the minimum distance between predicted image boundary and

ground truth image boundary Λ = F⊗D, where ⊗ means pixel-wise mul-
tiplication

7: apply Gaussian kernel kG = exp
(
− |Λ |

2

σ

)
8: FRSLoss = Average(1−Gaussian(Λ)).
9: return FRSLoss

are utilized to assess the performance of the proposed boundary-wise loss. Eval-

uation metrics, implementation details, and experimental results are described

in the following subsections.

4.3.1 Datasets and Metrics

In the next experiments, nuclei and kidney cell datasets were adopted. Both of

the datasets have multiple segments in each image. However, the nuclei dataset

has more complicated boundaries than the cell datasets (seen in Figure 4.6). The

primary merit of the proposed boundary-wise loss is that it pays more attention

to the boundary compared with other types of losses. Therefore, to verify the

effectiveness and applicability of the proposed new boundary-based loss, it is

reasonable and meaningful to choose datasets with diverse boundaries.

• Nuclei dataset comes from the 2018 Data Science Bowl, the goal of which

is to segment nuclei boundary from given divergent images (https:
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//www.kaggle.com/c/data-science-bowl-2018/data). It includes 670 raw

images and the corresponding ground truth images are also available. As

the nuclei dataset has multiple segments in each image, its boundaries are

relatively complicated and diverse.

• The kidney renal clear cell dataset [90] contains 462 raw images with

corresponding ground truth images annotated by experts. The pixel size

of each image is 400× 400. For sake of avoiding the overfitting issue,

data augmentation including flipping and rotation was utilized to increase

the quantity of this dataset. Compared with the nuclei dataset, this cell

dataset has less complicated boundaries.

To evaluate the segmentation performance of FRSLoss and compare it against

other state-of-the-art losses (CELoss, DLoss, HDLoss, and DHDLoss), Dice

coefficient (DC) and pixel accuracy (PA) are reported.

DC =
2 |P∩R|
|P|+ |R|

(4.16)

where P and R present the foreground areas of the ground truth image and the

predicted image respectively.

PA =
T P+FP

T P+FP+T N +FN
(4.17)

where TN, FN, FP and TP refer to the true negative, false negative, false positive

and true positive rates respectively. Note that DC belongs to the region-wise

metric and PA is the pixel-wise metric [13].

As the proposed loss, FRSLoss, is a boundary-wise loss, it pays more atten-

tion to the boundaries compared to region-wise and pixel-wise losses in the-

ory. Hence, two boundary-wise metrics named 95th-percentile of Hausdorff

distance (HD) d (X ,Y ) = maxx∈X miny∈Y∥x− y∥2 and average symmetric sur-
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face distance (ASD) are also applied to assess the segmentation performance.

The formula of ASD is given as:

ASD =
1∣∣S(Ŷ)∣∣+ |S (Y )|( ∑

α∈S(Y )
min

β∈S(Ŷ)
∥α−β∥

+ ∑
β∈S(Ŷ)

min
α∈S(Y )

∥β −α∥) (4.18)

where S(Y ) refers to the boundary pixels set of the ground truth image and S(Ŷ )

is the boundary pixels set of the predicted image, α and β are the elements of

boundary sets S(Y ) and S(Ŷ ) respectively.

4.3.2 Experimental Design

In this chapter, without loss of generality, three commonly used semantic seg-

mentation models, FCN [13], UNet [1] and SegNet [2], were applied as the

backbone and evaluated on two public datasets. FCN is the most classical se-

mantic segmentation model and firstly proposed the encoder-decoder framework

for semantic segmentation. In the encoding stage, the semantic segmentation

model constituted by convolutional layers, maxpooling layers and relu activa-

tion functions is applied to capture the deep features. In the decoding stage, de-

convolutional operators are adopted to resize the feature maps in order to make

the output image and the ground truth image have the same size. In the FCN

model, the size of convolutional filter is 3×3 with the corresponding stride is 1,

while the size of deconvolutional filter is 3×3 with the corresponding stride is

2. UNet and SegNet models are the improvement of FCN. They share the same

encoder-decoder framework. The difference is that UNet uses skip connection

to transmit the features extracted from the encoding stage to the decoding pro-
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cess. Whereas, the SegNet introduces an index function to record the maximum

value in each sliding window of pooling layers and during the decoding stage

uses the index function to recover the feature maps by up-maxpooling operators

instead of the deconvolutional operator. In the UNet model, the size of con-

volutional filter is 3× 3 with the corresponding stride is 1, while the size of

deconvolutional filter is 2×2 with the corresponding stride is 2. In the SegNet

model, the size of convolutional filter is 3× 3 with the corresponding stride is

1, while the size of up-maxpooling filter is 2× 2 with the corresponding stride

is 2.

Numerous semantic segmentation losses have achieved exceptional performance

in various sorts of datasets [19, 20]. To verify the effectiveness of the proposed

loss, comparison experiments were conducted. Herein, we choose pixel-wise

loss (CELoss), region-wise loss (DLoss), and boundary-wise loss (HDLoss and

DHDLoss) for comparison. CELoss, DLoss, HDLoss and DHDLoss are calcu-

lated by equations (2.1)—(2.4).

The detailed algorithm procedure of the proposed FRSLoss is given in Sec-

tion 4.2. Moreover, based on equation (4.8), the Gaussian kernel in the FRSLoss

has a hyperparameter σ . To determine an optimal value for σ , cross-validation

experiments with the different values of σ = {0.5,1,2,3,5,10}were conducted.

Figure 4.3 shows variation curves of the performance evaluation indices with

various values of σ . The experimental results show that when σ was equal to 1,

the semantic segmentation model performed the best. Therefore, in all follow-

ing experiments, the value of σ was set to 1, which enabled the segmentation

models to achieve the best performance.

All the experiments were implemented based on the Pytorch. Adam optimiza-

tion algorithm was applied to update the weights with an initial learning rate of

0.0001.
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Figure 4.3: Segmentation performance with different σ , when σ = 1, the se-
mantic segmentation model achieves the best performance.

4.3.3 Results for Nuclei Dataset

Table 4.1 depicts the experimental results for boundary-wise losses in different

semantic segmentation models. Dice coefficient (DC) is generally used to as-

sess the segmentation performance and belongs to the region-wise metric, pixel

accuracy (PA) is one type of pixel-wise evaluation method, symmetric surface

distance (ASD) and 95th-percentile of Hausdorff distance (HD) are adopted to

evaluate the boundary distance of the predicted image and the ground truth im-

age. It should be noted that ASD and 95th-percentile of HD have the inverse

trend compared to DC and PA: when ASD and 95th-percentile of HD have lower

values, segmentation performance is better; while when DC and PA have lower

values, segmentation performance is worse.

FRSLoss, and DFRSLoss are the proposed boundary-wise losses. HDLoss and

DHDLoss are the other boundary-wise losses proposed by Karimi et al. [43].

To make a fair comparison, FRSLoss and HDLoss only take the distance trans-
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Table 4.1: Experimental results for boundary-wise losses, pixel-wise loss and
region-wise loss in UNet, FCN and SegNet on the nuclei dataset. Mean ± stan-
dard deviation values are reported for all the evaluation measures. ∗ represents
FRLoss and CELoss are significantly different with p < 0.05; ♯ represents FR-
Loss and DLoss are significantly different with p < 0.05

Model Loss DC (%) ↑ PA (%) ↑ ASD (mm) ↓ 95th-percentile
of HD (mm) ↓

UNet

FRSLoss 91.02±0.04 97.64±0.03 0.82±0.02 ∗ 4.74±0.20 ∗♯
HDLoss 74.75±4.05 94.90±0.41 4.43±0.94 35.78±5.70
DFRSLoss 91.07±0.04 97.60±0.02 0.83±0.02 5.09±0.31
DHDLoss 75.39±2.17 94.49±0.34 2.88±0.22 17.84±1.62
CELoss 90.97±0.07 97.58±0.01 0.92±0.01 7.83±0.13
DLoss 90.73±0.13 97.51±0.08 0.83±0.04 5.92±1.01

FCN

FRSLoss 90.39±0.11 97.58±0.04 0.81±0.01 ♯ 4.10±0.03 ∗♯
HDLoss 82.77±0.60 96.26±0.17 1.81±0.38 8.95±1.73
DFRSLoss 90.57±0.08 97.62±0.06 0.84±0.01 4.15±0.12
DHDLoss 83.41±0.45 96.37±0.05 1.35±0.05 5.26±0.28
CELoss 90.49±0.07 97.55±0.03 0.84±0.01 4.97±0.08
DLoss 90.74±0.10 97.63±0.02 0.86±0.02 5.62±1.35

SegNet

FRSLoss 89.56±0.53 97.22±0.12 0.98±0.06 ∗♯ 6.23±1.28 ∗♯
HDLoss 77.66±2.76 95.11±0.72 3.07±0.59 22.15±2.94
DFRSLoss 89.98±0.15 97.19±0.13 0.98±0.12 5.81±2.18
DHDLoss 81.93±1.29 95.75±0.31 2.16±0.50 11.18±2.17
CELoss 89.46±0.26 97.17±0.04 1.14±0.20 8.89±1.74
DLoss 88.97±0.47 96.98±0.16 1.11±0.08 7.86±0.51

form of the ground truth image into account, while DFRSLoss and DHDLoss

consider both directions using the distance maps of the predicted image and

the ground truth image. It can be seen in Table 4.1 that the performance of

UNet, FCN, and SegNet with FRSLoss and DRSLoss are improved in DC, PA,

ASD, and 95th-percentile of HD compared with HDLoss and DHDLoss, which

means that the proposed losses are superior to the Hausdroff distance based

boundary-wise losses in all given segmentation performance evaluation. More-

over, in comparison of the experimental results of UNet, FCN and SegNet with

FRSLoss, HDLoss, DFRSLoss and DHDLoss, the performance variation of the

proposed loss function is much smaller across different segmentation models

than Hausdroff distance based losses. In addition, the standard deviations of the

experimental results indicate that FRSLoss and DFRSLoss are more stable than

HDLoss and DHDLoss.
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Table 4.1 also shows the experimental results for pixel-wise loss and region-wise

loss in different semantic segmentation models. Herein, only widely used pixel-

wise (CELoss) and region-wise (DLoss) losses are discussed. As reported in

Table 4.1, CELoss and DLoss have similar segmentation accuracy to FRSLoss

in DC and PA but FRSLoss performs better in boundary-wise metrics (mea-

sured by ASD and 95th-percentile of HD). Figure 4.4 uses boxplots to com-

pare the ASD and 95th-percentile of HD of the proposed boundary-wise loss

(FRSLoss), pixel-wise loss (CELoss), and region-wise loss (DLoss). From the

boxplots, FRSLoss had a closer boundary distance than CLoss and DLoss. This

means that the proposed novel boundary-wise loss method pays more attention

to the boundaries than the region-wise and pixel-wise losses. Furthermore, to

further verify if there is a statistically significant difference between FRSLoss,

CELoss, and DLoss, the Wilcoxon sign rank test with p < 0.05 is adopted. In

Table 4.1, ∗ represents FRLoss and CELoss are significantly different; ♯ repre-

sents FRLoss and DLoss are significantly different. Hence, for DC and PA, no

statistical difference between the proposed method and DLoss/CELoss. How-

ever, FRLoss has a statistically significant difference with CELoss and DLoss

in 95th-percentile of HD for UNet, FCN, and SegNet models, while for the

ASD boundary metric, FRSLoss has a statistically significant difference with

DLoss on the FCN and SegNet models, with CELoss on the UNet and SegNet

models. On the other hand, for different segmentation models, the proposed

boundary-wise loss, the widely-used pixel-wise loss, and the region-wise loss

have consistent performance: they perform the best in the UNet model and the

worst in the SegNet model.

Table 5.2 shows the training time to achieve model convergence of the UNet,

FCN, and SegNet models using FRSLoss, DFRSloss, HDLoss, and DHDloss as

the loss function for the nuclei dataset. The segmentation models with FRSloss

and DFRSloss require less time to reach the optimal state than that with HDLoss
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and DHDloss. It means that the proposed boundary-wise losses are capable of

boosting the convergence speed compared with other boundary-wise losses.

Table 4.2: Convergence time of the UNet, FCN and SegNet models with differ-
ent boundary-wise losses

Model FRSLoss HDLoss DFRSLoss DHDLoss

UNet 40.71min 67.17min 65.10min 90.43min

FCN 57.20min 93.53min 91.18min 101.55min

SegNet 68.57min 115.12min 87.45min 137.95min
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Figure 4.4: Boundary distance metrics ASD and 95th-percentile of HD for
DLoss, FRSLoss and CELoss on Nuclei dataset. When the values of ASD and
95th-percentile of HD are lower, the predicted image and the ground truth image
would have closer boundary distance.
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4.3.4 Results for Cell Dataset

Table 4.3: Experimental results for boundary-wise losses, pixel-wise loss and
region-wise loss in UNet, FCN and SegNet on the cell dataset. Mean ± stan-
dard deviation values are reported for all the evaluation measures. ∗ represents
FRLoss and CELoss are significantly different with p < 0.05; ♯ represents FR-
Loss and DLoss are significantly different with p < 0.05

Model Loss DC (%) ↑ PA (%) ↑ ASD (mm) ↓
95th-percentile

of HD (mm) ↓

UNet

FRSLoss 75.11±0.21 92.57±0.08 2.42±0.03 ♯ 16.59±0.17 ∗♯

HDLoss 72.84±0.13 89.97±0.58 2.93±0.08 21.06±1.46

DFRSLoss 75.16±0.15 92.56±0.19 2.42±0.01 16.90±0.09

DHDLoss 72.79±0.21 91.29±0.98 2.79±0.04 18.34±0.88

CELoss 75.55±0.12 92.31±0.15 2.43±0.02 17.20±0.09

DLoss 75.68±0.05 92.05±0.04 2.47±0.01 18.19±0.22

FCN

FRSLoss 74.65±0.13 92.64±0.05 2.42±0.00 ∗ 16.15±0.11 ∗♯

HDLoss 72.90±0.81 91.88±0.37 3.04±0.21 22.43±0.93

DFRSLoss 75.59±0.41 92.55±0.06 2.39±0.05 16.74±0.27

DHDLoss 73.53±0.83 91.82±0.30 2.74±0.13 18.74±0.96

CELoss 75.52±0.17 91.91±0.19 2.50±0.03 17.83±0.40

DLoss 75.70±0.04 92.04±0.11 2.44±0.02 17.63±0.34

SegNet

FRSLoss 74.21±0.43 92.20±0.13 2.55±0.03 ♯ 17.40±0.25 ∗♯

HDLoss 71.07±0.23 91.90±0.15 3.43±0.07 25.73±0.56

DFRSLoss 74.41±0.17 91.97±0.18 2.54±0.03 17.18±0.25

DHDLoss 72.20±0.77 91.91±0.09 2.82±0.07 18.88±0.76

CELoss 74.37±0.20 92.10±0.16 2.56±0.04 17.94±0.32

DLoss 74.86±0.19 91.84±0.10 2.60±0.04 18.61±0.34

Table 4.3 shows the performance on the cell dataset using different losses. FRSLoss

and DFRSloss performed better than HDLoss and DHDLoss in DC, PA, ASD,

and 95th-percentile of HD. It further verifies that the proposed boundary-wise

losses are superior to Hausdroff-distance-based losses and achieve higher sta-

bility in training segmentation models.
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Table 4.3 also depicts the experimental results for the pixel-wise loss and region-

wise loss in the UNet, FCN, and SegNet models. It can be seen that the FRSLoss

achieves better performance than CELoss and DLoss in the boundary-wise mea-

sures (measured by ASD and 95th-percentile of HD), which indicates that the

proposed FRSLoss pays more attention to the boundaries than the pixel-wise

and region-wise losses. As the same with the Nuclei dataset, the Wilcoxon sign

rank test with p < 0.05 also is adopted to explore if there is a statistically signif-

icant difference between FRSLoss, CELoss and DLoss. Experimental results in

Table 4.3 show that FRLoss has a statistically significant difference with CELoss

and DLoss in 95th-percentile of HD for all three semantic segmentation models,

while for the ASD boundary metric, FRSLoss has a statistically significant dif-

ference with DLoss on the UNet and SegNet models, with CELoss on the FCN

model. For DC and PA, no statistical difference between the proposed method

and DLoss/CELoss. Figure 4.5 uses boxplots to compare the ASD and 95th-

percentile of HD of FRSLoss, CELoss and DLoss. From the boxplots, FRSLoss

had closer boundary distance than CLoss and DLoss.

Figure 4.6 shows some segmentation results for the three semantic segmenta-

tion models and two datasets. Figure 4.6 (a)(b) are the original image and the

corresponding label image, respectively. From Figure 4.6 (b), the nuclei dataset

has more complicated segmentation boundaries and the boundaries appear as

various shapes compared with the cell dataset. Figure 4.6 (c)(e) are the pre-

dicted segmentation images of the proposed FRSLoss and DFRSloss. Figure 4.6

(d)(f)(g)(h) are the predicted segmentation images based on HDLoss, DHDLoss,

CELoss, and DLoss, respectively. As shown in Figure 4.6, the semantic segmen-

tation models with FRSLoss yield more precise boundaries. Although the eval-

uation indexes of segmentation performance are nearly the same for FRSLoss,

CELoss, and DLoss, the predicted segmentation images in Figure 4.6 show that

the boundary of CELoss is relatively blurry and the boundary of DLoss is not as
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Figure 4.5: Boundary distance metrics ASD and 95th-percentile of HD for
DLoss, FRSLoss, and CELoss on Cell dataset. When the values of ASD and
95th-percentile of HD are lower, the predicted image and the ground truth im-
age would have closer boundary distance.
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smooth as that of FRSLoss (The red circles and arrows in Figure 4.6 represent

the boundary difference between FRSLoss, CELoss and DLoss). It suggests

that the boundary-wise loss pays much attention to the boundary, resulting in

FRSLosss achieving more accuracy and distinct boundaries than CELoss and

DLoss.

Figure 4.6: Segmentation results for two datasets and three models: (a) original
image; (b) benchmark image; (c) predicted segmentation image of FRSLoss;
(d) predicted segmentation image of HDLoss; (e) predicted segmentation im-
age of DFRSLoss; (f) predicted segmentation image of DHDLoss;(g) predicted
segmentation image of CELoss; (h) predicted segmentation image of DLoss.
The red circle and arrow represent the boundary difference between FRSLoss,
CELoss, and DLoss.

4.4 Discussion

Table 4.1 and Table 4.3 show that the proposed novel boundary-wise losses,

FRSLoss and DFRSLoss, have the ability to enhance the segmentation per-

formance considerably compared with the other boundary-based losses, HD-

Loss and DHDLoss. To further explore the differences between FRSLoss and
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(a) Training loss for FRSLoss

(b) Testing loss for FRSLoss

Figure 4.7: Loss variation curves for UNet, FCN and SegNet
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(a) Training loss for HDLoss

(b) Testing loss for HDLoss

Figure 4.8: Loss variation curves for UNet, FCN and SegNet
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(a) Training loss for DFRSLoss

(b) Testing loss for DFRSLoss

Figure 4.9: Loss variation curves for UNet, FCN and SegNet
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(a) Training loss for DHDLoss

(b) Testing loss for DHDLoss

Figure 4.10: Loss variation curves for UNet, FCN and SegNet
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HDLoss, the training process and testing process for the nuclei dataset are vi-

sualized. Figure 4.7 — Figure 4.10 depict the variation curves of the train-

ing and testing processes for FRSLoss, HDLoss, DFRSLoss, and DHDLoss.

Blue curves mean the UNet model, orange curves refer to the FCN model

and green curves refer to the SegNet model. As shown in Figure 4.7 — Fig-

ure 4.10, the training process and testing process for HDLoss and DHDLoss

fluctuate violently, while the training process and testing process for FRSLoss

and DFRSLoss are more stable. Moreover, the range of FRSLoss and DFRLoss

values is from 0 to 1, while the range of HDLoss and DHDLoss values is from

0 to infinity. The aforementioned differences in Figure 4.7 — Figure 4.10 are

due to the fact that there is a Gaussian function in the formula of FRSLoss and

DFRLoss, which plays an important role in normalizing the distance. There are

two merits for the normalization operator: 1) it excludes the influence of out-

liers and makes the gradient descent process more stable and robust (shown in

Figure 4.7 — Figure 4.10); 2) it accelerates the convergence rate and reduces

the training time (shown in Table 5.2). Thus, the proposed novel boundary-wise

losses, FRSLoss and DFRSLoss are more stable and efficient than the other

boundary-based losses, HDLoss and DHDLoss.

Compared Table 4.1 with Table 4.3, the proposed FRSLoss and DFRSLoss per-

form better on the nuclei dataset than that on the cell dataset. The segmentation

performance difference between the proposed boundary-wise losses and other

boundary-wise losses on the nuclei dataset is more than four times than that

on the cell dataset. The reason is that the nuclei dataset has more complicated

boundaries than the cell dataset. From Figure 4.6, the boundaries of the nuclei

dataset have various shapes while the boundaries of the cell dataset are relatively

simple and uniform. The primary merit of the proposed boundary-wise loss is

that it pays more attention to the boundary compared with other types of losses.

Therefore, FRSLoss and DFRSloss are more beneficial to be applied to objects
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with complicated boundaries.

Furthermore, Table 4.1 and Table 4.3 show that the proposed loss concentrates

more on the boundaries than the pixel-wise and region-wise losses. In many

practical applications, for instance, 3D multi-class image segmentation prob-

lems, one single loss is generally unable to obtain a satisfying segmentation

result. The popular solution is to integrate the pixel-wise loss, region-wise

loss, and boundary-wise loss. In this way, the semantic segmentation models

are capable of focusing the pixel, region, and boundary simultaneously, which

helps to improve the segmentation performance. Therefore, a stable and robust

boundary-wise loss is of considerable importance. According to the experi-

mental results, the proposed boundary-wide losses, FRSLoss and DFRSLoss,

are superior to the other boundary-wide losses, HDLoss and DHDLoss, and

have the potential to compete with commonly used pixel-wise and region-wise

losses, which indicates that the proposed boundary-wise loss is more suitable

to combine with the pixel-wise loss, region-wise loss than other boundary-wise

losses.

4.5 Summary

In this chapter, a novel boundary-wise loss namely FRSLoss that can be used in

various semantic segmentation models is proposed to address objective 2. The

FRSLoss derives from the lower approximation of fuzzy rough sets. This is the

first time that fuzzy rough sets are incorporated in deep learning models as a loss

function for image segmentation. In the proposed FRSLoss formula, a Gaussian

kernel is applied to normalize the boundary of the predicted segmentation and

the ground truth segmentation, which plays a significant role in stabilizing the

training process and saving computational time. Considering the non-convex
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nature of the lower approximation of fuzzy rough sets, the distance transform

algorithm is utilized to calculate the FRSLoss in semantic segmentation tasks.

Moreover, the extension of the proposed FRSloss to multi-class semantic seg-

mentation is also investigated and discussed in this chapter, which broadens the

application range further. The experiments with various segmentation models

and datasets have verified that the proposed fuzzy rough sets loss is superior to

other boundary-wise losses in terms of segmentation accuracy and time com-

plexity. Compared with the commonly used pixel-wise and region-wise losses,

the proposed boundary-wise loss has a similar performance but pays more at-

tention to the boundaries.

After completing the training process with the proposed novel FRSLoss func-

tion, the next step for semantic segmentation is to use the pre-trained segmen-

tation model to segment new images. One challenge is that there are no ground

truth images to quantify the segmentation quality in the real-world application

of semantic segmentation models. Therefore, it is crucial to design a quality

quantification algorithm to infer the image-level segmentation performance and

improve the credibility of semantic segmentation models. In the next chapter,

a novel quality quantification algorithm based on fuzzy uncertainty will be pro-

posed to quantify the quality of the predicted segmentation results as part of the

model inference process without access to the ground truth images.
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Chapter 5

A Novel Quality Quantification

Algorithm for Semantic

Segmentation Based on Fuzzy

Uncertainty

Semantic segmentation models have achieved excellent performance in numer-

ous public datasets. However, the practical application of deep semantic seg-

mentation models is limited, especially in clinical settings, due to the lack of

reliable information about the segmentation quality. Therefore, it is essential

to create a quality quantification algorithm to assess segmentation performance

and then raise the credibility of the semantic segmentation models. In this chap-

ter, by addressing objective 3, a novel quality quantification algorithm based on

fuzzy uncertainty is proposed to quantify the quality of the predicted segmen-

tation results as part of the model inference process, as presented in our study

[91, 92]

Section 5.1 introduces the background and the motivation of the proposed fuzzy-
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uncertainty-based quality quantification algorithm. The detailed procedure is

described in Section 5.2. Firstly, test-time augmentation and Monte Carlo dropout

are applied simultaneously to capture both the data and model uncertainties of

the trained image segmentation model. Then a fuzzy set is generated to describe

the captured uncertainty with the assistance of the linear Euclidean distance

transform algorithm. Finally, the fuzziness of the generated fuzzy set is adopted

to calculate an image-level segmentation uncertainty and therefore to infer the

segmentation quality. In Section 5.3, extensive experiments using six medical

image segmentation applications on the detection of skin lesion, nuclei, lung,

breast, cell and brain are conducted to evaluate the proposed algorithm. Sec-

tion 5.4 discusses the strengths and challenges of the proposed novel quality

quantification algorithm. The contributions and conclusion of this chapter are

summarized in Section 5.5.

5.1 Background and Motivation

Although many semantic segmentation models have achieved outstanding per-

formance in different medical applications such as skin lesion [11] and lung

tumor [12], their clinical adoptions are limited. This is due to the fact that most

of these methods only provide a segmentation result of a given image without

an indication of the level of confidence, particularly in the image-level. In clini-

cal practice, the indication of image-level segmentation quality could be used as

part of an automatic diagnostic pipeline, in which clinicians could focus on more

complicated cases with lower confidence scores suggested by the segmentation

model.

To address this issue, quality quantification algorithms are designed to evalu-

ate image-level segmentation quality without the access of ground truth labels.
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According to the literature in Section 2.2.3, there are three main approaches:

registration-based, learning-based and uncertainty-based. As suggested by Ab-

dar et al. [93], uncertainty in machine learning (ML) based methods normally

contains model uncertainty and data uncertainty, and it is highly related to the

segmentation quality in a well trained ML model. Furthermore, the computa-

tion of uncertainty is normally more efficient than the registration-based method

and does not require any learning process in comparison of the learning-based

method. Thus it is a natural idea to adopt uncertainty measures to infer the

segmentation quality. Herein, the uncertainty-based quality quantification algo-

rithm is primarily discussed, which is more computationally efficient and easier

to be implemented in comparison to the other two approaches.

Note that there is a fundamental difference between the predictive probability

generated from a segmentation model and the uncertainty measures that we are

trying to estimate. Probability provides the likelihood of an event happening

(e.g. a pixel being foreground or background in the case of image segmentation).

In contrast, uncertainty measures the reliability of the current prediction for

a given image. This is normally achieved using Monte Carlo simulation by

repeating the prediction process several times and measuring the reliability of

the prediction by investigating all Monte Carlo sampling results.

Currently, different uncertainty-based quality quantification methods have been

proposed, including IoU [48], Dpw [47], VC [49], Ulabelled [26] and CNNurp

[50]. However, these methods have limited application scenarios, which are ei-

ther sensitive to the data sampling process or suffer from overfitting problem

(detailed discussion is provided in Section 5.4). Moreover, all the aforemen-

tioned methods only consider the model uncertainty and ignore the data uncer-

tainty, which may cause inaccurate evaluation of segmentation quality. As both

the overfitting issue of a trained segmentation model (model uncertainty) and

different distributions of clinical data caused by image acquisition variations
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(data uncertainty) may potentially lead to a poor-quality segmentation result on

new data.

In this chapter, considering fuzzy sets [27] are particularly useful and commonly

used to address uncertainty issues and quantify uncertainty, a fuzzy-uncertainty-

based quality quantification algorithm is proposed based on fuzzy sets in an

attempt to deal with data uncertainty and model uncertainty simultaneously.

Moreover, as different regions have different uncertainties and the central region

has a lower uncertainty than the boundary region [94], the proposed method uti-

lizes the relationship between the uncertainty and the distance from the pixel’s

location to the segmentation boundary to generate a fuzzy set. Then the entropy

of the fuzzy set is calculated to provide a single overall assessment of the un-

certainty in an image, therefore inferring the segmentation quality. Fuzziness is

a widely-used measure of uncertainty for a fuzzy set, and besides entropy, there

are many other methods available to calculate fuzziness[95] [96]. The proposed

novel fuzzy-uncertainty-based quality quantification algorithm addresses objec-

tive 3 in this thesis and the detailed description of this algorithm is presented as

follows.

5.2 A Novel Quality Quantification Method

The overall pipeline of the proposed fuzzy-uncertainty-based quality quantifi-

cation algorithm is shown in Figure 5.1. Firstly, a DCNN-based image seg-

mentation model is trained based on a set of training images with their corre-

sponding annotated segmentation masks. Secondly, test-time augmentation and

MCdropout are applied in the model inference process to capture the data un-

certainty and model uncertainty simultaneously. In this process, N predicted

segmentation images {Y1,Y2, · · · ,YN} are produced. Then a distance transform
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Figure 5.1: The flow chart for the fuzzy-uncertainty-based quality quantification
algorithm. It consists of four steps: (1) uncertainty estimation using MCdropout
and test-time augmentation; (2) distance map generation; (3) fuzzy-set genera-
tion (4) Image level uncertainty estimation.

algorithm is applied on the N predicted images to generate a grouped distance

map. This distance map helps in dividing the pixels into groups that are depen-

dent on the distances to the object boundaries. Based on the grouped distance

map, a fuzzy set is formalized to describe the N predicted images. Then a fuzzi-

ness formula of the fuzzy set is used to calculate the final image-level uncer-

tainty value, therefore to infer the segmentation quality. The detailed descrip-

tions for the key parts of the method are provided in the following subsections.

5.2.1 DCNN-based Image Segmentation Model

In this chapter, UNet [1] and VNet [97] are implemented to segment 2D and

3D medical images respectively since their ability of learning multi-resolution

features makes them more suitable for medical images in comparison to other

segmentation models.

UNet is constituted by an encoding process, a decoding process and skip con-

nections between them. The encoding process is used to capture the represen-
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tative image features of the given input images by using multiple layers of con-

volutional and down-sampling operations. The decoding process is utilized to

up-sample the feature maps so that the predicted segmentation mask having the

same image size as the input image. The skip connection helps to transmit the

features captured in the encoding process to the decoding process, which is ben-

eficial for the improvement of segmentation performance.

VNet, which is designed to deal with 3D medical images, has the same structure

as UNet: a contracting path, an expansive path, and a skip connection. The

difference between VNet and UNet is that VNet introduces residuals to tackle

the vanishing gradient problem and uses convolutional operators to replace the

pooling operators.

The detailed parameter settings for UNet and VNet are described in Section

5.3. Note that the proposed method can be easily applied to other DCNN-based

segmentation models.

5.2.2 Test-Time Augmentation and Monte Carlo Dropout

The general process of uncertainty-based quality quantification methods con-

sists of two steps: generate several predicted images for a given test image

and then use a reasonable algorithm to quantify the uncertainty existing in the

predicted images. Herein, the Test-time augmentation (TTA) and Monte Caro

Dropout (MCdropout) are applied simultaneously to capture data uncertainty

and model uncertainty by generating N predicted images.

TTA refers to the application of data augmentation during test time and was

originally proposed to improve the performance of deep learning models [98].

In 2019, Wang et al. [99] proved the feasibility and rationality of TTA in han-

dling data uncertainty. They used different transformations in TTA to simulate
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data uncertainty.

Let f (·) represent the pre-trained DCNN-based image segmentation model, and

ω refer to learnable parameters of this model. Given an input image X , the

predicted image Y is inferred by:

Y = f (X ,ω) . (5.1)

Then a transformation operator Λ (e.g. scaling, rotation, flipping) with corre-

sponding parameters κ is applied on a test image X to obtain its augmented

image Xa = Λκ (X). For example, when the transformation operator Λ is rota-

tion, the κ can be choose from (0,2π).

Next the augmented image Xa is sent into the segmentation model and its related

output is calculated by:

Ya = f (Xa,ω) = f (Λκ (X) ,ω) . (5.2)

In order to get the predicted image of X , the reverse transformation operator

Λ−1
κ is applied to Ya:

Y = Λ
−1
κ (Ya) = Λ

−1
κ ( f (Λκ (X) ,ω)) (5.3)

For example, if the Λκ refers to rotate 90 degrees clockwise, Λ−1
κ means to

rotate 90 degrees counterclockwise.

Therefore, based on the equation (5.3), for each augmentation operator Λκi, the

segmentation model produces a predicted image Y i
TTA:

Y i
TTA = Λ

−1
κi ( f (Λκi (X) ,ω)) (5.4)
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TTA applies transformation operators to the input image and inverse transfor-

mation operators to the output image to capture the data uncertainty. Then,

Monte Carlo Dropout (MCdropout) is used to capture the model uncertainty, as

demonstrated and proven by Gal and Ghahramani [100].

The implementation of MCdropout is straightforward by randomly dropping

some neurons of the segmentation model during the test time. It implies that the

parameters of the segmentation model are different in each run. Thus, for the

new Φi (ω), where Φi denotes dropping-neurons-related operator in the ith run,

the segmentation model produces a predicted image Y i
MC:

Y i
MC = f (X ,Φi (ω)) (5.5)

With the combination of equation (5.3) and (5.5), for each pair (Λκi,Φi (ω)),

the predicted image is

Yi = Λ
−1
κi ( f (Λκi (X) ,Φi (ω))) . (5.6)

The equation (5.6) presents the computational process of the predicted image

by using TTA and MCdropout simultaneously. Therefore, given a test image X ,

when choosing N different pairs {(Λκ1,Φ1 (ω)) ,(Λκ2,Φ2 (ω)) , · · · ,(ΛκN ,ΦN

(ω))}, the segmentation model generates N predicted images {Y1,Y2, · · · ,YN}.

These N predicted images are then used for subsequent uncertainty estimation.

5.2.3 Grouped Distance Map Generation

After using TTA and MCdropout simultaneously to capture the data uncertainty

and model uncertainty, N predicted images {Y1,Y2, · · · ,YN} are generated. The

next step is to calculate a grouped distance map, which aims to divide the seg-
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Figure 5.2: The pipeline to calculate the grouped distance map from predicted
images obtained with test-time augmentation and MCdropout.
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mented target area into K groups based on the pixel distance to the segmentation

object boundary. This is based on the assumption that the further a pixel is from

the boundary, the lower the uncertainty is in its segmentation, as previously sug-

gested by Nair et al. [94].

Figure 5.2 shows the detailed steps to calculate the grouped distance map. Firstly,

an image fusion operator is applied on the N predicted images {Y1,Y2, · · · ,YN}

to obtain the fused image Y . Herein, two different image fusion methods are im-

plemented and compared. One is the widely-used average fusion method which

is expressed as Ŷ = 1
N ∑

N
i=1Yi.

The other one is fuzzy fusion method, which is inspired by Diamantis and Iako-

vidis [101] and was initially used in the pooling layers of DCNN models. This

is the first time that the fuzzy fusion method is used to fuse N predicted images

in the inference process. The fuzzy fusion method uses three fuzzy membership

functions µ1, µ2 and µ3 as shown in Figure 5.3 to map the predicted pixel values

to membership values according to their value ranges (low, medium, and high).

The corresponding formulas for µ1, µ2 and µ3 are represented as:

µ1

(
pi

k, j

)
=


1 pi

k, j ≤ c
d−pi

k, j
d−c c < pi

k, j ≤ d

0 pi
k, j > d

µ2

(
pi

k, j

)
=



0 pi
k, j ≤ e

pi
k, j−e
f−e e < pi

k, j ≤ f
g−pi

k, j
g− f f < pi

k, j ≤ g

0 pi
k, j > g
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µ3

(
pi

k, j

)
=


0 pi

k, j ≤ h
pi

k, j−h
q−h h < pi

k, j ≤ q

1 pi
k, j > q

(5.7)

where pi
k, j is the pixel value in the location (k, j) of the ith predicted image Yi.

This fuzzy membership mapping process helps in determining the majority of

the predicted N values for a pixel is low, medium or high. In fact, these three

membership functions µ1, µ2 and µ3 essentially act as three filters which are

all applied to each pixel. The x-axis is the pixel value and the y-axis is the

corresponding membership value. Using the corresponding membership value,

µ1 only allows low pixel values to pass, µ2 only allows medium pixel values to

pass, and µ3 only allows high pixel values to pass. Based on the experimental

results suggested by Diamantis and Iakovidis [101], the seven parameters c, d,

e, f , g, h, q for µ1, µ2 and µ3 in Figure 5.3 are determined by the maximum

pixel value pmax: c = pmax
6 , d = pmax

2 , e = pmax
4 , f = pmax

2 , g = 3pmax
4 , h = pmax

2 ,

q = 3pmax
4 . Note that for predicted images of the semantic segmentation model,

the pixel value refers to the probability of belonging to the target segmentation

object and its maximum value is 1. Thus in the proposed method, c = 1
6 , d = 1

2 ,

e = 1
4 , f = 1

2 , g = 3
4 , h = 1

2 , q = 3
4 .

After applying µ1, µ2 and µ3 to the pixels in the N predicted images, the mem-

bership values produced by the group with the highest sum of membership val-

ues are retained. Next, the center of gravity [102] is applied to calculate the

final fusion value based on this selected membership function. Intuitively, this

fuzzy fusion process acts as a filtering process to remove the outliers in the N

predicted segmentation results, which results in a more reliable predicted image

Y . The implementation detail of fuzzy fusion is given in Algorithm 5.1.

Subsequently, a binary function B(p) =


1, p≥ 0.5

0, p < 0.5
is applied on Y to get
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the binary image B, where p means the pixel value.

Next, the distance map is obtained as follows. Euclidean distance transform

algorithm [89] is used to obtain the closest distance from pixels in the segmented

object to the object boundary. In detail, the distance map D= fDT (B), where D

and B have the same size and the algorithm fDT used to calculate the pixel value

in D is presented in Section 4.2.3. Note that this distance transform algorithm

can be applied to various different shapes (e.g. convex, concave, and hollow)

and multiple objects.

Then, to ensure the distance map is comparable across different images and ob-

jects, the Min-Max scaling algorithm is applied to normalize the distance map

using Dnorm = D−Dmin
Dmax−Dmin

. In this way, the pixel distances are normalized to the

range of [0,1]. Finally, the normalized pixel distances in Dnorm are divided into

K groups {g1,g2, · · · ,gK} with evenly distributed distances from 0 to 1. Specif-

ically, if the pixel distance is in the range of [ (t−1)
K , t

K ), where t ∈ {1,2, · · · ,K},

this pixel is assigned to the group gt . Pixels with the normalized distance of 1

are assigned to the Kth group.

Figure 5.3: Three membership functions, (a) maps the small pixel values to
high membership values, (b) maps the medium pixel values to high membership
values, (c) maps the large pixel values to high membership values.

5.2.4 Fuzzy Sets Generation

Having the grouped distance map generated, the next step is to generate a fuzzy

set to describe the N predicted images {Y1,Y2, · · · ,YN}. In this way, the segmen-
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Figure 5.4: The pipeline to obtain the fuzzy sets
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Algorithm 5.1 Fuzzy Image Fusion
Input: N predicted images {Y1,Y2, · · · ,YN}, the size of each predicted image is

M×M
Output: Fused Image Ŷ
1: given I = [Y1,Y2, · · · ,YN ], the size of I is N×M×M
2: choose three membership functions µ1, µ2, µ3, the corresponding function

curves are given in Figure 5.3
3: for i from 1 to M do
4: for j from 1 to M do
5: calculate the membership value

V1 = ∑
N
k=1 µ1 (I (k, i, j))

V2 = ∑
N
k=1 µ2 (I (k, i, j))

V3 = ∑
N
k=1 µ3 (I (k, i, j))

6: t = argmax{Vt}, where t ∈ {1,2,3}
7: obtain the fusion value for pixel at location i, j

Ŷ (i, j) = ∑
N
k=1 µt(I(k,i, j))×I(k,i, j)

Vt

8: return Ŷ

tation uncertainty is able to be calculated by estimating the fuzzy uncertainty of

the fuzzy set. The process is illustrated by Figure 5.4.

It is observed that the predicted pixel-wise confidence values of a segmentation

model are positively correlated to their distance to the predicted object bound-

ary. In other words, the further away a pixel is from the object boundary the

more confident the prediction is, as illustrated in Figure 5.4(c). This curve can

be considered as a type-1 fuzzy set.

On the other hand, as the predicted images and the grouped distance map have

been obtained, it is possible to get such a type-1 fuzzy set described above by

following the steps below.

From the previous process, it is known that the pixel distances in grouped dis-

tance map are divided into K groups {g1,g2, · · · ,gK}. As each value in the N

predicted images represents the confidence level of the pixel belonging to the

target segmentation object, these values can be called confidence values. Thus,

for each group gt , according to distance from the pixel’s location to the segmen-
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tation object boundary, we obtain the confidence values {ct,1
1 , · · ·ct,1

σ ,ct,2
1 , · · · ,ct,2

σ ,

· · · ,ct,N
1 , · · ·ct,N

σ } from the N predicted images {Y1,Y2, · · · ,YN}, where σ refers to

the number of pixels belonging to the group gt for each predicted image. Then

the distribution of the confidence values for each group gt is obtained as pre-

sented in Figure 5.4(a). It is expected that the central object region (i.e. larger

distance to the boundary) contains more confident pixels and vice versa. The

confidence distribution can be regarded as the secondary membership function

due to the fact that the confidence value is a continuous function rather than a

single value. By the combination of all the distributions, a 3D distribution plot

is generated as shown in Figure 5.4(b), which can be treated as a type-2 fuzzy

set. The primary variable (x-axis) is the distance from the pixel to the segmen-

tation boundary, and the secondary variable (y-axis) is the confidence value to

represent whether this pixel belongs to the target segmentation class.

In the next step, to get the type-1 fuzzy set, a type reduction method is applied

to the type-2 fuzzy set. An efficient method, known as the centroid method

(i.e. weighted average in formula (5.8)), is used to convert the distribution (the

secondary membership function) of each group to a single confidence level.

∑i ciµi (d,ci)

∑i µi (d,ci)
(5.8)

Note that this is not a standard type reduction method for type-2 fuzzy sets.

However, it can be considered as an extension (or a variation) of the Nie-Tan

type reduction operator [103]. Hence, in this chapter, this centroid method is

named as a type reduction method. After applying the type reduction, a type-1

fuzzy set (as illustrated in Figure 5.4(c)) is successfully obtained.
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5.2.5 Image-level Uncertainty Estimation

After obtaining the type-1 fuzzy sets, fuzzy uncertainty is calculated based on

the fuzziness of fuzzy sets. Inspired by Pal et al. [95] and Wu et al. [96], the

fuzziness of fuzzy sets is the quantification of uncertainty for a given type-1

fuzzy set. Fuzzy entropy E is commonly used to measure the fuzziness and has

the following attributes: 1) E (A) = 0⇐⇒ µA (x) = 0 or 1 ∀ x ∈ U; 2) E (A) is

maximum ⇐⇒ µA (x) = 0.5 ∀ x ∈ U; 3) E (A) = E (1−A), where µ1−A (x) =

1− µ (A) ∀x ∈ U; where A refers to fuzzy sets and µ means the corresponding

membership function. In this chapter, the following fuzzy entropy formula is

chosen to calculate the uncertainty.

U (A) = 1−

[
∑

K
i=1 |2µA (xi)−1|2

] 1
2

K
1
2

, (5.9)

where K is the number of discrete points in the U and xi is the ith discrete value,

µA is membership function for the fuzzy set A.

Through this fuzziness estimation process, the image-level uncertainty is finally

generated. A high fuzzy entropy value means the uncertainty of the segmenta-

tion result is high.

Finally, Algorithm 5.2 summarizes the overall calculation process of the pro-

posed fuzzy-uncertainty-based quality quantification method.

5.3 Evaluation and Results

In this section, the performance of the proposed algorithm is discussed. Firstly,

the setting of the two hyper-parameters in the proposed method was experi-

mentally determined. Then, the experiments of calculating the correlation be-
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Algorithm 5.2 Fuzzy-uncertainty-based Quality Quantification
Input: raw image X and its size is M×M
Output: image-level uncertainty value U
1: apply TTA and MCdropout to obtain N predicted images {Y1,Y2, · · · ,YN}
2: obtain the grouped distance map Dnorm (Section 5.2.3)
3: divide the Dnorm into K groups g1,g2, ...,gK
4: for i from 1 to K do
5: define the confidence group Ci, where the size of Ci

is s = 0
6: for j from 1 to N do
7: for each pixel p j

t in Yj do
8: if gi ≤Dnorm(p j

t )< gi+1 then
9: add p j

t into Ci, and the size of Ci is updated
by s← s+1

10: calculate the distribution of Ci
11: obtain the type-1 fuzzy set membership value using

type reduction operator ( Section 5.2.4)
12: calculate the uncertainty value U based on equation (5.9)
13: return U

tween segmentation quality (measured by the Dice coefficient) and the image-

level uncertainty (measured by different quality quantification methods) were

conducted. The proposed method was compared with several state-of-the-art

methods. Finally, the application of uncertainty for quality quantification was

explored. Datasets, implementation details, experimental methods, and experi-

mental results are given in the following subsections.

Six public medical image datasets are used in the experiments to verify the per-

formance of the fuzzy-uncertainty-based quality quantification method.

• Skin lesion: this dataset [11] includes 2594 raw dermoscopic 2D images

with the corresponding ground truth images annotated by dermatologists.

The target of this dataset is to segment skin lesions from complicated

dermoscopic images.

• Nuclei: this dataset comes from the 2018 Data Science Bowl https://www.

kaggle.com/c/data-science-bowl-2018-/data and has considerably compli-
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cated object boundaries. Each image in this dataset has multiple nuclei to

be segmented and these nuclei differ from each other in cell types, mag-

nification and imaging modality. There are 670 raw 2D images with the

corresponding ground truth masks.

• Lung [104]: this dataset consists of 704 chest X-ray images and the aim

is to extract the lung boundary from the given chest image. Each X-ray

image has various sizes and requires resizing to a uniform size before

feeding into the semantic segmentation model.

• Breast tumor[105]: the dataset includes 780 breast ultrasound images with

the corresponding binary masks. The aim of this dataset is to delineate the

breast cancer tumour from breast ultrasound images. The average size of

raw images is 500×500 pixels.

• Cell [106]: this dataset consists of 1200 raw simulated HCS cell images

with corresponding ground truth images. The size of each image is 696 x

520 pixels. The target of this dataset is to segment the cell areas in order

to count the number of cells.

• Brain [107]: this dataset consists of 414 3D magnetic resonance images

(MRI). Each image in this dataset has five categories: cortex, subcortical-

Gray-Matter, White-Matter, cerebrospinal fluid and background to be seg-

mented.

These datasets are chosen to evaluate the proposed method as they have dif-

ferent properties. Skin lesion and breast tumor datasets only have one object

to segment, while nuclei, lung, cell datasets have multiple objects to segment.

Furthermore, the segmentation objects in Skin lesion, nuclei, breast tumor, and

cell datasets are very flexible that present all sorts of shapes, while the segmen-

tation shapes in the lung dataset are more rigid. Compared to other datasets, the
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Brain dataset has numerous categories to segment and each image is in three

dimensions.

In the experiments, UNet (2D) and VNet (3D) were used as the baseline seg-

mentation models for all experiments. The pixel size for the input and output

of UNet is 256× 256, and for that of V-Net is 96× 96× 96, which means that

all the datasets should be reshaped into the same size. These two models have

five layers and are constituted by the encoding process and decoding process.

During the encoding stage, the number of kernels for convolutional operators

was 16, 16 (first layer); 32, 32 (second layer); 64, 64 (third layer); 128, 128

(fourth layer); and 256, 256 (fifth layer). The kernel size of each layer for UNet

was 3× 3 with the stride = 1 and maxpooling was adopted to change the reso-

lution of each layer feature map. The kernel size for each layer for VNet was

2× 2× 2 with the stride = 2 and the connection structure is similar to a resid-

ual network [108]. During the decoding stage, de-convolution operations with

the kernel size 2× 2 (UNet) and 2× 2× 2 (VNet) were adopted to recover the

feature map sizes. In the Vnet, convolutional operators were used to replacing

the max-pooling operators. Each layer of the UNet and VNet also includes a

dropout layer, which is used to prevent overfitting during the training time and

capture model uncertainty during the test time. Adam optimization algorithm

[109] is used to update the parameters with the learning rate of 10−4.

Pearson correlation coefficient (PCC) [110] was used to measure the perfor-

mance of different quality quantification methods. It calculates the linear cor-

relation between the uncertainty value (calculated by a quality quantification

algorithm) and the image segmentation quality (measured by the Dice coeffi-

cient). Note that Dice = 2|A∩B|
|A|+|B| , where A refers to the foreground areas of the

predicted image and B means the foreground areas of the ground truth image.

When the PCC gets closer to -1 or 1, it means that the uncertainty value has a

strong linear correlation with the Dice coefficient and is capable of inferring the
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segmentation quality well. A PCC value closer to 0 indicates a poor correlation.

In all experiments, the raw images in each dataset were resized to 256× 256

(2D) or 96× 96× 96 (3D). Then each dataset was divided into five groups for

five-fold cross validation. In each fold, four groups were used for training (80%)

and validation (20%), and the remaining group was used for testing. All the

experiments ran on a workstation with NVIDIA GeForce GTX1080Ti and i7-

3820 CPU. The deep learning framework is PyTorch [111].

5.3.1 Parameter Settings

The proposed fuzzy-uncertainty-based quality quantification algorithm contains

two hyper-parameters: K (the number of the groups in the grouped distance

map) and N (the number of the predicted images generated based on TTA and

MCdropout). As explained in Section 5.2.2, N is determined by the number of

pairs (Λκ ,Φ (ω)). Λκ is a combination of flipping, rotation, and scaling oper-

ations. In terms of flipping, an image can be horizontally or vertically flipped,

or unchanged. For rotation, an image is rotated by r degrees which is randomly

chosen from 0 to 2π . For scaling, an image is scaled by a scaling factor s

which is a random number between 0.8 and 1.5. On the other hand, for each

run, the parameters of the segmentation model ω are different after using the

dropping-neurons-related operator Φ since the input units in the dropout lay-

ers are randomly set to be 0 at a frequency rate of 0.2 during the test time. In

our experiments, TTA and MCdropout were used simultaneously to generate N

predicted images by choosing different values of (Λκ ,Φ (ω)). Herein, different

hyper-parameter settings have been explored, specifically, the influence of the

number of the pairs (Λκ ,Φ (ω)) on the performance.

N was chosen from {4,8,12,24, · · · ,96}, while K was chosen from {1,5,10,16,
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(a) N = 12

(b) N = 24

(c) N = 48

Figure 5.5: The curve of PCC with different K values when N is equal to (a) 12,
(b) 24, and (c) 48 respectively 109
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(a) K = 5

(b) K = 16

(c) K = 40

Figure 5.6: The curve of PCC with different N values when K is equal to (a) 5,
(b) 16, and (c) 40 respectively
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· · · ,40}. Figure 5.5 shows the curve of PCC between the uncertainty value (cal-

culated by the proposed method) and the image segmentation quality (measured

by the Dice coefficient) with different K values when N is equal to 12, 24 and 48

respectively. Figure 5.6 shows the curve for different N values when K is equal

to 5, 16 and 40 respectively. Note that in order to make the curves readable,

absolute values of PCC are used.

In Figure 5.5, when K ≥ 20, the performance of all datasets remain stable. This

is due to limitation of the resolution of the distance map. A higher resolution

in splitting the distance map by using K ≥ 20 will not make a significant differ-

ence. In Figure 5.6, when N ≥ 24, all datasets achieved a stable performance.

Therefore, based on Figure 5.5 and Figure 5.6, in the following experiments,

the number of predicted images is set as 24 and the number of groups in the

grouped distance map is set as 20.

5.3.2 Comparison of Uncertainty-based Quality Quantifica-

tion Methods

In this section, the proposed method is compared with other state-of-the-art un-

certainty based methods. Fdata, FQC, and FQCfuzzy are our fuzzy-uncertainty-

based quality quantification methods, while VC, Ulabelled, IoU, Dpw and CN-

Nurp are other five state-of-the-art uncertainty-based quality quantification meth-

ods as mentioned in Section 2.2.3. Fdata only considers the data uncertainty.

FQC is the proposed method in this chapter by using the average image fusion

method to fuse the predicted images. FQCfuzzy is similar as FQC but using the

fuzzy image fusion method (see in Algorithm 5.1).

Table 5.1 shows the Pearson correlation coefficient (PCC) [110] between the un-

certainty value (calculated by different quality quantification algorithms) and the
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image segmentation quality (measured by the Dice coefficient). The numbers in

parentheses indicate the performance ranking of different quality quantification

methods for a given dataset. The average rank (Avg. Rank) is calculated by the

average performance of a quality quantification algorithm on all six datasets.

From Table 5.1, conclusions could be drawn from three aspects. Firstly, FQC

(MCdropout+TTA) outperformed the Fdata (TTA only) method for all six datasets

by a large margin, indicating a significant contribution of estimating the model

uncertainty using MCdropout.

Secondly, the fuzzy image fusion method (FQCfuzzy) outperformed the FQC

method with average fusion in the proposed fuzzy certainty-based quality quan-

tification algorithm. Table 5.1 shows that FQCfuzzy has a higher PCC than FQC

on Skin, Nuclei, Breast and cells datasets. Moreover, for the average rank on

the entire datasets, FQCfuzzy is 2.0 which is better than 2.2 for FQC, which

indicates that the proposed image fusion method could further improve the per-

formance.

Thirdly, the proposed quality quantification algorithm (FQC with the average

fusion) performs better than the other five state-of-the-art quality quantification

methods: VC, Ulabelled, IoU, Dpw and CNNurp. Note that VC, Ulabelled, IoU,

Dpw and CNNurp also use the average image fusion method. Although FQC

does not achieve the best performance on all datasets (1st on the Lung, Breast

and Brain datasets and 2nd on Skin, Nuclei and Cell datasets), its overall ranking

on all selected datasets is the highest, which suggests that FQC is more stable

and robust than the other uncertainty-based quality quantification methods.

Figure 5.7 shows the scatter plots for the FQC, VC, Ulabelled, IoU, Dpw and

CNNurp methods. Each point represents a test image and different colors refer

to different datasets. As shown in the scatter plots, FQC, VC, Ulabelled have

a negative correlation with the Dice coefficient, while IoU, Dpw and CNNurp
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Figure 5.7: Scatter plots for the relationship between the uncertainty-based qual-
ity quantification methods and the segmentation quality measurement (the Dice
coefficient). Each points refers to one test image for the given five datasets. The
sky-blue dots line refers to the threshold (Dice = 0.8) of truly good or poor seg-
mentation images. The red dots line means the threshold for the six uncertainty-
based quality quantification methods to classify the good or poor segmentation
images. Note that as FQC, VC and Ulabelled have a negative relationship with
the Dice coefficient, the left part of the red dots line is the predicted good seg-
mentation images and the right part of the red dots line is the predicted poor
segmentation images. Whereas IoU, Dpw and CNNurp have a positive rela-
tionship with the Dice coefficient, thus the right part of the red dots line is the
predicted good segmentation images and the left part of the red dots line is the
predicted poor segmentation images.
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have a positive relationship with the Dice coefficient. Furthermore, the outliers

that impact the linear relationship in FQC are fewer than those in other quality

quantification methods, which is consistent with the conclusion drawn based on

the PCC value in Table 1.

To further study whether FQC has a better performance than other uncertainty-

based quality quantification methods with statistical significance, Friedman test

[112] and Bonferroni-Dunn post-hoc test [113] are applied on the five datasets.

Given M quality quantification algorithms and N datasets, rk
i refers to the rank

of the kth algorithm on the ith dataset. The average rank for each algorithm is

Rk =
1
N ∑

N
i=1 rk

i . The null-hypothesis is that all the algorithms share an equal

rank. Then Friedman test is applied to check whether we can reject the null-

hypothesis and whether all the quality quantification algorithms are significantly

different. Based on the average rank of each algorithm given in Table 5.1, the

Friedman statistic value is calculated by F = (N−1)χ2

N(M−1)−χ2 , where N = 6, M = 8,

χ2 = 12N
M(M+1)(∑

M
k=1

R2
k−

M(M+1)2

4 ). F follows the F-distribution with M− 1 = 7 and (M− 1)(N−

1) = 35 degrees of freedom and the related critical value is 2.285 given the

significance level α = 0.05. Thus, the null-hypothesis can be rejected due to the

fact F = 6.699 > 2.285, which means that there are statistic difference between

all the eight quality quantification algorithms.

Then the Bonferroni-Dunn post-hoc test is adopted to explore whether the FQC

method is better than VC, Ulabelled, IoU, Dpw and CNNurp. If the difference

between the average ranks of two algorithms is greater than the critical distance

(CD), we could conclude that these two algorithms have significantly different

performances. The CD is calculated by the formula CD = qα

√
T (T+1)

6Z = 3.464,

where T is the number of algorithms to be compared, and Z is the number

of datasets. qα is the critical value given the significance level α [114]. In

conclusion, IOU (6− 2.2 > CD), Dpw (5.8− 2.2 > CD) and CNNurp (7.2−
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2.2 > CD) have a significant difference with FQC. Therefore, FQC performed

significantly better than other methods which are all using the averaged fusion

method.

5.3.3 Application of Uncertainty for Quality Quantification

The quality quantification algorithm aims to generate a value to infer the image

segmentation quality. Given a threshold, if the generated value is greater/less

than the threshold, the segmentation result is regarded as good/poor quality,

which can be treated as a binary classifier. If one quality quantification algo-

rithm has good classification capability, it has a higher feasibility to be applied

in practice. Thus, the following experiment explores how the optimal thresh-

old can be defined and compares the ability of different quality quantification

algorithms to classify the segmentation images into good/poor quality.

Figure 5.8 shows the process of searching thresholds. Taking the proposed FQC

algorithm as an example, the points in Figure 5.8 refers to the test images for all

five datasets; yellow points indicate the truly good-quality segmentation images

with the Dice ≥ 0.8 and their corresponding labels are 1; green points indicate

the truly poor-quality segmentation images with the Dice < 0.8 and their corre-

sponding labels are 0. The red line indicates the threshold and can be considered

as a binary classifier. As the output of FQC has a negative relationship with the

Dice coefficient, the left part of the red line is the predicted 1 and the right part

is the predicted 0. Thus, as shown in Figure 5.8, 1⃝ is the true positive (TP),

2⃝ is the False Positive (FP), 3⃝ is the False Negative (FN), and 4⃝ is the True

Negative (TN). By moving the red line, different binary classifiers are created to

generate numerous (FPR, TPR) pairs, where FPR = FP
FP+TN , and TPR = TP

TP+FN .

Then the receiver operating curves (ROC) of all compared methods are plotted
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Figure 5.8: The process of searching the optimal threshold. Yellow points in-
dicate the truly good quality segmentation images and green points indicate the
truly poor quality segmentation images. The red line indicates the threshold and
can be considered as a binary classifier. The optimal threshold represents the
classifier has the best performance.

in Figure 5.9 based on the (FPR, TPR) pairs. Note that IoU, Dpw and CNNurp

have a positive relationship with the Dice coefficient. Therefore, for IoU, Dpw

and CNNurp, the left part of the red line is the predicted 0 and the right part is the

predicted 1, which is opposite to FQC, VC and Ulabelled. By using the same

approach mentioned above, the ROCs of other quality quantification methods

are obtained and shown in Figure 5.9. The area under the ROC, namely AUC, is

a criterion to measure the classification capability of the classifier. The AUCs for

the proposed FQCfuzzy and FQC methods are significantly larger than the other

five quality quantification algorithms. The optimal threshold for each quality

quantification method is the threshold corresponding to the max(TPR−FPR) in

ROC, which is the red line shown in Figure 5.7.
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FPR

ROC

TP
R

Figure 5.9: The ROC curves for FQCfuzzy, FQC, VC, Ulabelled, IoU, Dpw and
CNNurp. The area under the ROC curve namely AUC is a a criterion to measure
the classification capability of the classifier.

5.4 Discussion

Segmentation uncertainty consists of data uncertainty and model uncertainty.

Thus, it is sensible that uncertainty-based quality quantification algorithms adopt

the TTA and MCdropout simultaneously in order to improve the accuracy in un-

certainty computation (see the results for FQC (TTA + MCdropout) and Fdata

(TTA only) in Table 5.1).

Table 5.1 also shows that the proposed algorithm with the fuzzy image fu-

sion method (FQCfuzzy) performs better than that with the average image fu-

sion method (FQC) on skin, nuclei, breast and cell datasets, while performs

worse on the lung dataset. This performance variation in datasets is due to

the fact that lung has a more consistent boundary shape across different sub-

jects, whereas skin, nuclei, breast and cell datasets have various and compli-
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Table 5.2: The average computational time of FQC and FQCfuzzy for one test
image on the five given datasets

Method Skin Nuclei Lung Breast Cell

FQC 2.88s 2.86s 3.20s 2.97s 2.73s
FQCfuzzy 24.20s 24.65s 24.80s 24.34s 24.81s

cated object boundaries. This indicates that FQCfuzzy is better at handling 2D

datasets with complicated segmentation boundaries. To further explore the rea-

sons, the calculation procedure of the fuzzy image fusion method is investi-

gated. It is noted that uncertainty generally happens at segmentation bound-

aries. If the given image has complex boundaries, the boundary pixel values

in the same location of N predicted images generated by TTA and MCdropout

are inconsistent and are likely to include outliers. The fuzzy fusion method

based on Algorithm 5.1 assigns high weights to the main pixel values and low

weights to the outliers, improving the accuracy of fusion results by eliminat-

ing the influence of outliers. For example, given a boundary pixel value set

(0.01,0.91,0.94,0.94,0.94,0.99,0.98,0.01), the fuzzy fusion method assigns

a weight set (0,1,1,1,1,1,1,0) based on the membership functions shown in

Figure 5.3 to the given pixel set and the fusion result is 0.95. However, the av-

erage fusion method is not robust to outliers since it treats each pixel value as

having the same weight. Thus, the fusion result with average fusion method is

0.715, which is inaccurate and results in errors in the final uncertainty compu-

tation. However, as FQCfuzzy is a pixel-wise fusion method, and needs to use

three membership functions to determine the weights for each pixel, it is more

time-consuming in comparison with FQC, as illustrated in Table 5.2.

Next the advantages and limitations of these quality quantification methods are

discussed. Compared to FQC, Dpw and IOU rely heavily on each predicted

image. Based on the formulas of Dpw and IOU given in [47] and [48], if one

of the N predicted images has a poor-quality segmentation result, the Dpw and
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IoU are likely to be influenced considerably. Table 5.3 presents the effects of

poor-quality segmentation results for IoU, Dpw and FQC. Given one test im-

age from the skin cancer dataset, 24 predicted images are generated. If there is

one poor-quality predicted image, the value of IoU falls dramatically. With an

increasing number of poor-quality predicted images, the value of Dpw also de-

creases significantly. However, for the proposed FQC method, the value varies

only slightly. Moreover, the Dice coefficient refers to the real segmentation

performance of the given test image calculated by the average of 24 predicted

images and the ground truth image. The poor-quality predicted images have lit-

tle effect on the Dice coefficient value. From Figure 5.7, Dpw and IoU have a

positive relationship with the Dice coefficient and FQC has a negative relation-

ship with the Dice coefficient. With the increase of the Dice coefficient value,

the IOU and Dpw should also increase but they fall significantly due to the im-

pact of the poor-quality predicted images. In contrast, FQC has a consistent

trend with the Dice coefficient due to the fact that FQC has the ability to handle

the impact of the poor-quality predicted images. Therefore, FQC is more stable

and robust than IoU and Dpw.

Like FQC, the VC method takes the segmentation region variation of N pre-

dicted images into consideration. However, FQC divides the segmentation re-

gion into K groups based on the distance transform algorithm, which helps dis-

tinguish between areas with high uncertainty and low uncertainty. As the inac-

curate segmented pixels often occur in the area with high uncertainty, focusing

on the area with high uncertainty could potentially improve the performance.

In contrast, VC treats the low uncertainty area and the high uncertainty area

equally which is not conducive to accurately capturing the mis-classified parts

especially for datasets with multiple segmentation regions. Thus, FQC performs

better than the VC on most datasets shown in Table 5.1.

The Ulabelled method takes the pixel-wise variation of N predicted images into
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Table 5.3: The influence of poor-quality segmentation results on IoU, Dpw and
FQC methods

Method
No poor-quality
predicted image

One poor-quality
predicted image

Three poor-quality
predicted images

IoU 0.932 0.141 0.140
Dpw 0.989 0.928 0.872
Fuzzy 0.143 0.137 0.131
Dice 0.973 0.975 0.979

consideration, which ignores the influence of the neighbouring pixels. In con-

trast, although FQC is a region-wise quality quantification method in theory, it

is capable of balancing pixel-wise variation and region-wise variation due to the

fact that it divides the segmentation region into numerous groups. Hence, com-

pared to Ulabelled, FQC performs better on almost all datasets except the cell

dataset. The target objects in the cell dataset are all very small, so Ulabelled’s

pixel-wise based method is able to perform well.

The CNNurp method trains a Resnet regression model to predict the Dice coef-

ficient based on the uncertainty map, the predicted image and the raw image. On

the one hand, training a deep learning model is time-consuming compared with

FQC. On the other hand, medical image datasets are generally not big datasets,

which may cause model over-fitting. Therefore, the CNNurp does not have a

better performance on six datasets in comparison to the proposed FQC method.

It is worth noting that the data augmentation operators of the training process

may have an impact on the uncertainty calculation in the proposed quality quan-

tification method. For example, if the training and testing processes use similar

data augmentation operators such as scaling, rotation, and flipping, it is expected

to have a low uncertainty score of the output. However, when the data augmen-

tation transformation is different for training and testing images (e.g. Training

process: scaling, rotation, flipping. Testing process: rotation, color augmen-

tation, brightness), the uncertainty would be higher. Therefore, the proposed
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method is based on the assumption that the quality quantification algorithm is

independent of the model training process and they do not share a similar data

augmentation process. We only used data augmentation during the test time.

In addition, as mentioned in Section 5.2.3, the segmentation region is divided

into K groups and each group has numerous pixels even from a single predicted

image. Those pixels in the K groups naturally form a type-2 fuzzy set. Then

the type-2 fuzzy set is directly converted to a type-1 fuzzy set for uncertainty

estimation in the proposed method. However, it is commonly acknowledged

that type-2 fuzzy sets are better at representing uncertainty [115]. In our study,

it is an initial step in exploring the use of a type-2 fuzzy set in deriving the

segmentation quality. More sophisticated techniques can be explored in future

work.

5.5 Summary

In this chapter, a novel fuzzy-uncertainty-based quality quantification method is

proposed to address objective 3. This algorithm consists of three parts: adopt-

ing TTA and MCdropout to capture the data uncertainty and model uncertainty,

using a fuzzy set to describe the captured uncertainty, and utilizing the fuzziness

to calculate the image-level uncertainty value. Extensive experiments using six

medical image segmentation applications on the detection of skin lesion, nuclei,

lung, breast, cell, and brain are conducted to evaluate the proposed algorithm.

The experimental results show that the estimated image-level uncertainties us-

ing the proposed method have strong correlations with the segmentation quali-

ties measured by the Dice coefficient. Although the fuzzy image fusion method

outperforms the average fusion method in the proposed algorithm, its time com-

plexity is very high and therefore may not be the best option depending on the
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application. Compared to other state-of-the-art quality quantification methods

(VC, Ulabelled, IoU, Dpw, and CNNurp), the proposed FQC algorithm has a

better ability to assess the segmentation quality and to classify the good/poor

segmentation images.

In this chapter, the proposed fuzzy-uncertainty-based quality quantification al-

gorithm has satisfying performance on six public datasets. To further investigate

the practical application of fuzzy uncertainty in a clinical setting, the next chap-

ter will include a real-world medical case study that involves quantitative and

qualitative analyses.
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Chapter 6

Real-world Medical Case Study

Last Chapter, a fuzzy-uncertainty-based quality quantification algorithm is pro-

posed to indicate the success/failure or the level of trustworthiness of the seg-

mentation results without access to the ground truth images. In fact, the pro-

posed quality quantification algorithm is significantly useful in practical appli-

cations, especially in clinical settings. To explore how to apply quality quantifi-

cation in clinical settings, this chapter goes beyond public datasets and delves

into a real-world case study involving cardiac MRI segmentation. Moreover, as

clinicians also provide the level of uncertainty to measure their confidence when

annotating to generate ground truth images (human-based uncertainty), the cor-

relation between human-based uncertainty and AI-based uncertainty (calculated

by the proposed quality quantification algorithm) is investigated. In this chapter,

by addressing objective 4, quantitative and qualitative analyses are implemented

simultaneously to obtain experimental results based on the dataset and feedback

from the clinicians, as presented in my study [116].

In Section 6.1, background information on cardiac magnetic resonance imaging

(CMR) is provided. Section 6.2 details the dataset, segmentation model, the

proposed fuzzy-uncertainty-based quality quantification algorithm, and defini-
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tions of five different kinds of AI-based uncertainties. Section 6.3 investigates

the performance of AI-based uncertainty for the cardiac MRI dataset from four

aspects. The comparison of AI-based uncertainty and human-based uncertainty

is presented in Section 6.4. Section 6.5 conducts a qualitative study with clin-

icians to obtain their feedback. Section 6.6 provides discussions about the dif-

ferences between AI-based uncertainty and human-based uncertainty and their

practical applications in clinical settings. Finally, the findings of this chapter are

concluded and summarized in Section 6.7.

6.1 Background and Motivation

Recent research has shown that the size of ventricular scar has a strong re-

lationship with the risk of ventricular arrhythmia episodes [117]. Thus it is

crucial to correctly identify and quantify cardiac scar from medical images.

Due to its ability to provide detailed and precise structure characterization,

cardiac magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is essential in not only diagnos-

ing cardiac pathologies but also guiding appropriate treatment [118]. Cardiac

MRI represents the gold standard for non-invasive cardiac structure characteri-

zation, detection of acute and chronic myocardial changes, and myocardial via-

bility [119, 120].

Therefore, with its common use in clinical cardiology, cardiac MRI is ideal for

quantitative scar measurements. Utilization of anatomical data provides com-

plimentary benefits by allowing the segmentation of multiple structures. Clas-

sical image automatic segmentation technologies consist of edge detection [9],

threshold [7], region growing [8], and clustering [35]. These methods are not

robust and have low segmentation accuracy when the boundary of the origi-

nal image is complicated and overlapped. To mitigate these problems, end-to-
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end convolutional neural networks (CNNs)-based semantic segmentation tech-

niques have gradually become the mainstream image segmentation algorithms

and achieved outstanding performance [121, 122, 123]. However, one limita-

tion of end-to-end CNNs-based segmentation models is that they only provide

segmentation results without the corresponding information regarding the level

of trustworthiness of the segmentation result, which hinders the widespread ap-

plication of CNNs-based segmentation models in clinical practice.

It is crucial in clinical settings to provide accurate segmentation results as well

as to inform the segmentation quality. As suggested by the experimental results

on five 2D public datasets [91], the uncertainty derived from fuzzy-based qual-

ity quantification algorithm (AI-based uncertainty) [91] has a close linear rela-

tionship with the true segmentation quality. This indicates that AI-based uncer-

tainty can serve as an effective metric to estimate the segmentation quality when

ground truth images are unavailable. Thus, this chapter utilizes AI-based uncer-

tainty to indicate the quality of the cardiac MRI segmentation model. Moreover,

in clinical settings, the practical application of AI-based uncertainty is consid-

erably complicated. A variety of uncertainties are introduced due the multiple

slices and structures contained within each cardiac MRI study including class-

level, slice-level, image-level, etc. Thus, this chapter also conducts qualitative

analyses with clinicians to investigate all relevant uncertainties that may impact

use clinically.

Furthermore, as some structures are complex and challenging to accurately seg-

ment for clinicians, uncertainty exists when performing annotations to generate

ground truth images. This human-based uncertainty is graded by the clinicians.

However, the relationship between AI-based uncertainty and human-based un-

certainty is unknown and is investigated in this chapter.
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6.2 Implementations Details

In this section, the cardiac MRI dataset, semantic segmentation model, and AI-

based uncertainty algorithm are described in detail.

6.2.1 Materials

The cardiac dataset includes 483 multi-slice 2D late gadolinium-enhanced car-

diac MRI (LGE-Cardiac MRI) from patients with ischemic cardiac disease. This

cohort has been selected from clinically indicated routine scans (on Philips and

Siemens scanners) undertaken at Nottingham University Hospitals NHS Trust

and Leeds Institute of Cardiovascular and Metabolic Medicine, UK. Seven car-

diac structures were manually labeled by Level 1 Society of CMR accredited

cardiology operators. Manual segmentations were performed on the LGE-CMR

short axis stack to delineate the left ventricle (LV) endocardium (LV-En), LV

epicardium (LV-Ep), Scar, right ventricular (RV) endocardium (RV-En), RV epi-

cardium (RV-Ep), papillary muscles (Pap) and aorta (Aor). During the annota-

tion process, the clinical operator also utilized other MRI sequences (e.g. cine

MRI, the long-axis stack MRI, and Phase-sensitive inversion recovery MRI) to

assist the annotations. The final manual segmentation by our clinical expert was

treated as the surrogate for “gold standard”.

Due to the complexity of certain specific structures, accurately segmenting them

is a challenge even for experts, resulting in the existence of uncertainty during

the annotation process namely human-based uncertainty. Our human annota-

tor also quantifies human-based uncertainty as the degree of uncertainty when

performing manual delineation: 0 means high uncertainty, 1 refers to medium

uncertainty, and 2 represents low uncertainty. This three-level uncertainty was

recorded for each slice, which was easier to ensure consistency across slices and
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subjects than a longer ordinal or continuous valued scale.

6.2.2 Segmentation Model

As one cardiac MRI consists of multi-slice 2D images, a 3D semantic segmenta-

tion model namely VNet [97] was applied to segment different structures in car-

diac MRI dataset. The input and output image size for VNet is 16×256×256,

which means that all the datasets are reshaped to the same size. VNet has five

layers and is constituted by an encoding process and a decoding process. During

the encoding stage, the numbers of kernels for convolutional operators were 16

(first layer), 32 (second layer), 64 (third layer), 128 (fourth layer), and 256 (fifth

layer), respectively. During the decoding stage, de-convolution operations with

the kernel size 1×2×2 were adopted to recover the feature map sizes.

For all the segmentation tasks, the datasets were divided into a training set

(70%), a validation set (10%), and a testing set (20%). The parameters of VNet

were initialized based on a uniform distribution [124]. VNet was trained with

the combination of Cross-entropy Loss and Soft-Dice Loss. The weight for each

loss was 0.5. During the training process, early stopping [125] was applied to

avoid over-fitting issues. At the end of each epoch, the trained model was eval-

uated on the validation set. If the performance showed improvement, the model

was saved as the temporary best model. If the performance on the validation

set decreased for five consecutive epochs, the training process was terminated.

If the entire training session did not trigger the early stopping mechanism, the

model stopped training after 100 epochs. Adam optimization algorithm with an

initial learning rate of 0.0001 was used to update the parameters for VNet. Af-

ter obtaining the pre-trained segmentation models, various types of uncertainties

were computed, as described in the next subsection.
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6.2.3 AI-derived Uncertainty Generation

Figure 6.1: The Pipeline of the AI-based uncertainty algorithm

The pipeline of the AI-derived uncertainty algorithm [91] is shown in Figure 6.1.

It is assumed that a DCNN-based segmentation model (VNet) is trained and

capable of performing segmentation on a given input image. The AI-derived

uncertainty algorithm works as a computational module in the inference proce-

dure, which consists of the following steps: (1) Test-time augmentation (TTA)

[99] and Monte Carlo Dropout (MCdropout) [100] are firstly applied to generate

several predicted segmentation outputs for a given input image. (2) An average

predicted segmentation mask is calculated based on these generated predictions.

A distance map is generated from the average predicted segmentation mask us-

ing distance transform [89]. Each pixel value in the distance map represents

the minimum distance to the boundary. The distances are then normalized and

discretized into groups, resulting in a grouped distance map. (3) The predicted

segmentation images are represented by a set of confidence distributions for all
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the distance groups, which are then formalized as general type-2 fuzzy sets. (4)

Type reduction is applied to convert the type-2 fuzzy sets to type-1 fuzzy sets.

(5) Fuzziness measure is subsequently applied to the type-1 fuzzy sets to calcu-

late an uncertainty value, which is used to quantify segmentation quality. The

detailed process of each step is presented in my previous work [91].

The above AI-derived uncertainty approach is designed to measure the uncer-

tainty in each class using fuzziness [91]. This allocates an individual uncertainty

value to each class. Based on this method, when analyzing a multi-class car-

diac MRI image, five types of uncertainties can be derived including pixel-level

uncertainty, image-level uncertainty, class-level uncertainty, slice-level uncer-

tainty, and slice-class-level uncertainty.

These uncertainties are explained as follows.

(1) Pixel-level uncertainty: after using the TTA and MCdropout, each pixel

of the predicted image has several different values. Then each pixel’s un-

certainty can be calculated by variance [26]. Thus, pixel-level uncertainty

can be visualized using a heat map with the same size as the raw image,

which could assist clinicians in determining the regions that have high

uncertainty and are possibly incorrectly predicted.

(2) Class-level uncertainty: for each individual class, the AI-derived uncer-

tainty algorithm directly generates one uncertainty value to infer the level

of uncertainty. Availability of this uncertainty could focus the clinician’s

attention to specific categories of interest.

(3) Image-level uncertainty: a signal uncertainty value is generated to mea-

sure the overall uncertainty of the image. The mean of class-level uncer-

tainties is used to calculate the image-level uncertainty. This uncertainty

score would identify overall poorly performing segmentation to clinicians
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[126].

(4) Slice-level uncertainty: cardiac MRI scans consist of multi-slice 2D im-

ages. Thus for each slice, an uncertainty value is calculated to quantify its

level of uncertainty. Like image-level uncertainty, slice-level uncertainty

may help clinicians detect poor segmentation results at the slice level.

(5) Slice-class-level uncertainty: considering that each slice can be treated

as a 2D image with multiple classes, the uncertainty of each class within

a given slice is quantified using a signal value. This kind of uncertainty

provides more detailed uncertainty information for clinicians and is highly

beneficial when clinicians intend to investigate the class-level segmenta-

tion quality of each slice.

6.3 Uncertainty-based Quality Quantification

quality quantification serves as an auxiliary algorithm designed to assess the

segmentation quality in the absence of ground truth images. My work [91]

proposed fuzzy-based uncertainty to conduct quality quantification. Herein the

proposed quality quantification algorithm was firstly applied to the cardiac MRI

dataset, and its effectiveness was assessed.

3D VNet is utilized for segmenting the cardiac MRI dataset. The true segmen-

tation quality is measured by the Dice coefficient (DC). DC is calculated by the

comparison of the predicted segmentation mask with the ground truth mask. As

one cardiac MRI is a multi-class image, DC can be calculated in four levels.

1) Image-level DC: it measures the overall segmentation quality of the given

cardiac MRI image. 2) Class-level DC: it estimates each structure’s segmenta-

tion quality. 3) Slice-level DC: since a cardiac MRI image comprises multiple

2D slices, the slice-level DC is utilized to evaluate the segmentation quality of
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each individual slice. 4) Slice-class-level DC: for each 2D slice, it also includes

multiple classes and each class has a DC to measure its segmentation quality.

As mentioned in Section 6.2.3, the proposed uncertainty quantification algo-

rithm was used to measure AI-based uncertainty from image-level, class-level,

slice-level, and slice-class-level perspectives. Thus, the correlation between the

AI-based uncertainty and DC is explored. The Pearson correlation coefficient

(PE) measures the linear correlation of DC and the AI-based uncertainty, and the

value is between -1 and 1. When the value is close to 1 or -1, it means the given

two variables have a strong positive or a strong negative relationship, respec-

tively. The closer a correlation value is to 0, the less correlation can be found

between the two variables. The formula of the Pearson correlation coefficient is

given as

ρX ,Y =
E [XY ]−E [X ]E [Y ]√

E [X2]− (E [X ])2
√
E [Y 2]− (E [Y ])2

(6.1)

where X and Y refer to uncertainty values and DC values respectively, E means

the expectation.

In the experiments, the testing set is used to test the performance of VNet seg-

mentation model (DC) and the proposed quality quantification algorithm (PE).

The corresponding experimental results are shown in Table 6.1. It can seen that

the PE is high despite the DC value being low, e.g. DC for scar is only 0.36

but PE is -0.76. This suggests that AI-based uncertainty is a good segmenta-

tion quality indicator. Figure 6.2 visualizes the relationship between AI-based

uncertainty and DC at image-level, class-level, slice-level, and slice-class-level.

Note that when all classes are integrated into one figure (Figure 6.2(b) and Fig-

ure 6.2(d)), the mean of DC (y-axis) and the PE between DC and AI-based

uncertainty are calculated and recorded as ‘Overall’ in Table 6.1. From Fig-
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ure 6.2(b) and Figure 6.2(d), it can be seen that DC and AI-based uncertainty

have a strong relationship (PE=-0.922/-0.928) when all classes are considered.

Thus PE values of “Overall” are utilized to represent the quality quantifica-

tion performance of class-level and slice-class-level. Moreover, the class-level

(PE=-0.922) and slice-class-level (PE=-0.928) have higher Pearson values com-

pared to the image-level (PE=-0.838) and slice-level (PE=-0.798). It suggests

that class-level including slice-class-level uncertainty has a strong linear nega-

tive relationship with the true segmentation quality (measured by DC). When

there are no ground truth images, the class-level uncertainty could be used to in-

fer segmentation quality effectively [91]. To determine whether the class-level

uncertainty is useful in clinical settings, further investigation is conducted in

collaboration with clinicians.

Figure 6.2: Scatter plot for the relationship between the DC and AI-based un-
certainty. PE represents the Pearson correlation between AI-based uncertainty
and DC.
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Table 6.1: The true segmentation quality of cardiac MRI dataset and the Pearson
correlation coefficient (PE) between DC and AI-based Uncertainty

Perspective Class DC PE

Image-level - 0.658 -0.838

Class-level

LV-En 0.902 -0.855

LV-Ep 0.741 -0.784

Scar 0.364 -0.762

RV-En 0.827 -0.529

RV-Ep 0.528 -0.795

Pap 0.527 -0.816

Aor 0.732 -0.825

Overall 0.663 -0.922

Slice-level - 0.724 -0.798

Slice-class-level

LV-En 0.905 -0.883

LV-Ep 0.742 -0.837

Scar 0.661 -0.933

RV-En 0.890 -0.914

RV-Ep 0.671 -0.919

Pap 0.823 -0.944

Aor 0.947 -0.916

Overall 0.811 -0.928

6.4 Comparison of AI-based Uncertainty and Human-

based Uncertainty

As described in Section 6.2.1, when experts conducted manual annotation, they

also quantified uncertainty using 0, 1, and 2 at slice level. The uncertainty
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quantified by experts is referred to as human-based uncertainty in the remaining

parts of this chapter. To fairly investigate the difference between human-based

uncertainty and AI-based uncertainty (calculated by the algorithm described in

Section 3.3), slice-level and slice-class-level AI-based uncertainties are used in

the following experiments.

Figure 6.3: The box plot of human-based uncertainty and the true slice-level
segmentation quality (measured by slice-level DC) .

Table 6.2: The statistic values for each box of slice-level DC; ∗ means box-1
and box-2 are significantly different measured by the independent samples’ T-
test with P value <0.05

Human-based Uncertianty
Slice-level DC

Mean std median
0 0.839 0.151 0.884
1 0.834 0.108 0.861

2∗ 0.849 0.104 0.874

Figure 6.3 and Table 6.2 show the relationship between the true segmentation

quality measured by DC and human-based uncertainty. Note that DC is cal-

culated slice by slice. As can be observed from Figure 6.3 and Table 6.2,
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when clinical experts are uncertain about their annotation (human-based un-

certainty=0), the AI-based segmentation model can still potentially perform rea-

sonably well with the segmentation quality sometimes even outperforming when

the uncertainty level is 1. This suggests a poor correlation between human-based

uncertainty and DC. In other words, high uncertainty labeled by humans does

not necessarily lead to low segmentation quality using AI-based segmentation

models.

Next, the relationship between human-based and AI-based uncertainties at slice

level is investigated.

Figure 6.4 shows the relationship between AI-based uncertainty and human-

based uncertainty at slice level. Then statistical results of AI-based uncertainty

at each level of human-based uncertainty are presented in Table 6.3. From the

box plot and statistical values, it can be observed that when human-based un-

certainty is equal to 0 or 1, there is no statistical difference to the corresponding

AI-based uncertainties. When human-based uncertainty is equal to 2, AI-based

uncertainty values are lower compared to the ones at the other two levels of

human-based uncertainties. The independent samples’ T-test further verifies that

box-0 or box-1 has a statistically significant difference from box-2 (all p values

< 0.05). This suggests that when the clinician has a lower level of uncertainty

(level 2), the AI-based uncertainty value is also lower than other levels.

Table 6.3: The statistic values for each box of slice-level AI-based uncertainty; ♯
means box-0 and box-2 are significantly different measured by the independent
samples’ T-test with P value <0.05; ∗ means box-1 and box-2 are significantly
different with P value <0.05

Human-based Uncertainty
Slice-level AI-based Uncertainty
Mean std median

0 0.262 0.124 0.252
1 0.261 0.098 0.251

2♯∗ 0.234 0.093 0.223

As the cardiac MRI dataset consists of 7 classes: LV-En, LV-Ep, Scar, RV-En,
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Figure 6.4: The box plot for AI-based uncertainty and Human-based uncertainty
on the slice level.

RV-Ep, Pap, and Aor, each slice also consists of these classes, and each class in

the same slice shares the same human-based uncertainty. Hence, the next step

is to analyze the correlation between human-based uncertainty and AI-based

uncertainty at the slice-class level. In Figure 6.5 and Table 6.4, for LV-En,

Scar, and RV-En, box-0 and box-1 show no statistical difference while box-

0/box-1 and box-2 are statistically different. For LV-Ep, RV-EP, and Pap classes,

each box demonstrates statistically significant differences when compared to

one another. This indicates that AI-based uncertainty has a consistent trend with

human-based uncertainty. Nevertheless, the correlation between human-based

uncertainty and AI-based uncertainty is not clear for the Aor class.

Furthermore, by observing some AI-based results, one conjecture is that the

AI-based uncertainty has a potentially closer relationship with the structure’s

size than human-based uncertainty. Then for each slice, the proportion of the
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Figure 6.5: The box plot of AI-based Uncertainty and Human-based Uncertainty
for each class.
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structures for the whole slice was calculated. AI-based uncertainty was divided

into 0, 1 and 2 to mirror human-based uncertainty for balanced comparison.

First, the maximum (max) and minimum (min) values of the AI-based uncer-

tainty were obtained. Then if the AI-based uncertainty value was greater than

2× (max−min)/3, it was represented as 0 suggesting high uncertainty. If the

AI-based uncertainty value was less than (max−min)/3, it was represented

as 2 suggesting low uncertainty. If the AI-based uncertainty value was in the

range of [(max−min)/3,2× (max−min)/3], it was represented as 1 suggest-

ing medium uncertainty.

Figure 6.6 shows the relationships between slice-level size and uncertainty (human-

based and AI-based) using box and scatter plots. From Figure 6.6 (a)-(b), de-

spite the increase in structure size, both the human-based uncertainty and AI-

based uncertainty overall correspond in certainty. The discrepancy between the

three boxes is significantly greater for AI-based uncertainty in comparison to

human-based uncertainty. Figure 6.6 (b) clearly shows that AI models exhibit

high uncertainty when the structure size is relatively small. Therefore, AI-based

uncertainty has a stronger relationship with structure size compared to human-

based uncertainty.

Figure 6.6: (a) is the box plot for the relationship between human-based un-
certainty and slice-level structure’ size. (b) is the box plot for the relationship
between AI-based uncertainty and structure’ size at the slice level.
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Table 6.4: The statistic values for each box of slice-class-level AI-based un-
certainty; ♯ means box-0 and box-2 are significantly different measured by the
independent samples’ T-test with P value <0.05; ∗ means box-1 and box-2 are
significantly different with P value <0.05; ‡ means box-0 and box-1 are signif-
icantly different with P value <0.05

Class
Human-based
Uncertainty

Slice-class-level AI-based Uncertainty
Mean std median

LV-En
0 0.139 0.111 0.112
1 0.126 0.087 0.105

2♯∗ 0.108 0.069 0.094

LV-Ep
0 0.262 0.106 0.236

1‡ 0.245 0.082 0.227
2♯∗ 0.206 0.075 0.188

Scar
0 0.487 0.137 0.480
1 0.488 0.154 0.457

2♯∗ 0.454 0.156 0.414

RV-En
0 0.189 0.163 0.136
1 0.165 0.134 0.121

2♯∗ 0.131 0.101 0.100

RV-Ep
0 0.363 0.144 0.313

1‡ 0.326 0.106 0.298
2♯∗ 0.309 0.097 0.287

Pap
0 0.493 0.132 0.471

1‡ 0.442 0.136 0.419
2♯∗ 0.405 0.124 0.384

Aor
0 0.181 0.101 0.157
1 0.189 0.114 0.160

2∗ 0.163 0.091 0.139
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6.5 Qualitative Analysis

In this section, a qualitative analysis is conducted to explore the clinical appli-

cation of AI-based uncertainty and the difference between AI-based uncertainty

and human-based uncertainty with two clinicians. The two clinicians are con-

sultant cardiologists with a focus on cardiac rhythm management at Nottingham

University Hospitals NHS Trust. They provided the human-based uncertainty

and annotated the cardiac MRI raw images used in this project.

6.5.1 Clinical Application of AI-derived Uncertainty

Section 6.2.3 described various uncertainties: pixel-level uncertainty, image-

level uncertainty, class-level uncertainty, slice-level uncertainty, and slice-class-

level uncertainty. To explore which uncertainty is useful and how these uncer-

tainties are used clinically, the meanings and definitions of these uncertainties

were explained to clinicians using the examples in Appendix, thereby obtaining

their feedback and insight.

Based on the feedback, both clinicians agreed that pixel-level uncertainty pro-

vides a quick overview of areas where the segmentation model finds challenging

and could be used to highlight areas for segmentation improvement. Addition-

ally, as pixel-level uncertainty is presented as a map rather than a numerical

value, it is easily and rapidly comprehended. The potential clinical applications

of pixel-level uncertainty include 1) pre-procedural review by non-imaging spe-

cialists for a general understanding of the reliability of segmentation; 2) second

check for imaging cardiologists.

As discussed above, image-level uncertainty is the average of all class-level

uncertainties. According to the clinicians, in clinical settings, not all categories
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are important depending on the question. For example, clinicians may pay more

attention to the scar class for diagnostics, risk prediction or procedural guidance.

Therefore, class-level uncertainty provides more detail and is potentially more

clinically valuable in comparison to image-level uncertainty. Furthermore, the

potential clinical application areas of class-level uncertainty are broad including

image analysis (quantification of classes) and risk prediction (identifying the

classes with poor segmentation quality).

Slice-level and slice-class-level uncertainties are calculated slice by slice. Based

on the clinicians’ feedback, the slice-level and slice-class-level uncertainties are

only useful if image quality is not homogeneous for all slices, i.e., poor apical or

basal slices that would cause significant deterioration. One potential application

is to further interrogate the data to see if certain slices could be assessed for

exclusion from segmentation.

Overall, both clinicians agreed that pixel-level uncertainty and class-level uncer-

tainty are potentially more useful and significant in clinical settings compared

to other uncertainties.

6.5.2 Generation of Human-based Uncertainty

To conduct a qualitative analysis of the difference between AI-based uncertainty

and human-based uncertainty, some representative cases are visualized to dis-

cuss with the clinicians (shown in Figure 6.7–6.9). It should be noted that slices

with low AI-based uncertainty but a human-based uncertainty of 0/1, or slices

with high AI-based uncertainty but a human-based uncertainty of 2, are used as

the case selection criteria.

In Figure 6.7 and 6.8, each slice only has one structure, and the shape of this

structure is easily distinguishable and straightforward to be segmented by the
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Figure 6.7: Two cases with low AI-based uncertainty (0.085 and 0.095) and
high human-based uncertainty (level 0). The tissue is the Aor.

Figure 6.8: Two cases with low AI-based uncertainty (0.085 and 0.080) and
high human-based uncertainty (level 1). The tissue is the Aor.

AI model. Thus, the AI-based uncertainty is considerably low. However, the

human-based uncertainties for these slices are equal to 0 or 1, indicating that

clinicians themselves were uncertain when performing annotations. Clinician
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Figure 6.9: Two cases with low AI-based uncertainty (0.874 and 0.821) and high
human-based uncertainty (level 2). The tissues are LV-En (red colour), LV-Ep
(green colour), and Scar (Blue colour).

feedback suggested that the level of uncertainty pertained predominately to the

presence of other labels such as the LV endocardium or myocardium in the

given slice due to off-axis acquisition and image quality. Moreover, clinicians

were more uncertain, especially in regions with close proximity of the aorta to

surrounding structures.

Moreover, Figure 6.9 demonstrates the structures in each slice are difficult to

distinguish as their sizes are too small. Hence the AI model struggled to achieve

accurate segmentation, resulting in a significantly high level of uncertainty.

However, the clinicians felt confident about their annotations. Clinicians sug-

gested that their certainty was not derived from the present slice image but from

the previous one. Their confidence was based on the accuracy of the prior slices

and the fact that subsequent slices did not demonstrate anatomical displacement,

thus inferring that the current slice is certain. Furthermore, considering that the

current slice’s location is at the bottom of the heart, the absence of any scar or

other geometric complexities mitigates potential uncertain factors.
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Hence, when clinicians made annotations, their uncertainty was determined

based not only on the given slice but also contextual information. However,

the proposed AI-based uncertainty algorithm is exclusively based on the infor-

mation provided by the given slice image, without taking contextual factors into

consideration. This is the key difference between human-based uncertainty and

AI-based uncertainty investigated in this chapter.

6.6 Discussion

Feedback from clinicians suggests that pixel-level uncertainty as a visual map

provides a quick visual understanding of an accurate spread of uncertainty.

However, pixel-level uncertainty is the least reflective of segmentation quality as

each image consists of numerous pixels. Class-level uncertainty provides valu-

able insights, such as identifying the classes that demonstrate good segmentation

performance and filtering those that require further review. Moreover, according

to the quantitative analysis, class-level uncertainty also outperforms other types

of uncertainty. This is due to the fact all the different class-level uncertain-

ties have an impact at image-level and slice-level uncertainties thus inaccurately

skewing results if a single class is missing or inaccurately segmented.

On the other hand, the proposed quality quantification algorithm leverages un-

certainty to infer the segmentation performance and improve the credibility of

segmentation models for clinical practice. This supports the critical role of ac-

curately defining uncertainty in quality quantification methods. Hence, class-

level uncertainty is more suitable when evaluating the segmentation quality as

it is calculated by the proposed fuzzy-uncertainty algorithm directly. Note that

for some special scenarios, if clinicians are more interested in the segmentation

quality of individual slices, slice-class-level uncertainty is the most appropriate
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metric.

When it comes to human-based uncertainty and AI-based uncertainty, AI-based

uncertainty lacks an understanding of the underlying geometry and is solely

based on the provided data, whereas clinicians possess prior knowledge. This

disparity highlights a potential difference between human uncertainty and AI

uncertainty. Therefore, it is a promising direction to narrow this difference by

adding human experience to the AI model or facilitating mutual learning be-

tween humans and AI. Note that the two clinicians who participated in the qual-

itative analysis are responsible for the annotation of ground truth images and

human-based uncertainty. Thus they possess a more comprehensive and direct

understanding of the provided cardiac MRI dataset.

6.7 Summary

In this chapter, to address objective 4, quantitative and qualitative analyses

are conducted to investigate the application of uncertainty in clinical settings

and the difference between human-based uncertainty and AI-based uncertainty.

First, a real-world multi-slice 2D cardiac MRI dataset is collected from Notting-

ham University Hospital and Leeds Institute of Cardiovascular and Metabolic

Medicine. Then the proposed AI-based uncertainty algorithm is applied to cal-

culate the uncertainty of this dataset. Next, the relationship between true seg-

mentation quality measured by DC and AI-based uncertainty is analyzed. Ex-

perimental results suggest that the proposed AI-based uncertainty has a strong

correlation with the true segmentation quality of the cardiac MRI dataset. Fur-

thermore, experiments were performed to explore human-based uncertainty as

the clinicians provided their level of confidence during ground-truth annota-

tion. According to the experimental results, high uncertainty labelled by humans
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does not necessarily indicate low segmentation quality by AI-based segmenta-

tion models. For some specific structures (LV-Ep, RV-EP, and Pap), AI-based

uncertainty has high agreements with human-based uncertainty.

Clinicians from the Nottingham University Hospitals NHS Trust took part in

the qualitative analysis. Based on their feedback and comments, class-level un-

certainty provides more detailed information and is more suitable to infer seg-

mentation quality in comparison to other uncertainties. Pixel-level uncertainty

as a visual map rapidly highlights the areas of uncertainty, but does not cor-

relate with the segmentation performance directly. Representative cases with

a great difference between human-based uncertainty and AI-based uncertainty

are visualized to discuss with the clinicians. Feedback identify that humans

utilise prior information (e.g. structural information) to formulate uncertainty

scores. AI models lack the luxury of such prior learned knowledge highlight-

ing this as a significant difference between the proposed AI-based uncertainty

and human-based uncertainty. Potential future work should aim to incorporate

human experience (e.g., the size of a cardiac model, structures’ location, and

contextual information) into AI models to improve the AI’s understanding from

a human perspective.

Having completed the quantitative and qualitative analyses on the application of

AI-based uncertainty in clinical applications and the difference between human-

based uncertainty and AI-based uncertainty, we will now proceed to the final

conclusions of this thesis.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions

This chapter summarizes the main points and contributions of this thesis. Limi-

tations and future work are also discussed in this chapter.

7.1 Thesis Summary

Chapter 1 pointed out that the aim of this thesis was to improve the workflow of

semantic segmentation through a combination of reducing model complexity,

improving segmentation accuracy, and making semantic segmentation results

more reliable and robust. To achieve this aim, the corresponding objectives

were identified as follows:

[1] Create a modeling framework in which the number of parameters is sat-

isfyingly low

It is widely recognized that to achieve satisfying segmentation perfor-

mance, the semantic segmentation models normally have numerous learn-

able parameters. Moreover, the semantic segmentation models extract and

aggregate spatial information and channel-wise features simultaneously.
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These two facts increase the model’s size and complexity. Hence, it is

useful to design a novel module that can make it easy to achieve semantic

segmentation.

[2] Improve overall segmentation accuracy with particular emphasis on bound-

aries

Many past and current methods investigate pixel-wise and region-wise

losses while boundary-wise loss is underexplored. It is well known that

one of the key aims of semantic segmentation is to precisely delineate

objects’ boundaries. Thus, it is critical to design a loss boundary-wise

loss function that measures the errors around objects’ boundaries and then

improves the boundary accuracy of semantic segmentation.

[3] Enhance interpretability of semantic segmentation results

Without interpretability, the semantic segmentation results are inconvin-

cible and not accepted by users, especially clinicians, which limits the

application of semantic segmentation. Hence, in order to make semantic

segmentation results more reliable and robust, a novel quality quantifi-

cation algorithm is designed to enhance the interpretability of semantic

segmentation results. The proposed quality quantification algorithm can

help interpret the semantic segmentation results by segmentation uncer-

tainty. Uncertainty has a negative relationship with segmentation quality,

and fuzzy sets are an efficient and useful technique to handle and quantify

uncertainty. It is a promising idea to leverage fuzzy sets to calculate the

segmentation uncertainty and, therefore to indicate the quality of semantic

segmentation results.

[4] Evaluating the framework through real-world experimental studies

After completing the algorithms or models design in the lab, the next step

is to utilize the proposed algorithms and models to handle practical issues.
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Hence, quantitative analysis and qualitative analysis are conducted with

clinicians using a real-world cardiac MRI dataset to evaluate the frame-

work.

7.2 Contributions and Publications

In Chapter 2, detailed background material and an overview of the literature this

thesis uses and refers to are provided. This chapter is constituted of two parts:

semantic segmentation and fuzzy methods. The definition of semantic segmen-

tation, widely-used semantic segmentation models, semantic segmentation loss

functions, and quality quantification algorithms for semantic segmentation are

reviewed at the beginning of Chapter 2. Next, a brief introduction of various

fuzzy methods adopted to deal with semantic segmentation issues is provided.

First, the definition and representation methods of fuzzy sets are described in

detail since they play a significant role in the proposed new fuzzy-based quality

quantification algorithm. Then some basic theoretical knowledge and defini-

tions of fuzzy rough sets are introduced, which constructs a solid mathematical

support for the derivation procedure of the boundary-wise loss function. Finally,

the definitions and formulas of different fuzzy integral operators are discussed

in detail. Additionally, Chapter 2 also discusses the research gap in semantic

segmentation and why these fuzzy-based technologies are useful.

• Contribution 1: A novel fuzzy integral layer in semantic segmentation

models

Chapter 3 addressed objective 1 by designing a new fuzzy integral layer.

This layer can be integrated into semantic segmentation models and con-

sists of a dimensionality reduction operator and OWA fusion operators.

The dimensionality reduction operator is a convolutional layer, which can
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help reduce the number of feature maps without affecting the process of

loss back-propagation. OWA fusion operators are executed to generate

new feature maps by fusing along the feature channel dimension. With

the pre-defined parameters in OWA fusion operators and the application of

a dimensionality reduction operator, the complexity of the segmentation

model is dropped. Compared to the other fuzzy-integral-based semantic

segmentation model, the proposed module is more efficient and achieves

better segmentation performance. Moreover, it has been illustrated that

when fuzzy integral modules are inserted in the encoding process of the

UNet model, the UNet model complexity is considerably reduced while

the segmentation performance remains similar as presented in our study

[69] below.

[69] Q. Lin, X. Chen, C. Chen and J.M. Garibaldi, “FuzzyDCNN: Incor-

porating Fuzzy Integral Layers to Deep Convolutional Neural Networks

for Image Segmentation” in Proceedings IEEE International Conference

on Fuzzy Systems, 2021, pp. 1-7.

Given a pre-defined semantic segmentation model, the related parameters are es-

timated by minimizing the given loss function iteratively in a training process.

Thus, The loss function plays a considerably important role in the training pro-

cess of semantic segmentation networks as it instigates the convergence process

and affects the performance of neural networks.

• Contribution 2: A boundary-wise loss function for semantic segmentation

based on fuzzy rough sets

Chapter 4 addressed objective 2 by proposing a novel boundary-wise loss

namely FRSLoss that can be used in various semantic segmentation mod-

els to improve the boundary accuracy of semantic segmentation. The

FRSLoss is derived from the lower approximation of fuzzy rough sets.
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The inclusion of the Gaussian kernel in the proposed FRSLoss formula

allows us to normalize the boundary difference between the predicted seg-

mentation and the actual segmentation, which stabilizes the convergence

procedure and consumes less time. Considering the non-convex nature of

the lower approximation of fuzzy rough sets, the distance transform algo-

rithm is applied to calculate the FRSLoss in semantic segmentation tasks.

Experimental studies showed that the proposed fuzzy rough sets loss out-

performs other boundary-wise losses in terms of segmentation accuracy

and time complexity. Compared with the commonly used pixel-wise and

region-wise losses, the proposed boundary-wise loss has a similar perfor-

mance but pays more attention to the boundaries as presented in our study

[78] below.

[78] Q. Lin, X. Chen, C. Chen and J.M. Garibaldi, “Boundary-wise Loss

for Medical Image Segmentation Based on Fuzzy Rough Sets”, Informa-

tion Sciences (Under Review)

After completing the training process with the proposed novel FRSLoss func-

tion, the next step for semantic segmentation is to use the pre-trained segmen-

tation model to segment new images. One challenge is that there are no ground

truth images to help explain whether the segmentation results are reliable.

• Contribution 3: A novel quality quantification algorithm based on fuzzy

sets

Chapter 5 addressed objective 3 by proposing a novel fuzzy-uncertainty-

based quality quantification algorithm. The quality quantification algo-

rithm can quantify the quality of the predicted segmentation results as

part of the model inference process and improve the understanding of the

limitations of semantic segmentation through the explicit representation

of uncertainty. Firstly, test-time augmentation and Monte Carlo dropout
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are applied simultaneously to capture both the data and model uncertain-

ties of the trained image segmentation model. Then a fuzzy set is gen-

erated to describe the captured uncertainty with the assistance of the lin-

ear Euclidean distance transform algorithm. Finally, the fuzziness of the

generated fuzzy set is adopted to calculate an image-level segmentation

uncertainty and therefore to infer the segmentation quality. The experi-

mental results show that the estimated image-level uncertainties using the

proposed method have strong correlations with the segmentation qualities

measured by the Dice coefficient and outperform other five state-of-the-

art quality quantification methods in classifying the segmentation results

into good and poor quality groups–as presented in our studies [92, 91]

below.

[92] Q. Lin, X. Chen, C. Chen and J.M. Garibaldi, “Quality Quantification

in Deep Convolutional Neural Networks for Skin Lesion Segmentation

using Fuzzy Uncertainty Measurement, ” in Proceedings IEEE Interna-

tional Conference on Fuzzy Systems, 2022, pp. 1-8.

[91] Q. Lin, X. Chen, C. Chen and J.M. Garibaldi, “A Novel Quality

Control Algorithm for Medical Image Segmentation Based on Fuzzy Un-

certainty”. IEEE Transactions on Fuzzy Systems, 2022.

To further investigate the practical application of the proposed fuzzy uncertainty

in a clinical setting, a real-world medical case study is conducted.

• Contribution 4: Quantitative analysis and qualitative analysis with clini-

cians using a real-world cardiac MRI dataset are implemented to investi-

gate the practical application of uncertainty.

Chapter 6 addressed objective 4 by conducting quantitative analysis and

qualitative analysis using a real-world cardiac MRI dataset. Quantitative

analysis is to obtain some experimental results based on the dataset, while
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qualitative analysis is designed for clinicians to obtain feedback and com-

ments regarding the application of uncertainty in real-world settings and

how they annotate the uncertainty. This chapter primarily explores two

questions: Firstly, how to use the proposed quality quantification algo-

rithm to enhance the interpretability of semantic segmentation, thus en-

abling clinicians to better understand the cardiac MRI segmentation pro-

cess. Secondly, the difference between human-based uncertainty and AI-

based uncertainty is examined–as presented in our studies [116] below.

[116] Q. Lin, X. Chen, C. Chen, N. Jathanna, S. Jamil-Copley and J.M.

Garibaldi, “Study of Uncertainty of AI and Human in Cardiac MRI Seg-

mentation”, Journal of Cardiovascular Magnetic Resonance (Under Re-

view)

7.3 Limitations

The limitations of our work in this thesis are listed in this section.

The ordered weight averaging fusion method

In Chapter 3, a special case of fuzzy integrals namely ordered weight averaging

(OWA) is utilized to merge channel information. According to Section 3.2, the

OWA operator consists of two steps: 1) sort all feature maps in descending

order; 2) aggregate the reordered feature maps with predefined OWA weights.

The first step is time-consuming when there are numerous feature maps and the

fusion weights are predefined which possibly limits the learning ability of the

model. However, the sorting process is necessary since it ensures the nonlinear

aggregation of OWA algorithms.
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The test-time augmentation operators

In Chapter 5, we only used data augmentation during the test time as the pro-

posed method is based on the assumption that the quality quantification algo-

rithm is independent of the model training process and they do not share a sim-

ilar data augmentation process. If the training and testing processes use similar

data augmentation operators such as scaling, rotation, and flipping, it is expected

to have a low uncertainty score of the output, which could impact the perfor-

mance of the proposed quality quantification algorithm. Moreover, the selection

of test-time augmentation operators is highly dependent on the dataset and ap-

plication. For instance, rotation is not as effective as scaling and translation

for the lung X-ray dataset, as all images are pretty much vertically aligned. The

same conclusion would not be valid for other datasets. Therefore, one limitation

is the use of test-time augmentation operators.

The distance transform method

In Chapter 4, the utilization of the distance transform algorithm in the FRSLoss

function addresses the non-convex problem and makes the proposed loss ap-

plicable to the segmentation models. However, it is important to note that the

distance transform algorithm has a limitation: the calculation process of the

minimum distance is time-consuming, resulting in a longer convergence time

for segmentation models employing the proposed FRSLoss in comparison to

pixel-wise and region-wise losses.
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Limited number of clinicians

In Chapter 6, given that the cardiac MRI dataset has been annotated by a pair of

clinicians, the qualitative analysis is conducted exclusively by these two clini-

cians. The limited number of clinicians potentially leads to a confined interpre-

tation rather than a universally applicable conclusion.

7.4 Future Work

Some useful and significant research directions that merit further research are

discussed in this section.

Further investigate the boundary-wise loss

Although our suggested boundary-wise loss, FRSLoss, has achieved higher

boundary accuracy than region-wise losses and pixel-wise losses, FRSLoss has

similar or poorer performance in contrast to other losses for some segmentation

metrics. Furthermore, our current work only takes signal loss into consideration.

In theory, the combination of pixel-wise loss, region-wise loss and boundary-

wise loss can deal with the pixel, region and boundary simultaneously. There-

fore, whether using a combined loss to train the semantic segmentation model

is beneficial for the improvement of segmentation performance on all segmen-

tation metrics is still an open question and worth further investigation.

Exploration of uncertainty estimation methods

In the proposed fuzzy-uncertainty-based quality quantification algorithm, Test-

time augmentation and Monte Caro Dropout are adopted to capture data un-
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certainty and model uncertainty, respectively. It should be noted that the data

augmentation operators of the training process may have an impact on the un-

certainty calculation in the proposed quality quantification method. The widely-

used data augmentation operators consist of scaling, rotation, flipping, etc. The

objective of the experiments in Chapter 5 is to compare the proposed fuzzy-

uncertainty-based quality quantification algorithm with other uncertainty-based

methods. The TTA and MCdropout operators are the same for all uncertainty-

based methods. However, it is not clear which data augmentation transformation

has the most significant effect on data uncertainty. Moreover, except for Monte

Caro Dropout, there are other methods to capture the model uncertainty, e.g.

ensemble [26] and MIMO [127]. Therefore, in the future, it would be interest-

ing to explore the different data augmentation operators and model uncertainty

capturing algorithms.

On the other hand, our latest work [126] investigates the efficiency of interval

fuzzy sets in uncertainty estimation. Experimental results show that interval-

fuzzy-sets-based uncertainty is useful for detecting out-of-distribution data. How-

ever, this work is an initial step for the application of interval fuzzy sets. Only

a single dataset and basic interval fuzzy sets generation method are applied in

the corresponding experiments. More sophisticated techniques, datasets, and

applications can be explored in future work.

Comparisons of the performance of the proposed quality quan-

tification algorithms on different semantic segmentation mod-

els

In Chapter 5, we only investigate the performance of the fuzzy-uncertainty-

based quality quantification algorithm on the 2D UNet model and 3D VNet
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model. In fact, there are numerous deep convolutional neural networks (DCNN)-

based segmentation models including FCN [13], SegNet [2], DeepLab [14] etc.

It is useful to apply our suggested approach to other commonly-used semantic

segmentation models in the future to broaden its application scope.

Moreover, with the advent of the transformer module [128] in 2017, many re-

searchers adopted the transformer module to replace some convolutional lay-

ers and achieved outstanding segmentation performance, such as ViT [129] and

Swin transformer [130]. Currently, there is no research regarding the uncertainty

of transformer-based segmentation models. It is a promising and worthy topic

to investigate the performance of the proposed quality quantification algorithms

on transformer models

Incorporate experts’ experience into AI models

As AI models normally have limited knowledge and unawareness of the intrica-

cies of that specific location, there is a potential difference between the proposed

AI-based uncertainty and human-based uncertainty. In the future, the experts’

experience e.g. the size of a heart model, tissues’ location, and contextual infor-

mation is possible to incorporate into the AI model, which potentially narrows

the difference between human-based uncertainty and AI-based uncertainty and

improves the performance of AI models.

Involve more clinicians when conducting qualitative analysis

To further investigate human-based uncertainty, more clinicians who are respon-

sible for annotation should be involved. It contributes to obtaining general and

convincing conclusions, thereby improving the performance of semantic seg-

mentation.
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The appendices present an analysis of three cases with varying segmentation

quality (good, fair, and poor) to explore the relationship between AI-based un-

certainty and segmentation quality. To evaluate the segmentation quality, the

proposed fuzzy-uncertainty algorithm is applied to calculate the uncertainty for

each case. We also measure the Dice for each case, which is calculated by

comparing the predicted segmentation image to the ground truth image. Addi-

tionally, pre-trained regression models (y = −0.826× x+ 1.037 for slice-class

level and y =−1.238×x+0.975 for image-class level) are utilized to calculate

the predicted Dice for each case based on the uncertainty. Finally, the error is

the discrepancy between the real dice and the predicted dice. The results of this

analysis are presented in the following tables.
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Appendix A

Good Segmentation Case

The segmentation case 20CA015 N133 SAX .nii.gz has the following shape: 11×

336×336 and its segmentation quality (measured by Dice) is 0.793.

A.1 Whole 3D Image

Table A1: The results for the whole 20CA015 N133 SAX.nii.gz Image

Class Uncertainty Real Dice Predicted Dice Error

LV-En 0.091 0.923 0.862 0.061

LV-Ep 0.142 0.845 0.798 0.047

Scar 0.360 0.699 0.529 0.170

RV-En 0.059 0.945 0.901 0.044

RV-Ep 0.257 0.716 0.657 0.059

Pap 0.347 0.611 0.545 0.066

Aor 0.130 0.813 0.814 0.001

Whole 0.198 0.793 0.729 0.064
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A.2 Each Slice

Figure A1: The results for slice-1 of 20CA015 N133 SAX.nii.gz

Figure A2: The results for slice-2 of 20CA015 N133 SAX.nii.gz
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Figure A3: The results for slice-3 of 20CA015 N133 SAX.nii.gz

Figure A4: The results for slice-4 of 20CA015 N133 SAX.nii.gz
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Figure A5: The results for slice-5 of 20CA015 N133 SAX.nii.gz

Figure A6: The results for slice-6 of 20CA015 N133 SAX.nii.gz
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Figure A7: The results for slice-7 of 20CA015 N133 SAX.nii.gz

Figure A8: The results for slice-8 of 20CA015 N133 SAX.nii.gz

Figure A9: The results for slice-9 of 20CA015 N133 SAX.nii.gz
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Figure A10: The results for slice-10 of 20CA015 N133 SAX.nii.gz

Figure A11: The results for slice-11 of 20CA015 N133 SAX.nii.gz
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Appendix B

Middle Segmentation Case

The segmentation case 20CA015 N213 SAX .nii.gz has the following shape: 9×

336×336 and its segmentation quality (measured by Dice) is 0.603.

B.1 Whole 3D Image

Table B1: The results for the whole 20CA015 N213 SAX.nii.gz Image

Class Uncertainty Real Dice Predicted Dice Error

LV-En 0.073 0.912 0.884 0.028

LV-Ep 0.225 0.724 0.696 0.028

Scar 0.438 0.392 0.433 0.041

RV-En 0.218 0.554 0.704 0.150

RV-Ep 0.464 0.228 0.399 0.171

Pap 0.413 0.412 0.463 0.051

Aor NA NA NA NA

Whole 0.262 0.603 0.651 0.048
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B.2 Each Slice

Figure B1: The results for slice-1 of 20CA015 N213 SAX.nii.gz

Figure B2: The results for slice-2 of 20CA015 N213 SAX.nii.gz

Figure B3: The results for slice-3 of 20CA015 N213 SAX.nii.gz
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Figure B4: The results for slice-4 of 20CA015 N213 SAX.nii.gz

Figure B5: The results for slice-5 of 20CA015 N213 SAX.nii.gz

Figure B6: The results for slice-6 of 20CA015 N213 SAX.nii.gz
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Figure B7: The results for slice-7 of 20CA015 N213 SAX.nii.gz

Figure B8: The results for slice-8 of 20CA015 N213 SAX.nii.gz

Figure B9: The results for slice-9 of 20CA015 N213 SAX.nii.gz
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Appendix C

Poor Segmentation Case

The segmentation case 20CA015 N064 SAX .nii.gz has the following shape: 12×

224×198 and its segmentation quality (measured by Dice) is 0.501.

C.1 Whole 3D Image

Table C1: The results for the whole 20CA015 N064 SAX.nii.gz Image

Class Uncertainty Real Dice Predicted Dice Error

LV-En 0.165 0.817 0.770 0.047

LV-Ep 0.255 0.669 0.659 0.01

Scar 0.817 0.009 0.000 0.009

RV-En 0.232 0.751 0.687 0.064

RV-Ep 0.513 0.314 0.340 0.026

Pap 0.348 0.546 0.544 0.002

Aor 0.424 0.398 0.450 0.052

Whole 0.393 0.501 0.488 0.013
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C.2 Each Slice

Figure C1: The results for slice-1 of 20CA015 N064 SAX.nii.gz

Figure C2: The results for slice-2 of 20CA015 N064 SAX.nii.gz
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Figure C3: The results for slice-3 of 20CA015 N064 SAX.nii.gz

Figure C4: The results for slice-4 of 20CA015 N064 SAX.nii.gz

Figure C5: The results for slice-5 of 20CA015 N064 SAX.nii.gz
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Figure C6: The results for slice-6 of 20CA015 N064 SAX.nii.gz

Figure C7: The results for slice-7 of 20CA015 N064 SAX.nii.gz

Figure C8: The results for slice-8 of 20CA015 N064 SAX.nii.gz
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Figure C9: The results for slice-9 of 20CA015 N064 SAX.nii.gz

Figure C10: The results for slice-10 of 20CA015 N064 SAX.nii.gz

Figure C11: The results for slice-11 of 20CA015 N064 SAX.nii.gz
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Figure C12: The results for slice-11 of 20CA015 N064 SAX.nii.gz
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